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Pieter SMOOR

¢Umâra’s Elegies
and the Lamp of Loyalty

1

In historical sources and in ¢Umâra al-Yamanî’s Dîwân, we can find numerous interesting
details about the demise of one dynasty (the Fâ†imids) and the hesitant beginnings of the
new dynasty (the Ayyûbids).1

¢Umâra’s poetry offers us an insight into the society in which he lived and worked as a
poet and a diplomat.  Anyone who has read his poetry will have ascertained that the poet,
in addition to conventional elements such as hyperbolic eulogies and nasîb style introductions,
also conveys facts: the month in which a murder took place, the murderers who have to
be punished.  All these details appear in the poetic text.  However, the poet’s opinion of
the Fâ†imid Dynasty remains concealed.  Sometimes he appears opposed to them, particularly,
in a formal sense, in connection with the format of the shahâda, as on this subject he had

1 ¢Umâra, Najm al-Dîn, Abû Îamza, b. Abi l-Îasan ¢Alî b.
AÌmad b. MuÌammad b. Zaydân al-Îakamî, al-faqîh al-
Yamanî, of the tribe Sa¢d, of the tribal conglomeration MadhÌij,
an author of Arabic poetry and prose, born 515/1121 in
Mur†ân in the Wâdî Wasâ¢ in Yaman, was executed in 569/
1174 in Cairo, by order of ∑alâÌ al-Dîn [Saladin] b. Ayyûb.
The Memoirs and part of the poetry by ¢Umâra were edited by
Hartwig Derenbourg: ¢Oumâra du Yémen sa vie et son œuvre, vol.
I Autobiographie et récits sur les vizirs d’Egypte, Choix de poésies (Fîhi
al-Nukat al-¢aÒriyya fî akhbâri l-wuzarâ’i l-MiÒriyya), Paris 1897;
vol. II (Partie arabe), Poésie, épitres, biographies, Notices en arabe par
¢Oumâra et sur ¢Oumâra (Fîhi Takmilatu Dîwân Shi¢ri ¢Umâra al-
Yamanî wa-Nubadhun min Tarassulâtihi wa-Tarâjimihi wa
Muntakhabâtun li-¢Umâra al-Yamanî wa-fî Sîratihi wa-fî Akhbâri
Zamânihi wa-Mu¢âÒirîhi wa-Fihristu Asmâ’i l-Rijâli wa l-Nisâ’i wa l-
Duwali wa l-Kutubi wa-Ay∂an Fihristu l-Buldâni wa l-Umami wa
l-Qabâ’ili wa l-Milal), Paris 1902 [edition of the Arabic text of
¢Umâra’s Memoirs in full, the Arabic text of the Dîwân’s poems
only in part and his prose work]; vol. II (Partie Française) Vie de
¢Oumâra du Yémen, Paris 1904 [study in French of the Memoirs

and incidentally a partial translation of some poems].   Vols. I
and II (Arabic) and Vol. II (French) form part of Publications de
l’école des langues orientales vivantes, IVe série — X, XI (partie
française), Paris 1897, 1904.   —These volumes will be referred
to as Nukat-Diwan and Nukat-Diwan (French).
In this article the present author used for the poetical text
quoted, in particular the manuscript D of Saint Petersburg
(mentioned by Derenbourg in his Avant-propos, 1897), a copy
of which became available to him due to the very generous
help and assistance of Dr Anas B. Khalidov of the Institute of
Oriental Studies, St Petersburg State University —This
manuscript to be referred to as: ms. D. Another manuscript
used was the Manuscript photocopy 1551 Adab see Fihrist al-
Makh†û†ât al-MuÒawwarah I, al-Adab, qism III, Cairo 1980, p.
164: a photocopy of the Dîwân ¢Umâra al-Yamanî which derives
originally from a manuscript in the Khizânat al-Ustâdh
MuÌammad al-Manûnî, Rabat. The author gratefully mentions
Dr Ayman Fu’âd Sayyid of the Institute of Arabic Manuscripts,
Cairo, who was so kind to provide him with a photocopy. —
This manuscript to be referred to as: ms. Rabat.
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no desire to conform.2 Yet, at other times, he appears to accept the content of all the
important viewpoints of the Fâ†imid ideology: their lineage from Fâ†ima, the special position
of the Imâm which is referred to in the Koran and in the poetry of the poet himself.

It would appear that the poet considers his poetry to be on the same level as the prose
style text of the Koran.3 His references to contemporary political events are shrouded in
ambiguity. However, as the names of the people being praised are not omitted, there are
several poetical passages which enable us to deduce both events and opinions, albeit the
poet ensures that the latter remain vague by moving forward in a meditative style. This
meditative style is intimated in the opening verses of some poems; the poet asks rhetorical
questions without giving a clear answer.

1.1

In certain poems this phenomenon is perceptible, particularly in poems dedicated to the
praise of an Imâm or a Vizier.  Without going into the contents in detail, it is possible, at
this point, to examine a couple of opening verses which illustrate the special manner in
which ¢Umâra opens his poems.  A number of opening lines follow. In a poem to rhyme
jimâli, in praise of the already deceased Imâm al-Åâfir and the newly appointed Vizier ™alâ’i©
al-Malik al-∑âliÌ, verses 1 and 2 read as follows:
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2 The Shî¢a version of the shahâda has an extra phrase, Ìayya
¢alâ khayri l-¢amal. This led to a difference of opinion with
members of the Sunna, who, on the authority of ¢Umar,
preferred to eliminate this phrase. Compare Qâ∂î Abû Îanîfa
al-Nu¢mân ibn MuÌammad ibn ManÒûr ibn AÌmad ibn Îayyûn
al-Tamîmî al-Maghribî (who was an Ismâ¢îlî official when he
died in Jumâdâ II, 363 H.), Da¢â’im al-Islâm wa-Dhikr al-Îalâl
wa l-Îarâm wa l-Qa∂âyâ wa l-AÌkâm, ed. Asaf Fyzee (FayÂî),
Cairo third edition 1985 (1951), I, 142: “ ‘Jabrâ’îl said to the
Prophet, ‘Oh MuÌammad! Summon the people in this way to
the Òalât!’ It was told on the authority of Abû Ja¢far
MuÌammad ibn ¢Alî (God be pleased with him), who said:
‘The adhân was Ìayya ¢alâ khayri l-¢amal! (= Come to the best
work!). And as such they were ordered in the days of Abû
Bakr and in the early days of ¢Umar. Later ¢Umar ordered the
removal and elimination of this word from the adhân and from
the opening of the Òalât. For this he was heavily criticized.
Then he said: ‘If people hear that the Òalât is the best work,
they will consider the jihâd an unimportant matter and

disregard it.’ They all persisted in following ¢Umar in this
matter until the present day, and no longer adhered to the
words of the Prophet, arguing according to ¢Umar’s
proposition!...’’
¢Umâra as a Shâfi¢ite qâ∂î and diplomat, agreed with ¢Umar
and, in so doing, it would appear that he stood in opposition
to the ideology of the Ismâ¢îlî creed. However, see article infra.

3 See P. Smoor, “ ‘The Master of the Century’ Fâ†imid poets in
Cairo’’ in Orientalia Lovaniensia Analecta (73), Egypt and Syria in
the Fatimid, Ayyubid and Mamluk Eras, eds. U. Vermeulen and
D. De Smet, Leuven (Belgium) 1995, p. 150, where ¢Umâra
speaks about the Biographies of the Imâms in an exaggerated
manner: ‘’Biographical data which we copy out of the Sûras,
which have no reason to be abolished or replaced. / Our spirit
took it upon himself to describe these ’’Lives’’ in words of
poetry with you as their subject, but Gabriel took care of the
prose.’’ (Verses 11-12 from the poem to rhyme maqbûu, ed.
Derenbourg, Nukat-Diwan 305-307, ms. D folio 133 verso-135
recto, ms. Rabat p. 159-161.)
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1 Is it a heaven determined by fate (qadar) or a heaven of majesty, and the glow of a full
moon or the desires of camels?

2 Is it the station of a kingdom or the foundation of Compassion, from where the
Revelation was watered by the rain clouds from Shawwâl?4

In a passage in praise of Vizier al-SâliÌ viewed as an individual in his own right, we
hear in the poem (rhyme wa-yagh∂abu) the following lines:
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1 Is the heart then a bodily organ in which a spirit revolves, one which is sometimes
satisfied but at other times angry?

2 Or is the soul something other than a silent ravine, from which the stream of Care
sometimes overflows and at other times subsides?5

Finally we can find a similar tone in the opening of the poem (to rhyme maÒ©adu), written
for the last Imâm al-¢Â∂id:
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1 Is it the heaven of a kingdom below which there is a seat for You, or the throne of
godliness above which there is a place of ascension for You?

2 Is it a portico of fame, the rooms of which are high, or a Palace of glory plastered
with stars?6

1.2

Concerning the murders of either Imâms or Viziers, we not only witness their
consequences in the appearance of (funeral) elegies according to convention but supplemented
by actual details. We also see how the prevailing politics (of a Vizier or an Imâm) are
supported. For example, the dynastic line is endangered when a child Imâm dies childless.

4 Derenbourg, Nukat - Diwan does not include this poem. Ms.
D does not include the poem either. It is, however, in Ms.
Rabat, p. 171-173 (page numbering). A poem to rhyme Ìanînu
jimâli, consisting of 52 lines. Ms. Rabat: ‘He said in praise of
al-Åâfir and his Vizier al-∑âliÌ, ...’

5 Derenbourg, Nukat - Diwan, p. 174-177; in this edition are
the verses 1-28, 46-51. Ms. D, folio 20 recto-21 verso, ms.

Rabat p. 60-63. The poem to rhyme wa-yagh∂abu has in total
66 lines.

6 Derenbourg, Nukat - Diwan, p. 197 (= verses 1-3). Ms. D, folio
39 verso - 40 recto. The poem to rhyme maÒ¢adu comprises a
total of 24 lines in Ms. D. The version in ms. Rabat, p. 71-
73, has 51 lines, however, verse 1 is missing due to a lacuna
in the ms.!
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He is succeeded by his uncle’s son, a cousin.  We can read how the poet attempts to defend
this, despite the fact that this precedent had already been set.7

¢Umâra was an outsider who came from the far Yaman. He had, however, become
uprooted because in his home town Zabîd, the political struggle for power was so prevalent
that the poet no longer felt at home.  Fortunately for him, at that very moment in time, the
Sharîf of Mecca created an ambassadorship for him.8  Hence he travelled to Egypt.  There
he came into contact with the Fâ†imid dynasty, which appeared to be degenerating into a
situation of increasing chaos.

Just a couple of months before the arrival of ¢Umâra in the land of Egypt, the Imâm al-
Åâfir had been murdered by the son of his Vizier.9  And this event, which occurred in
549 H., heralded the dawn of a period in which the careers of the Imâms and Viziers changed
rapidly!  Their careers never seemed to end with a nice pension and a country retreat on
the Nile.  No, the Fâ†imid age was one in which both careers and lives frequently came to
an abrupt end. It was difficult for a murdered person to lay claim to an elegy, because
after such an incident no elegy could be composed. For instance, the murder of a Vizier
was, in the eyes of the succeeding Viziers, viewed as a normal execution.10  However there
is one exception to this, that of the Vizier ™alâ’i©, who despite a fairly effective attack, did
not die immediately but managed for one day to deal with government business from his
death bed!  This ™alâ’i© became the subject of at least three elegies which were composed
immediately after the event, or after a period of a year, or at the moment when his remains
were transported to their final resting place.

7 When the Imâm al-Âmir was murdered by a secret division of
the Nizârîs, there was no son to succeed him. Instead of a son,
he was succeeded by a cousin, namely Abu l-Maymûn ¢Abd al-
Majîd ‘al-ÎâfiÂ’. This situation would have been acceptable to
¢Umâra given his attitude in the later period, when the cousin al-
¢Â∂id succeeded to the throne of the Imamate.

8 The Sharîf of Mecca was the newly installed Amîr al-Qâsim ibn
Hâshim ibn Fulayta who had sent ¢Umâra as an ambassador
from Mecca to al-Qâhira in Egypt in the year 549/1155.

9 Imâm al-Åâfir, Abu l-ManÒûr Ismâ¢îl ibn al-ÎâfiÂ was murdered
by the son of his Vizier, a certain NaÒr ibn ¢Abbâs. For some
time the body of the Imâm remained hidden under a tile, above
which was an air shaft, in NaÒr’s house in al-Qâhira. This
incident occurred in the period between mid MuÌarram and
the end of MuÌarram 549 H. See Abu l-¢Abbâs Shams al-Dîn
ibn Khallikân (who lived from 608 to 681 H.), Wafayât al-a¢yân
wa-anbâ’ abnâ’ al-zamân, edition IÌsân ¢Abbâs, Beirut 1968, I,
237-238. Also Shihâb al-Dîn AÌmad ibn ¢Abd al-Wahhâb al-
Nuwayrî (lived 677-733 H.), Nihâyat al-arab fî funûn al-adab,
ed. MuÌammad MuÌammad Amîn and MuÌammad Îilmî
MuÌammad AÌmad, vol. 28, Cairo 1992, p. 316, “ ‘When al-
Åâfir came to him, NaÒr ibn ¢Abbâs killed him, dug a hole for
him under a marble tile and buried him.’’ About the air shaft
and other particulars, Abû Bakr ibn ¢Abd Allâh ibn Aybak al-
Dawâdârî, Kanz al-durar wa-jâmi¢ al-ghurar, vol. VI Al-durra
al-mu∂î’a fî akhbâr al-dawla al-Fâ†imiyya, edition ∑alâÌ ad-Dîn
al-Munaggid, Cairo Wiesbaden 1961, p. 564, “When the edges

of night were being drawn back, al-Åâfir arrived in disguise,
¢Abbâs came out to meet him with a drawn sword in his hand.
And he said: ‘Woe unto Thee: a Caliph who accepts an order
from young boys!’ Whereupon he grabbed him, slit his throat
and buried him in the bâdhhanj (the air shaft) in the Dâr al-
Ma’mûnî in al-Suyûfiyyîn. Immediately and with haste, ¢Abbâs
rode to the Palace and said: ‘Ask if I may have an audience
with our Master al-Åâfir, concerning an important matter’ ’’.

10 As a result of the murder of Vizier ™alâ’i¢ al-Malik al-∑âliÌ, and
in general the matter of a person being murdered in the Imâm’s
Palace and the question as to whether such an event should
necessarily mean the end of the victim’s Vizierial dynasty, reference
should be made to the Memoirs of ¢Umâra. ¢Umâra, Nukat -
Diwan p. 146, introduces the successor to the Vizier, murdered
during Rama∂ân 556 H., by recalling the month ∑afar in 559 H.
The writer ¢Umâra recalls his recollections of the relevant literary
meeting in the following words: ’’One evening, after Ruzzîk had
become Vizier, we were all assembled at his house. All those
present who possessed literary talents had woven both sympathy
and congratulations into their poetry — in honour of this great
disaster and also enormous blessing [the succession]. When we
had recited our poems, he said: ‘Were the head of al-∑âliÌ to
have been knocked off in the Palace, you must know that it
would not have been legitimate for me to accept the monarchy
after his death! Had there not been the valorous action of ¢Alî
ibn al-Zabad on that day, then the head of al-∑âliÌ would not
have been preserved.’’
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2

Firstly, in order to consider a number of lines from the poems, I would like to be more
specific about some details of the attack on ™alâ’i©.

We do not need to know a great deal to be able to understand what went on during the
period contemporaneous with ¢Umâra. It is, however, important to know that ™alâ’i© was a
fanatical Shî©ite adhering to the creed of the Twelver Shî©ites. He did not, therefore, belong
to the same ideology as the Fâ†imids, nor was he an Ismâ©îlî or an Arab; he was, in fact,
an Armenian.11

2.1

In the year 556, there were incidents which omened the fatal attack on ™alâ’i© (al-Malik
al-∑âliÌ).12  Apparently ¢Umâra visited the Vizier regularly and had, in fact, paid a visit

11 On the Armenian Viziers of ¢Umâra’s time, see the general
overview in the Chapter, ‘‘The NuÒayrî Banº Ruzzîk and the
End of Armenian Vizierial rule in Egypt’’, in Seta B. Dadoyan,
The Fatimid Armenians: Cultural and Political Interaction in the Near
East, Leiden 1997, p. 154-178. For a reference to the Armenian
historical sources on ™alâ’i¢ ibn Ruzzîk and Ruzzîk ibn ™alâ’i¢
as Les derniers vizirs fatimides d’origine arménienne, see Angèle
Kapoïan-Kouymjian, L’Égypte vue par des Arméniens (XI e-XVII e

siècles), éditions Fondation Singer-Polignac, Paris 1988, p. 3.
12 Apart from what follows in the text of this article, there were

other ominous incidents from an earlier date:
According to Jamâl al-Dîn Abu l-MaÌâsin Yûsuf Ibn Taghrî
Bardî al-Atâbakî (who lived from 812 to 874), al-Nujûm al-zâhira
fî mulûk MiÒra wa l-Qâhira, photocopied edition Dâr al-kutub
Cairo, V, 345 there was an incident which took place on an
earlier date: “al-¢Â∂id found this ™alâ’i¢ difficult to endure,
therefore, he took steps to have him murdered. On the tenth
of the month Rajab, in the year 556 H., al-∑âliÌ ™alâ’i¢ arrived
at the Palace of the Caliphate. There he was attacked by a
Bâ†inî, who, using a dagger, stabbed him in his head and,
subsequently, his neck. He was carried into his house. The
Bâ†inî was killed and the King, ∑âliÌ ™alâ’i¢ ibn Ruzzîk, died
the following morning.” [It is possible that this report alludes
to an earlier assassination attempt, one which was
unsuccessful.]
According to Shihâb al-Dîn ¢Abd al-RaÌmân ibn Ismâ¢îl ibn
Ibrâhîm al-Maqdisî al-Dimashqî known as Abû Shâma (who
lived from 599 to 665 H.), Kitâb al-Raw∂atayni fî akhbâr al-
dawlatayni l-Nûriyya wa l-∑alâÌiyya, edition Ibrâhîm al-Zaybaq,
Beirut 1997, I, 391 (ed. Cairo 1288 H., vol. I, 124-125), there
had been an earlier premonition in the presence of a Preacher
Zayn al-Dîn ¢Alî ibn Ibrâhîm ibn Najâ, known as Ibn Nujayya:
’’He was a renowned preacher from Damascus who died in
Egypt in 599 H. This preacher had apparently been invited by
Fâris al-Muslimîn, al-∑âliÌ’s brother [however, it was in fact
al-∑âliÌ himself who was meant, as he also bore this honorary

title], during Sha¢bân in the year of the assassination attempt
[556 H.]. Given a piece of poetry which al-∑âliÌ gave to the
Preacher, it would appear, that al-∑âliÌ had had a premonition:
I kept your company for a long time, but when you departed
in the camel’s litter, the separation caused a desolate loneliness
to fall upon my heart. / The most amazing thing is that on
the day of your departure I remained, but my heart in my
innermost soul remained no longer. / I am of the opinion that
the distance between myself and my loved ones is comparable
to the vast distance between East and West. / Oh! Renew
pain and sorrow Oh soul, because after this separation we
will never meet again!’’
This same Preacher would later be the traitor in the conspiracy
against the Ayyûbids to restore the Fâ†imids, and so would
¢Umâra, by his actions, be betrayed. See Raw∂atayn  edition
Zaybaq I, 391 note 4.
According to Taqî al-Dîn Abu l-¢Abbâs AÌmad ibn ¢Alî al-
Maqrîzî (who died 845 H.), Kitâb al-mawâ¢iÂ wa l-i¢tibâr bi-dhikri
l-khi†a† wa l-âthâr al-ma¢rûf bi l-Khi†a† al-Maqrîziyya, Bûlâq 1270
H., II, 293-294 (under the heading ‘‘Jâmi¢ al-∑âliÌ’’), we find
the following details about a premonition or an incident of a
similar nature: “Each year he [™alâ’i¢ al-Malik al-∑âliÌ]
transported large quantities of provisions for the ¢Alids who
were (serving) in the shrines (mashâhid). Men of scholarship
from every country came to him. He never disappointed the
hope of anyone who came to him. On the morning before
the night in which he was murdered, he said: “On a night
such as this the Amîr al-Mu’minîn ¢Alî ibn Abî ™âlib was killed
— may Allah be pleased with him!” He ordered a full water
sack to be brought to him and he washed himself and did
the Òalât according to the views of the Imâmiyya: 120 knee
bends (rak¢a-s); in this way he spent the night. Then he went
outside to ride away, however, he stumbled and his turban
fell from his head and was nearly ruined (wa-tashawwashat).
He went and sat down in the Dâr al-Wizâra and ordered Ibn
al-∆ayf to be brought to him. He was responsible for making
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only a couple of days before these events took place. In some lines of his Memoirs, al-
Nukat al-©aÒriyya fî akhbâr al-wuzarâ’ al-MiÒriyya, ¢Umâra tells us how ™alâ’i© had a
premonition of his own death. The Vizier said the following,

½×s 	w žHKW Ë½uÂ Ë�KLu  ŽOuÊ ¹IEU½W ô ðMUÂ
Ô

�b —ŠKMU ≈�v «(LUÂ ÝMOMUÎ�OX ýFdÍ �²v ¹JuÊ «(LUÂ
Ô

1 We are in a state of negligence and sleep, but death has watchful eyes which do not
sleep.

2 For years we have journeyed towards the final day of our life (Ìimâm). Oh, if only I
knew when that end would come.

But Ibn Taghrîbardî gives a strange variation of this,

�b œ
Ó

šÓKÚMU «(ÓL
Ò

UÂ
Ó

 ŽU�UÎ Ëœ
Ó

¼
Ú

d«Î® ÆÆÆ ©

For a year and an age we have been going to the “bath house” (Ìammâm). Oh, if only
I knew when the end would come.13

2.2

This is a reference to the role of Fate, but perhaps also a reference to certain dissatisfied
people who had previously organised a conspiracy. The leader of the conspiracy was an
aunt of al-Fâ’iz, the aunt of the renowned child-Imâm who, owing to a nervous disposition,
was constantly crying. In 555 H., the child Imâm died —possibly from natural causes.14

During his precarious existence, this first plot had never come to his knowledge: “he was
in another valley of confusion.’’ The conspiracy was, however, discovered in time and ™alâ’i©
had the aunt executed secretly. ™alâ’i© remained as the Regent for the newly installed Imâm
al-¢Â∂id, who incidentally was not more than ten or eleven years old! Nevertheless, the
intrigues continued to flourish. A younger aunt of al-¢Â∂id attempted a repeat of the same.

the turbans for the Caliphs and the Viziers, a task for which
he was highly paid. When he began to repair the turban, a
man said to al-∑âliÌ: We allow our Master to seek refuge in
Allah! Allow what has happened to be sufficient to be viewed
as an affair which can be interpreted as an omen. And if our
Master is of the opinion that the ride must be postponed,
allow him to act in this way! In reaction to this (al-∑âliÌ)
said: “Derivations from omens are the work of the Devil. There
is no reason to postpone the departure!” Thus that which was
destined to occur, occurred, that is the attack upon him. He
returned borne by others, and subsequently died, as already
stated.’’ [end of the chapter.]

Regarding the above refer to the French translation in
Derenbourg, Nukat - Diwan (French), p. 158-161, in which the
omens mentioned can be found.

13 See Derenbourg, Nukat - Diwan p. 49, as compared to Ibn
Taghrîbardî, Nujûm V, 360.

14 According to Ibn Khallikân, Wafayât III, 493, al-Fâ’iz Abu l-
Qâsim ¢Îsâ was born on 21 (or 11) MuÌarram, 544 H. and,
after the murder of his father al-Åâfir, he was installed on a
Thursday, towards the end (salkh) of the month MuÌarram 549
H. He died on 17 Rajab 555 H. See al-Maqrîzî, Itti¢âÂ al-Ìunafâ
bi-akhbâr al-a’immati l-Fâ†imiyyîna l-khulafâ’, ed. MuÌammad
Îilmî MuÌammad AÌmad, Cairo 1973, vol. III, 238-239.
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She wanted to hire assassins, and both black and white people offered their services.15  The
still young Imâm al-¢Â∂id was possibly involved in the planning of a new attack as will
be specified further on in the course of this study.

One Monday during Rama∂ân, ™alâ’i© had an audience with Imâm al-¢Â∂id. The aunt
had, in the meantime, secretly assembled two gangs.  One of these sat, unknown to
themselves, behind a bolted door and could, therefore, do nothing. The other gang mounted
an attack.  There was a professional assassin, one Ibn al-Dâ©î [or Ibn al-Râ©] involved.
Having completed his discussion with the Imâm, ™alâ’i©, accompanied by his son Ruzzîk,
walked through the Golden Room, Qâ©at al-Dhahab, towards the front door in order to leave
the Imâm’s palace.

The Chamberlain, one amîr Ibn Qawâm al-Dawlah, an Imâmî Shî©ite like the Vizier,
had ordered the room to be cleared.  While this was being done the Chamberlain became
involved in a long conversation with the Vizier and with a majordomo, the ustâdâr ¢Anbar
al-Raba©î [or ¢Anbar al-Rîfî].  Everyone had gradually disappeared, apart from the Vizier
and a few others, among them his son Ruzzîk, when suddenly the hidden gang attacked.
Initially there were so few people present that ™alâ’i© was vulnerable.  His son, Ruzzîk,
tried to defend him but was himself injured in his right arm.  Using a sword Ibn al-Dâ©î
stabbed ™alâ’i© in the stomach and disemboweled him.

The plan was to decapitate ™alâ’i©.  This was, however, prevented by the intervention of
an amîr ¢Alî ibn al-Zabad. He did his absolute utmost to defend the Vizier and the struggle
was so intense that ibn al-Zabad’s sword was broken into pieces. Whereupon, Ibn al-Zabad
threw himself on top of ™alâ’i© in order to protect him with his own life.

™alâ’i© did eventually die but not until a day or two later.  Mounted on a horse and
wearing his turban, he was, thanks to the bravery of the Amîr, able to make his way to the
Vizier’s palace which was situated nearby.  No decapitation had taken place and the Memoirs
of ¢Umâra lead us to understand that this fact saved the Dynastic line, the son Ruzzîk was

15 There were two attempts to organise an assassination. The first
failed but the second was successful. See Jamâl al-Dîn Abu l-
MaÌâsin Yûsuf Ibn Taghrî Bardî al-Atâbakî (who lived from 812
to 874 H.), al-Nujûm al-zâhira, photocopied edition Dâr al-kutub
Cairo, V, 314:
“At the time when Caliph al-Fâ’iz was under guardianship of
his aunt, the oppression of the Palace organised by ™alâ’i¢ ibn
Ruzzîk became serious, therefore, this aunt began to plan the
murder of ™alâ’i¢ ibn Ruzzîk. She distributed money to a value
of 50,000 Dînâr for this purpose. Ibn Ruzzîk knew about this.
He had her walk into a trap and, with the help of Ustâdhs
and the ethnic Slavs (∑aqâliba), he secretly killed her. The
Caliph was, at this point, in another valley of confusion (wa
l-Khalîfa fî wâdin âkhar mina l-i∂†irâb). After this event Ibn Ruzzîk
transferred the guardianship of al-Fâ’iz to his youngest aunt.
He caused her to be in a good humour and he corresponded
with her. However, that failed to protect him against her. No,

rather she organised his murder. In this action she was
encouraged by the friends of her murdered sister. She
organised two groups, one, comprising strong black people,
she stationed in the door of the basement room (sirdâb), in
the dark porch through which one entered the room, and the
other, comprising of a number of people one of whom was a
soldier, namely Ibn al-Râ¢î [Ibn al-Dâ¢î], she positioned in the
storeroom. The latter group entered the room on the fifth of
the month of Rama∂ân in the year 556 H. [Later, on a certain
day, scil., 19 Rama∂ân] when he (al-∑âliÌ) returned from
saluting the Caliph, the ∑âÌib al-Bâb happened to be an Amîr
called Ibn Qawâm al-Dawla who was of the Imâmî persuasion.
According to word of mouth, it was he who ordered the porch
to be cleared of people, allowing no one to remain behind,
after which he (al-∑âliÌ) was detained in a long conversation
with an Ustâdh called ¢Anbar al-Raba¢î.’’
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able to succeed his dying father. In this situation, it is unnecessary to consider any more
details about the assassination other than those which are essential to our understanding of
¢Umâra’s elegy.16

There is a parallel report from Abû Shâma, in which we can read the following:
“In the year 556 H., al-∑âliÌ ibn Ruzzîk [= ™alâ’i©] was killed in Egypt.  The cause of

the murder lay in the fact that an aunt of al-¢Â∂id had conspired to have him killed.  Money
had been sent to the amîrs.  Al-∑âliÌ heard of this and asked for the money to be given
back. He was already wary of al-¢Â∂id’s aunt. She hated him, because ∑âliÌ had taken
control of the command over the State (the Dawla) and because he controlled the money.
As a result of her actions, ∑âliÌ had a number of amîrs killed and kept the Dawla under
close control.

Following this al-¢Â∂id’s aunt organised a further deception. She gave abundantly to the
racial group of Negroes, in order that they would attack him.  They sat hidden in a room
in the Hall of the Palace.

On 19 Rama∂ân, ∑âliÌ rode to the palace.  There, he greeted al-¢Â∂id. Later he went
outside. Accompanied by loud shouts, the gang attacked him.

Al-∑âliÌ stumbled in the hem of his own cloak.  One of the attackers stabbed him with
a sword and injured his neck by cutting through one of his two neck muscles.  He was
carried to the front door of the Palace. His son, Ruzzîk received an injury to his shoulder.
After returning to his own house, al-∑âliÌ gave instructions to his son and one hour later,
on the same day, he died.’’  ——Thus far, this report appears to be based on Ibn Abî
™ayy.  After this passage, Abû Shâma quotes a beautiful piece of rhyming prose written by
the well-known Kâtib ¢Imâd al-IÒbahânî, in which the whole event is summarized even more
concisely.  In translation we can hear ¢Imâd saying the following:

‘’So the Sun of Virtue was obscured and the price of poetry was cheap.  The guide and
pillar of knowledge fell.  The space for excellence was narrow.  The ruz’, the disaster was
commonplace for Ibn Ruzzîk.  And the change of the Dahr controlled that King.  Egypt
remained, therefore, tainted and ominous in her share of fate; with a lowered standard and
as a destroyed monument, until the second Yûsuf became its king [scil., Yûsuf ibn Ayyûb
∑alâÌ al-Dîn who was to be the founder of the new Ayyûbid Dynasty!].’’17

16 Ibn Taghrî Bardî, al-Nujûm al-zâhira V, 314-315; more on ™alâ’i¢
as a poet in ∑alâÌ al-Dîn Khalîl ibn Aybak al-∑afadî, al-Wâfî
bi l-Wafayât, vol. XVI, ed. Wadâd al-Qâ∂î, Wiesbaden 1982,
p. 503-506 (no. 552 ™alâ’i¢ al-Malik al-∑âliÌ wazîr MiÒr). On
the information of new Arabic sources, it is now possible to
quote with some changes Yaacov Lev, State and Society in
Fatimid Egypt, Leiden 1991, p. 62, where it should read
differently as follows: “On 17 Rajab 555/23 July 1160, al-Fâ’iz
died. He was succeeded by his nine year-old cousin who
assumed the reigning title al-¢Â∂id. During the twilight of the
Fatimid imamate, Sitt al-QuÒºr proved to be capable and
determined in her efforts to preserve the Fatimid dynasty.
[™alâ’i¢] Ibn Ruzzîk, the saviour of yesterday, posed a fresh

danger to the imamate. He himself was a Shî¢î belonging to
the Imâmî branch and his religious policy aimed at
undermining of the Ismâ¢îlî character of the State.  He also
forced al-¢Â∂id to marry his daughter. Both developments were
viewed with obvious apprehension by the Fatimid royal family.
Sitt al-QuÒºr enlisted the support of black troops who
murdered Ibn Ruzzîk (19 Rama∂ân 556/10 September 1161).
The liquidation of Ibn Ruzzîk changed nothing; his son Ruzzîk
al-Malik al-¢Âdil became the vizier while Sitt al-QuÒºr paid with
her life for the conspiracy she had plotted. Ruzzîk, however,
was unable to establish himself firmly in Cairo.’’

17 Abû Shâma, Kitâb al-Raw∂atayn fî akhbâr al-dawlatayn al-Nûriyya
wa l-∑alâÌiyya, ed. Zaybaq, I, 391 (= ed. Cairo 1288 H., I, 124).
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3

When our poet ¢Umâra rewrites these events in one or more of his funeral elegies, the
content is adapted to the prevailing conventions (within literature) for these elegies.  I do
not intend to discuss these conventions, as existing studies have already made these familiar
enough.18

What could be of interest to us, in this connection, is the manner in which a number of
the events described still penetrate through the conventional framework.  And what about
the Shî©ite background of the murdered Vizier?  We must also be aware that ¢Umâra
restricted himself exclusively to his own Shâfi©ite tinted orthodoxy.

3.1

In his elegy to rhyme qaÒîru,19 we see, at the beginning, that he is clearly adhering to
convention. The elegy begins with some sentences, of which I would like to mention the
following: --- life is but a borrowed article of clothing, and the living must return it.  The
people want the love of this World, but it is not pure in its love and those in love are
dazzled---,
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18 See for example P. Smoor, “ ‘Death, the Elusive Thief’: The
Classical Arabic Elegy’’, in Hidden Futures Death and Immortality
in Ancient Egypt, Anatolia, the Classical, Biblical and Arabic Islamic
World, eds. J.M. Bremer, Th.P.J. van den Hout and R. Peters,
Amsterdam University Press 1994, p. 151-176. Idem, “Elegies
and Other Poems on Death by Ibn al-Rûmî’’ in Journal of Arabic
Literature XXVII (Leiden - New York 1996), p. 49-85. Idem, “Ibn
al-Rûmî : his elegies and mock-elegies for friends and foes’’
in Quaderni di Studi Arabi 15 (Venezia 1997), p. 93-118.

19 ¢Umâra’s poem to rhyme qaÒîru, a poem of 97 lines of verse.
Ms. D, folio 65 recto - 67 verso; lacking in ms. Rabat, where
the rhymes ending on the consonant râ’ and (in alphabetical
order) the rhymes up till those on ¢ayn are incomplete or
totally missing. This poem has been partially edited by
Derenbourg, Nukat - Diwan p. 51-52 (= vss. 1, 7, 17, 19-20,
25-26, 33, 92-97) and p. 225-227 (= vss. 9-16, 42-54). The
identical poem is also partially quoted in historical sources like
Raw∂atayn, ed. Zaybaq, I, 393-394 (ed. Cairo 1288 H., vol. I,
125-126) and al-¢Imâd al-IÒbahânî al-Kâtib, Kharîdatu l-qaÒri wa-
jarîdatu l-¢aÒri, qism shu¢arâ’i l-Shâm, edition Shukrî FayÒal,
Damascus 1964, III, 120-121. See APPENDIX A.
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In mourning al-Malik al-∑âliÌ, he said the following:
1 Man’s desire for life is futile and those with far-reaching ambitions are remiss therein.
2 And the life of man is but a borrowed garment, one which the borrower must return.
3 Occasionally humankind is joyful, having a reason for delight, however, unfortunately

this joyful feeling does not endure.
4 So long as he is drinking it, it deceives and is precious, but in the delight of it

wickedness becomes visible for the eye.
5 We desire the purity of the love of the Dunyâ, however, in her purity there was always

obscurity.
6 How many who trusted her has she deceived, but then again they were in love and

blinded by her love!
7 And how often has a hero striven, only to be overcome by disasters, which he was

unable to suspect.
8 The calculations of a determined person have perished, because of him there was some

one, above him, who controlled the command and calculation.

Here we are not far from the themes which we also encounter in the work of the poet
al-Ma©arrî, who lived more than a century before ¢Umâra.

However, in one of the following passages, verse 9, ¢Umâra mentions the day on which
the murder took place. It was a Monday and, simultaneously, we can observe that this
reference to a day, and possibly a month, is a new element within an elegy. It is as though
it is an obituary, in which the date must be mentioned. Monday is in the nature of the
event ominous:
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9 Oh had Monday but failed to smile, then light could not have come to the nights which
unveiled Monday’s face. (Monday, thus the day on which al-Malik al-∑âliÌ died.)

10 Its sun came up on a sombre day, whose widely dispersed anger disconcerted the
birds.

11 Its morning displayed a forehead, on which the black antimony of the night was
scattered.

The vicissitudes themselves are shocked by the disaster that took place and,
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12 A Grey Earth (Òaylamun, ©anqafîru) greeted the Glory in the morning of that day.
13 That morning the Fate of Time achieved what it desired, and time was in the habit of

rotating around it [earth].
14 A disastrous event, one so serious that when the vicissitudes saw its injustice they sought

refuge from it.
15 The earth trembled when reference was made to it, and the heavens almost billowed.
16 An important event covered the earth due to the misfortune of Abu l-Ghârât, causing

the stars to sink away.
17 A death broke the seal of life with You, because it neither paid attention to permission

nor asked for advice.
18 The Disasters climb on high towards the mountain Thabîr.  And fate has this mountain

(Thabîr) sink into the sand.
[or in a different translation: The Disasters climb on high towards the mountain Thabîr.
May a cursed one sink into the sand because of these (disasters)!]

19 Nothing stepped forward towards Your majesty, apart from a twist of fate, which had
extreme power over us.

20 The nights have ruined your life in a foolish way, hence they shall know what this
waste has brought about.

21 The man drunk for a single moment will become sober again and the intoxicated drinker
will discover the headiness of the wine.

22 Say against the action of Destruction: “With which reins have you led a recalcitrant,
one whose forefathers are renowned?

23 And through which magic amulet have you reached causing tremors to be calmed and
fears put to rest?”

24 Oh support of humankind, is it still possible that there will be a meeting through which
the blazing lamentations are cured?
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The disaster rose on high, against the figure of the Vizier, who had now become a
massive mountain. But fate allowed the mountain (Thabîr) to sink into the sand, or someone
allowed this to happen and should be punished accordingly. In response to the terrible
attempted assassination we hear the poet lament the impossibility of dedicating another sort
of poem to the victim,
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28 Eulogy and nasîb have been defeated and a basis (qadam) has been laid for the lament
(rithâ’), although this also foundered.

In this context the word qadam has a double entendre, it is used both in the sense of
‘basis’ and in the sense of ‘foot’; the intention is that the reader / listener should be made
to think about the stumbling foot of the Vizier.

The phenomenon “anxiety’’ and “worries’’ (hamm, humûm) now appears as a well-known
theme in the elegy. But the poet also describes in a few lines the protection granted by the
shrine of the deceased one: it has become an asylum for those who come to visit it. The
poet beseeches the deceased one in various urgent tones:
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30 Oh Father of the Delegation and of the Guests! Be so good as to entertain them, whilst
others than Yourself have to be urged on with a needle!

31 And give them Your protection, in order that they are not screened off from a memorial
vault (∂arîÌ), into which a part of You, the distinguished protector, has descended.

32 Maybe seeing with one’s own eye will cure the spirits, because the hearts were murdered
(ghîlat) by their anxieties.

33 And far from you comfort is sought in other things.  Thought and consciousness live
with You in one place.

34 You will pass by but, after this month, our sorrow renews itself with months and months.
35 Do not allow Time to assume that You are forgotten: the disaster was immense and

to forget it is therefore difficult.

Luckily the deceased cannot really be dead, because his eulogy is renowned and keeps him
alive.  Furthermore, he is under consideration for a visit from the angel Ri∂wân, who as you
know, guards the gate to Paradise.  Munkar and Nakîr, the revenging angels, must stay away:
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40 This carpet was rolled up, although previously I had known it as being cultivated by
knowledge and benefaction.

41 The Days must not suspect that You are dead, because one whose eulogy is widely
spread can never die.

42 To You Ri∂wân (the angel of Paradise) is a visitor, but for others who went down on
that day (fîhi) there is Munkar and Nakîr.

3.2

This is followed by verse 45, in which an allusion is made to the assassination, suggesting
that it can be interpreted as an attempt to completely eliminate the Vizier’s Dynasty. That
plan, however, failed and the son Ruzzîk ibn ™alâ’i© was able to function as his father’s
successor. The poet ¢Umâra is also aware of this,
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45 Allâh refused to fulfill the plans made for it (the State, or Dawla) by a jealous and
unbelieving person.

The conspirators acted during the holy month of Rama∂ân; they had broken the oaths
of fidelity which they had sworn and, as though that were not enough, they had not complied
with the rules of loyalty (walâ’), although, according to the Isma©îlî creed, this was an
important pillar.20  Furthermore they desecrated the Palace of the Imâm.  Evidently it was
really considered to be a Ìaram, in which the Imâm, in principle, functioned as the Ka©ba.
One thing which is certain is that the veils of the Ìaram were torn:
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20 On the walâ’ or the loyalty obligatory for the Ismâ¢îlî toward
the Imâm, see P. Smoor, “ ‘The Master of the Century’ Fâ†imid
poets in Cairo’’ in Orientalia Lovaniensia Analecta (73), Egypt and

Syria in the Fatimid, Ayyubid and Mamluk Eras, p. 139; also
P. Smoor, “Palace and Ruin, a Theme for Fâ†imid Poets?’’ in
Die Welt des Orients XXII (Göttingen 1991), p. 102-104.
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46 The quarry of slyness was made narrow, but the pit has become frightening for those
who have broken their oaths.

47 They were shameless in their betrayal of the Palace, even though the lamp of fidelity
within gave light.

48 A safe Îaram and a holy month, whose handles and protective veils were crudely torn.

According to ¢Umâra’s vision, the Imâm was unable to protect the Vizier from the
aggressive gang, even though he, the Imâm, was an exalted figure.
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49 No fast hindered them, nor an Imâm who appeared, while the dust adhering to the
soles of his feet was pure.

3.2.1

We suspect on the basis of the suggestions in the historical texts, that al-¢Â∂id did, in
fact, indirectly take part in the conspiracy.21 ¢Umâra, however, refuses to accept this, on
the contrary, the Imâm becomes angry with the murderous gang,

21 Al-¢Â∂id did in fact, indirectly take part in the conspiracy, thus
according to several historical sources:
According to Ibn Khallikân (who lived from 608 to 681 H.),
Wafayât II, 528 (= tarjama 311 on al-∑âliÌ ibn Ruzzîk): ’’ In the
period following the death of al-Fâ’iz, whilst al-¢Â∂id was
governing, al-∑âliÌ retained his position in the Vizierate.
Furthermore, with the marriage of his daughter to al-¢Â∂id, his
prominence increased. Subsequently, he allowed himself to be
misled by a long period of peace.  Al-¢Â∂id was under his power
and in his captivity.  However, when that went on for too long,
he (al-¢Â∂id) organised a plot to have him killed. Hence, he came
to an agreement with a group of soldiers from the Dynasty, who
were known as the Awlâd al-Râ¢î and the plans were settled. He
determined on a place in the Palace where they could remain
hidden. There they were to remain in readiness only to emerge
for him. Thus, when al-∑âliÌ passed by, either during the day or
at night, they were to kill him. One night they were sitting in
readiness for him when he left the Palace. (Hearing him) they
stood up in order to go out to him, however, one of them went to
unlock the door but inadvertently locked it. Consequently, they
had to sit and wait for another day (...).’’
According to ∑alâÌ al-Dîn Khalîl ibn Aybak al-∑afadî (who lived
from 696 to 764 / 1297 to 1363), Kitâb al-Wâfî bi l-Wafayât,
XVI, edition Wadâd al-Qâ∂î, Wiesbaden 1982, p. 503, “When
Al-Fâ’iz died, al-¢Â∂id received the bay¢a and Ibn Ruzzîk
continued as his Vizier; al-¢Â∂id married Ibn Ruzzîk’s daughter
and fell under his power. The latter was subsequently misled
by a period of peace and terminated the salaries of the elite
group (naqa∂a arzâq al-khâÒÒa).  Hence, a number of this group
were hidden in the Palace in order to ambush him and, with

the full knowledge of al-¢Â∂id, they attacked and murdered
him in the year 556 H.’’
According to al-ÎâfiÂ al-Dhahabî (who died in 784/1347), al-
¢Ibar fî khabar man ghabar, edition Abû Hâjir MuÌammad
al-Sa¢îd ibn Basyûnî Zaghlûl, Beirut 1985, III, 26: “In the year
556 H., ™alâ’i¢ ibn Ruzzîk initially an Armenian but later the
Vizier of Egypt, at which time he was known as al-Malik al-
∑âliÌ, died. He had gained authority in the year 49.  He was
a scholarly man, an excellent poet, a râfi∂î, one who gifted
much away and was greatly praised. Having installed al-¢Â∂id,
he had him marry his daughter. He later cancelled the salaries
of the Amîrs, causing them to plot against him–on the
instructions of al-¢Â∂id (bi-ishârati l-¢Â∂id).  He came to the
aid of the Shî¢ites as a hot iron bar [al-sikka al-muÌammâh ].’’
According to Ibn al-¢Imâd al-Imâm Shihâb al-Dîn Abu l-FalâÌ
¢Abd al-Îayy ibn AÌmad ibn MuÌammad al-¢Akarî al-Îanbalî al-
Dimashqî (who lived from 1032 to 1089), Shadharât al-dhahab fî
akhbâr man dhahab, edition MaÌmûd and ¢Abd al-Qâdir al-Arnâ’û†,
Beirut 1991, vol. VI, 296 (sub anno 556 H.):’’ In that year ™alâ’i¢
ibn Ruzzîk, the Armenian, who subsequently became the MiÒrî,
al-Malik al-∑âliÌ, Vizier of the country of Egypt died. He had
made himself master of affairs in the year 49.  He was both a
scholar and an excellent poet, a Shî¢ite, extremely generous and
highly praised. After he had given the bay¢a to al-¢Â∂id, he had
him marry his daughter and he reduced (naqqaÒa, not naqa∂a,
‘destroyed’ as in other sources, PS.) the salary of the Amîrs, after
which, on the instructions of al-¢Â∂id (bi-ishârat al-¢Â∂id) they
conspired against him and killed him in the porch (dihlîz) during
Rama∂ân. He came to help the people of Shî¢ism as the hot iron
bar [sikka al-muÌammâh ].’’
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52 Al-¢Â∂id, the Imâm, became angry whereupon the rocks almost melted for fear of him.
53 Taking a resolute decision, he wreaked revenge upon his enemies, and in his diligence

there was no weakening.
54 Due to his support and just leadership the Argument of Allâh was given its rightful

position and the brave warriors fought on.

After verse 43 of this poem, as a result of the poet touching upon the question of the
succession, another section of the poem has already been opened:
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43 The Caliphate has truly kept its contract with You, because You are both suited to
and worthy of it (the contract with the Caliphate).

44 After your death the Caliphate gave us something good in return, thus Your absence
and Your presence became as one.  [The successor compensates for the loss of ™alâ’i©.]

The Caliphate is personified and appears to want to extend the contract it has with the
deceased father in favour of the son Ruzzîk (who, incidentally is also known as al-¢Âdil,
along with the laqab “al-Malik al-NâÒir’’, both names originating from the Imâm). It is,
according to our poet, this successor who must protect the people in the Palace. We are
given the impression that the Palace is a Ìaram, the inhabitants of which are, themselves,
supposed to represent the Ahl al-bayt. But we are able to establish that ¢Umâra himself
remains extremely reserved because he refrains from applying the Shî©ite formulas in the
Shahâda. He merely wants to use the special position of the Imâms, in order to improve
his description of them, and enhance the level of his praise. But the Viziers also occupy
their highly important position as the supporters of the Imâms’ Dynasty.  The poet expresses
his certain belief that the newly installed Vizier al-¢Âdil Ruzzîk will never fall victim to an
attack like the one his father had to suffer, as is evident from verse 84 in the poem on
rhyme qaÒîru,
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80 They (the Viziers) bore their monarchy aloft and protected their sacred territory (Ìimâ-
hum).  Over it they formed a bracelet and a wall.

81 Here are Ahl Bayt (members of the Prophet’s family, scil., the Imâms); when I advise
you not to mix with them, they remain the core, whereas human nature is no more
than the peel which surrounds it.

82 I did not lend them a Shahâda, although I borrowed from their Excellence for the sake
of my madîÌ.

83 They were governed by a Brilliant Leader, for whose father both large and small were
prepared to sacrifice themselves

84 As far as Âdil is concerned, the changing of the nights swore that they would not
assault him during his time.

3.2.2

But eventually this elegy to rhyme qaÒîru becomes less impressive when we see how
¢Umâra clearly begins to push his own interests into the forefront; he is afraid that, being
a foreigner, he will be driven out of Egypt:
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(Nukat 51-52)

94 I was afraid that the Crier would say: Oh guest! The lake is unattainable, for you it
has run dry.

Should we think of the Lake of Khumm where everything began for the good Shî©ite?
Encapsulating this poem, we see, at the end of it, both a statement about ¢Umâra’s own
situation and an allusion to the Shî©a background of the murdered Vizier.

3.2.A.1
According to the conventions of an elegy, the famous elegy to rhyme dhâhiluh is

appropriately detailed and organised; in this elegy ¢Umâra poses numerous rhetorical
questions about the deceased.  Thus this poem satisfies the conventions of elegies far better
than the poem (to rhyme qaÒîru).  The demands which were placed on ¢Umâra regarding
the composition of this poem were higher. According to one of the manuscripts, it was
intended for a wider public than simply the successor, his brothers, uncles and in-laws, all
of whom belonged to the Ruzzîk clan. We can deduce that the public was both distinguished
and more general from the information that the recitation of the poem (to rhyme dhâhiluh)
took place in the square in front of the high cupola (Îwân) within which was the highly
placed window (shubbâk) of the Imâm.22  From there the Imâm could look down on his

22 For more information on the significance of the îwân and
shubbâk, see Ibn al-™uwayr Abº MuÌammad al-Murta∂â ¢Abd
al-Salâm ibn al-Îasan al-Qaysarânî (lived 524-617 / 1130-
1220), Nuzhat al-muqlatayn fî akhbâr al-dawlatayn, reconstruction

and edition by Ayman Fu’âd Sayyid, Stuttgart Beyrut 1992,
p. 96-100.
For the architectural design of the îwân, reference should be
made to the descriptions of architectural remains in the
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servants, amongst whom, were for example, the Vizier and the most senior Qâ∂î and Dâ©î,
as well as the bodyguards next to the stirrup of the Vizier. Moreover, in the opening lines
of this poem we can read: ‘‘To mourn the loss of al-∑âliÌ ™alâ’i© ibn Ruzzîk and to
congratulate his son on gaining the kingship, he said (this poem); he recited it [literally:
‘‘her’’, because the qaÒîda is grammatically feminine] in the Iwân, in the presence of al-
¢Â∂id.’’

3.2.A.2
In this important elegy, the customary questions can be heard, frequently repeated: Who

has done this deed or that generous act previously?  Then there are sorrowful observations
about the individual who is greatly missed and announcements opening with introductions
which seem virtually standard, for example: ‘‘As though the deceased had never done this
or that, as though he had never been this and that!’’

– We can establish a plan which would give an impression of the theme of this poem.
Within this framework, a summary of ¢Umâra’s funeral elegy (to rhyme dhâhiluh) follows.
Due to its conventional literary style, and the radical events it relates, this elegy became
extremely acclaimed; it is quoted in numerous historical sources. In the first five lines
rhetorical questions follow one another, all of these are formulated in the first person singular.
We can hear that which the poet tells us and, in order to help the reader acquire some
insight into the intentions of the poet, we shall, in summary, discuss the phraseology of the
poem.  ¢Umâra says approximately the following:

– Is there anyone here who is well-informed?  Because I wish to ask for insight from
one who is knowledgeable, for I am bewildered.  I heard something which bewildered me.
I would rather have been deaf, and if only the messenger had been mute!

– Is there an answer or a liberating solution possible?  That answer must be given to
the Desires; it is not intended for the people but rather for their personified Wishes. The
answer shall, however, be negative because anything which is vain, a characteristic in the
form of every type of personified Wish, cannot possibly defeat the true disaster.  Wishes
are powerless as counterweights, and cannot surpass disasters.

I saw (the poet is speaking) a throne but saw no-one sitting on it: – Is he absent being
temporarily replaced by another, or even worse: – has he departed for ever?  A paronomastic
figure of speech, tajnîs, follows here with two interpretations of the word wujûh: There is
sorrow on the faces (wujûh), because the distinguished (wujûh) have now become orphans.

Oh the podium of the Throne without contents!  Afterwards there were disasters.
You were a mountain.
[However, the mountain has now disappeared and the poet recalls what the deceased

could have done, had there not been someone who eliminated him.

Maghrib dating from the Fâ†imid era, for example the designs
and photographs in Georges Marçais, L’Architecture musulmane
d’Occident, Tunisie Algérie Maroc Espagne Sicile, Paris 1954,
specifically p. 78-89 in chapter II (‘Le domaine des Fatimides,

la Sicile musulmane et normande’); also consult Robert
Hillenbrand, Islamic Architecture Form, Function and Meaning,
Edinburgh University Press 1994, p. 437-442 in chapter VII
(‘The Palace’).
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Hence the poet asks repeatedly who was responsible for the fact that the deceased is no
longer able to function.]

 – Who caused the mountain to tremble, causing an earthquake and the mountain to
sink away.  Who closed the gate of the kingdom silencing both outgoing and incoming
orders?  Who stopped warriors and Koran readers from their planned attack on the
Polytheists?  Who suppressed the spear and caused it to be broken in a narrow space?
Who broke the sword?  Who robbed Islam of its jewellery?  Who caused such an excellency
to be silenced as the speaker in front of crowds?  What sort of racket was that, after the
silence of worship [the attack is being referred to here], the body is penetrated by it and it
loses limbs [the person being attacked is wounded.]

A passage follows in which the lines repeatedly begin with: As though, as though never ...
As though Abu l-Ghârât had never created a cloud as black as night.  As though his

sword had never embroidered the folds / mountain passes red. As though at his stirrup the
infantry had never competed with the cavalry.  As though no lance has ever been raised
above armour, as though no horses have ever been under the saddles.  As though his glances
were never divided between a good devotee and an enemy who pretends.  As though he
had not faced up to the prayer niche (miÌrâb, which also means ‘the warrior’) and the war
with, on the one hand, strong repression and, on the other, with benefaction.

[The following passage from the poem suggests that only fate, or Time, were responsible
for the state of affairs. Through the Dahr, it is as though he (the deceased) never functioned
and never existed.]

Time’s Powers of Understanding have gone mad, and they commit suicide. [Namely by
allowing the murder of this Vizier to take place!]

Who will the days still be proud of after the death of ™alâ’i©?
How can he descend whilst his moon stations (manâzil) remain far above the Simâk stars?
The ambitions of fate and its ultimate destination achieved their goal and surpassed even

the far-reaching ambitions of the heart of an ambitious man; thus the ways of the heart
and of fate were equally long and far-reaching.

The ultimate destinations are ensnaring traps which are even able to catch the heavenly
luminaries of the Ruzzîk clan! Yet their gleaming spearheads gave light during nights of
hospitality.

Oh his Lamenter!  Such were his virtues!  Give, even now, a summary of his
characteristics!

We, the poet and his entourage, must continue to cry, otherwise we would have been
being insincere.  And will my tongue ever be able to mourn (for another) having praised
him, and will I still be able to suppress that tongue of mine?  Will my heart not be
preoccupied with cares?  Will I still be able to write poetry?
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3.2.A.3
[The poet speaks about himself and offers condolences to the son of ™alâ’i©, al-¢Âdil

Ruzzîk ibn ™alâ’i©. He is clearly concerned about his future career during the new Vizirate
of al-¢Âdil Ruzzîk.]

– Leave me alone! Do not condemn my sorrow, because a rain cloud passed away.
We mourn for him, our children will become orphans and widows.
What will Allah, after his pure deeds, do with us?  Will we remain here as guests?
Shall I, after his death, still be able to find a benefactor?
Shall I find a cornerstone, seek refuge with a King?
With al-¢Âdil, the son of al-∑âliÌ?
I say, and I speak the truth,
The authority of [™alâ’i©] Ibn Ruzzîk has remained, Ruzzîk [the forefather] is a lion.
He is Glorious, the Cub makes the Lion superfluous; his ¢Âdil still acts on behalf of ∑âliÌ.
He, ∑âliÌ, gave up the heavy burdens he had borne, and bore them no longer.
Another Bearer raised the burden up again:
[line 49] He is a Full Moon, a badr on the throne, even when other Full Moons went

down.  He is a branch come in his place, a descendant.
[A figure of speech follows, namely that of iltifât, this means that the poet now

unexpectedly addresses himself to the son and successor; moreover, he does so using
comforting and condoling sentences which are directed towards him in a straightforward
manner.]

– [line 52] You have always remained his eyes’ Consolation for this day: The Highest
Treasure. [The heir to the throne is the last refuge for ™alâ’i© until the moment of his death,
only in this way can the Dynasty be retained by the Ruzzîk clan.]

3.2.A.4
[Gradually the poet moves on to a description of the duty to revenge, which was so

successfully realised by the son and succeeding Vizier.]
– If he (the deceased) had lived, he would have been delighted by Your deed.
I [the poet speaks again] excused the Days, excused a wrongdoer, the criminal Time,

because the anger of Time sometimes works for the good of humankind.
Specifically, You corrected the human beings; out of anxiety the pregnant woman had

an abortion.
You have put out the fires of the Polytheists, the cooking pots of the Angry bubbled.
You restored the good reputation of the Dahr.  The affairs of the people were in chaos.

He organised them again.  Upon him and upon them their Sublimities rise on high. Due to
him the weak survived. He is the hand and arm, they are the fingers.

Oh you who are jealous of him!  Beware of his mangonels and his shots.  His sea will
drown you.

Oh innocent sparrows!  His vultures throw themselves upon you!
Oh you who teach foolishness!  The pregnant cannot escape from that. Yes, even one who is

infertile, acquires an everlasting pregnancy due the physical conception of all this foolishness!
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Oh you who drink the water of Rebellion, this well is a place where the heart can be
purified from hate.

You did not count on the millstone of Death turning around above you, nor its bulky
body (kalâkil) resting upon you.

One group is kept away by the sword. The ignoramus is destroyed by the sword (i. e.,
through decapitation).

Your canine teeth are damaged and you cannot eat his reputation. He is a Rock: no
canine teeth remain.

[line 70] You do not refrain from arousing enmity through an obituary.  However,
descending to the sea meant: Death for everyone who wanted to carry it out.

[In other words, the dangerous conspiracy would rebound onto the head of the
conspirators. Those who caused the obituary to be circulated were well-known to ¢Umâra,
but we can merely surmise that the conspiratorial circles around the Imâm’s Palace were
being referred to, in particular the aunts of al-¢Â∂id.  They were, in any event, the ones
who were mentioned by al-Maqrîzî. The extent to which the expectations of the aunts were
disappointed is also described by al-Maqrîzî, Itti©âÂ III, 247.23  ¢Umâra continues his poetical
report of the assassination in words to the following effect:]

23 On Monday, 19 Ramadan, al-∑aliÌ, according to his custom,
rode on horseback to greet the Caliph. After the ritual of the
greeting in the Qâ¢at al-Dhahab had been completed, he went
outside to the Halls where a certain Ustâdh walked in his path.
The name of this Ustâdh was ¢Anbar al-Rîfî, and he caused
al-SaliÌ to halt and then engaged him in a long conversation.
Thereupon Ruzzîk ibn al-∑âliÌ  arrived on the scene,
subsequently, al-∑âliÌ was attacked by two men who came
outside and jumped upon him. A warrior’s cry went out (fa-
waqa¢ati l-ÒayÌa).
Al-∑âliÌ stumbled over his fringes and hems. Ibn al-Râ¢î trod
on him and pounced upon him with a sword which cut
through one of the two veins in his neck. The ¢Abîd (Blacks)
hit him with their swords and cut through his bowels; they
(the swords) sank into his flesh and paralysed his spinal cord.
[In the text from al-Maqrîzî, we see repeatedly that during each
of the consecutive events surrounding the collapse of the Vizier
and his eventual death, the Vizier himself recites a line of
poetry. It is, of course, a pertinent question as to whether there
would have been sufficient time to compose these improvised
lines of verse, even although the sources say that this Vizier
had a collection of poems attributed to him!]
– He placed his hand on his wound and recited the following
(rhyme fa-hâti-hâ),
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If there is still a remnant within You, Oh Time! with which
you can revile the nobles, then bring it here!

And Ruzzîk ibn ™alâ’i¢ [ the son who a moment later entered
the narrow corridors] was wounded in his right arm. They (the

attacking assassins) pushed forward in great numbers against
al-∑âliÌ, who fell over onto his face and whose blood poured
forth. Subsequently, the Amîr ibn al-Zabad came to his
assistance and covered him with the mandîl (turban) from
∆irghâm ibn Sawâr, because he [al-∑âliÌ] had already removed
his mandîl  from his head. He was carried to his horse and
mounted on it in readiness to ride. However, he had not yet
come to his senses. Îusayn ibn Abi I-Hayjâ’ remained behind
at the Palace in order to fight against the Blacks until he had
killed 50 men. After al-∑âliÌ had been mounted on his horse
with his wound bound, the Sayyida aunt, ¢amma, looked out
from the Palace and saw him riding. She said:“By God, we
are damned!”
Once he was in his house and had regained his senses, he said:
‘‘May Allah have compassion on you Oh ¢Abbâs!’’ He sent for
al-¢Â∂id in order to reprimand him regarding the fact that he
had agreed to his (al-∑âliÌ’s) murder. And that despite his (al-
∑âliÌ’s) wonderful deed during his (al-¢Â∂id’s) inauguration as
Caliph! On hearing this, the latter swore that he had had no
knowledge of the attack and had not agreed to it.
As he died, he (al-∑âliÌ) recited the following lines:

Ë�U þHdË« *ÒU �Ô²


KÚX
Ô

 ÐDUzq	FAX
Ô

 ýNOb«Î Łr �X
Ò

 ýNOb«

When I was murdered, they gained no success. Because I both
lived as a martyr and died as a martyr!

When the final third of the Monday night arrived, the 20th of
the month of Rama∂ân, he died and was buried in al-Qâhira.
Whereupon, his remains were transferred to the Graveyard (al-
Qarâfa). And al-¢Â∂id rode on horseback and the army marched
behind his coffin.
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 – They turned away [this could be a play on words referring to the slipping and
stumbling of Vizier al-Malik al-∑âliÌ, who appeared to pay no attention to the inadequacies
of the members of the court] from the slipping of your sandals.  However, Time bowed
before them, without regard for its own sandals.

Are the Inadequate superior in every century?  And does the Obscure destroy the man
of reputation?

Foolish tops reached to the Seven stars, the rabble made itself master over the
distinguished ones of time.

Look!  The Amîr of the Believers (¢Alî) was too high for the normal people, yet he
was murdered by Ibn Muljam! During the Battle of UÌud, Îamzah was killed by a javelin
thrown by WaÌshî.

– Daybreak comes for You!  [who is being referred to? --- For both the deceased and
the heir to the throne there was a daybreak.  The successor must, however, immediately
assume authority and for him daybreak was not being used metaphorically but literally.  At
the first dawn following the murder, the son of the assassinated ™alâ’i© was immediately
installed!].

Honour is your reward [Honour directed towards the successor to the throne who must
assume responsibility the following day]!

3.2.A.5
Now the Dawla ¢Âdiliyya comes into being. The people wish to destroy the Dawla, others

were sure that this was a cord of Allah, firmly plaited.
There then follows an additional part of the poem which is directed more personally

towards Ruzzîk, the heir: this additional part which belongs to this poem to rhyme dhâhiluh
can be found in al-Kâtib al-IÒfahânî, in his Kharîda, qism shu©arâ’ al-Shâm:

– A desolate place is made famous by the smile of Glory, naturally the Glory of Ruzzîk.
Because this Glory camped in the place which was previously so lively but which is now
governed by loneliness. Other kings will achieve excellence having this Radiant figure in
their midst [it is true that Ruzzîk was merely one of the Âl Ruzzîk].  Just like his father,
this Lion has armour, this Mountain has a sling for the sheath of this sword.  [Here the
metaphor is linked to the actual description.]

He rewards ‘our’ word, a word which he had always wanted to say himself.
– Thus according to the poet: what the poet, namely ¢Umâra, says does not originate

from himself but is inspired by Ruzzîk’s good characteristics, ones which Ruzzîk already
had.  And ¢Umâra remains as the spokesman who interprets the meaning of his master.

[Here the summary of the poem to rhyme dhâhiluh ends.]
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3.2B.1.
The complete text and explanation, including as far as is possible an interpretation, follows

below. Therefore, we are still considering the elegy (to rhyme dhâhiluh) by ¢Umâra written
on the death of ™alâ’i© al-Malik al-∑âliÌ.24

According to the text of one manuscript, which goes into considerable detail about the
circumstances surrounding the presentation of the poem, there are reports that the poem
was recited by the poet himself in the Palace of the Imâm:

‘‘He wrote it when mourning the loss of al-∑âliÌ ™alâ’i© ibn Ruzzîk and congratulating
his son with the Kingship. He recited it (the qaÒîda) in the Îwân in the presence of al-
¢Â∂id:
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1 Is there amongst the people of that clan an informed polyhistor, one to whom I may
address a question?  Because, due to what is happening to me, I have lost my insight
and become bewildered.

2 I heard a report which made me become jealous of the deaf, a report which bewildered
those who had knowledge of it and rendered mute those who reported it.

24 Poem to rhyme dhâhiluh. Ms. D, folio 129 recto-131 recto, ms.
Rabat p. 186-190 and ms. Gotha folio 87 verso - 92 verso.
In total 78 verses. In the edition Derenbourg, Nukat-Diwan,
p. 50 (verses 1-2, 4, 6, 35, 37-39) and p. 303 (verses 7-26).
Several fragments of the poem also appear in a number of
other sources, for example in Abº Shâma, Kitâb al-Raw∂atayni
fî akhbâr al-dawlatayni l-Nûriyya wa l-∑alâÌiyya, edition Ibrâhîm
al-Zaybaq, Beirut 1997, I, 393 (ed. Cairo 1288 H., vol. I, 125);
al-¢Imâd al-IÒfahânî al-Kâtib, Kharîdat al-qaÒr wa-jarîdat al-¢aÒr,
qism Shu¢arâ’ al-Shâm, edition Shukrî FayÒal, Damascus 1964,
vol. III, 119-120. The introduction as given in the text above,
is based on ms. Gotha, folio 87 verso.

According to Ms. D and Ms. Rabat p. 186 (which is slightly
more detailed) the introduction to the poem is simply: “In
order to mourn the loss of al-Malik al-∑âliÌ (™alâ’i¢ ibn Ruzzîk),
he said ...’’

25 Mss. Gotha and Rabat: Ë¹×eÊ
Ô

 .
26 Ms. Gotha: «*MU .
27 Mss. Gotha and Rabat:  �MBuÐUÎ .
28 Mss. Gotha  Ëô  and Rabat Ë�U .
29 This line of verse appears in the margin of ms. D, in both

ms. Gotha and in ms. Rabat, it is included in the text of the
poem itself.
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3 Is there an “answer’’ through which the people can ask for help?  Something which
enables the idle to conquer the reality of disaster?

4 What caused me as a witness to the situation to have doubts is the fact that I actually
saw the throne in Egypt, but no-one claimed it as his.

5 Is he maybe absent and has he asked his descendant to be a substitute, or did he choose
a departure without hope of reunification?

6 On the faces (al-wujûh) I see sorrow, which indicates that the distinguished ones (al-
wujûh) are his orphans.

7 Oh carpet of the throne whose Contents have disappeared; subsequently disasters and
confusion billowed (overhead).

8 I knew You previously as a Mountain, which normally caused fear, specifically when
the kingdom was beset by disasters.

9 I knew You previously as a mountain which had sunk into the ground, although in
every land it caused fear and trembling.

3.2B.2
[After this the poet continues with a passage which repeatedly asks the questions which

are considered conventional in an elegy: ‘‘Who ... what caused this disastrous interruption
and this sudden loss?’’]
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30 This line appears in the margin of Ms. D, but in the text of
ms. Gotha it reads:
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, however, this line of verse
does not appear in ms. Rabat.

36 Not in ms. Rabat.
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10 Who has made the mountain tremble, a mountain which normally brought fear by
causing its quakes to descend on the kingship?

[10b Who has made the mountain, which has now sunk into the earth, tremble, whilst in
every place on earth it caused fear and earthquakes?]

11 Who shut the door to the kingdom, whilst its orders went out to every land and then
came back again?

12 Who suppressed the Rudaynî spear until it quivered, and who led it into a tight spot
so that its front parts shattered?  [In the narrow corridors of the Palace the spear was
of no use against the swords of the armed assassins.]

13 Who halted the diligent Koran readers and warriors (i. e., qâri’ and ghâzî), when their
legions were equipped [were renewed] for the attack on the Polytheists?

14 Who broke the Indian sword, so that its sheath and belt were thrown away?
15 Who robbed Islam of the jewels around its neck, so that those who no longer had

necklaces complained about their desires for one?  (or: Who robbed the Days of the
jewels around their necks, so that the wearer complained about the force of the
necklace?]

16 Who reduced the Excellency to silence, whose excellence was a preacher when crowds
surrounded him?

17 And what sort of commotion is this after so great an honour: when it penetrated into
a body then many accompanying limbs fell off.

[After this, a passage follows with observations regarding the reality which could have
been, if death had not intervened, “As though the deceased had not done or never did this
and that ...’’]
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]

38 Ms. Gotha  Ëô *FX
Ú

 Ð5 	−UÃ ½
Ô

Bu�Ôt
Ô

    Ëô Þd
Ò

“ 
Ú

 Łu»
Ó

 «�F−UÃ

�MU
Kt
Ú

  however, ms. Rabat has a lacuna:
Ëô *FX

Ú
 Ð5

Ó
 ÆÆÆ ½

Ô
Bu�Ôt

Ô
   Ëô Þd

Ò
“ 

Ú
 Łu»

Ó
 «�H−UÃ �MU



KÔt

Ú
  Ú

39 Mss. Gotha and Rabat  Ëô �UÐ
Ó

qÓ

40 Ms. D  �s «�MU”

41 Mss. Rabat    Ëô ýpÒ ŽMbÍ
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18 As though Abu l-Ghârât had never launched an attack, during which the dusty clouds
showed You the blackness of the night.

19 As though his swords had not glittered amidst the dust, nor embroidered the carpet of
the mountain roads (with red blood).

20 As though next to his high stirrups no procession walked in which the infantryman
competed with the cavalryman.

21 As though there was no lance vibrating above the armour, as though under the saddles
no snorting horses frolicked.

22 As though his glances were not divided between a dedicated person with beautiful
qualities here and an enemy who double-crossed him there.

23 As though he did not oppose the Warrior (miÌrâb, also: “prayer niche’’) and the War
like one who brings oppression and benefaction, as much as Allah would accept of it.
[As though he did not stand in front of the prayer niche (miÌrâb) and at the front of
the war in order, in respect of the People and Benefaction, to undertake anything which
Allâh would accept.]

24 I was surprised about what Time did with its own soul. It was under no doubt that its
(i. e., Time’s) rational being had gone quite mad.

25 Who will the Days be proud of after ™alâ’i©, because amongst the sons of the Days
there was no-one who resembled him.42

42 In the margin of verse 25 in manuscript D, folio 130 verso,
there is a reference to verse 15 of a poem to rhyme bi-dimâ’ihâ
which appears in the same manuscript D, folio 2 recto. In the
margin of verse 25 of poem (dhâhiluh) the following Arabic
words have been written,

®Ý
Ó

³o
Ó

 �t �F
Ú

M
Ó

v ¼c« «�³OX


 	w ¼Le¹²t «�²w —ŁU ÐNU łb
Ò

… «�FU{b ŠOY �U‰

Ë�Ú²
Ó

M
Ú

b
Ó

�
Ó

s
Ò

 ≈–« «	²Id
Ó

 
Ú

 «�a©

in translation this reads: ‘’The theme of this verse has already
appeared in the hamziyya, where he (scil., ¢Umâra) mourns the
loss of al-¢Â∂id’s grandmother in the following words, ‘‘You
will certainly be sorry when she has disappeared.’’ Here the
poet is referring to the following passage of 3 lines from
¢Umâra’s poem to rhyme bi-dimâ’ihâ,

¥±¹U œ¼d
Ô

 �U �p �r
Ú

 ð
Ó

Ls
]

 ÐF
Ó

²
Ú

I



NU√Ë�r
Ú

 ðJÔs
Ú

 ¹U œ¼d
Ô

 �s Ž
Ô

²IUzNU

µ±	KÚ²M
Ú

b�
Ó

s
]

  ≈–« «	
Ú

²Id
Ó

 
Ú

 Ë�r
Ú

 ð
Ó

−b
Ú

	w «�d√Í �
Ó

s
Ú

 ¹
Ô

GMw �H
Ó

CÚq žÓMUzNU

∂±√	ö Š
Ó

HEÚX
Ó

 �NU √ł
Ó

q
]

 	COKW

Ì

√Ê
Ò

 «ù�UÂ
Ó

 ¹
Ô

Fb
^

 �


s √Ð
Ú

MUzNU

The lines 14-16 speak about al-¢Â∂id’s grandmother, who has
unjustly been eliminated by the Dahr:
14. Oh Dahr! What is wrong with you that you failed benevolently
to bestow freedom upon her? Were you not yourself, Oh Dahr, one
of her freed slaves? / 15. ‘You will certainly be sorry when she has
disappeared’ as you will be unable to find anyone who holds an
opinion which counterbalances the excellency of her rich insight!
[scil., the insight of al-¢Â∂id’s grandmother appears to be
indispensable.] / 16. Have you [Oh Dahr!] not received the greatest
benefaction from her, namely the fact that the Imâm was considered
to be one of her sons?
[Ms. D folio 1 verso - 2verso and ms. Rabat p. 34-36, ed.
Derenbourg p. 155-157 (lines 1, 6-8, 28-40)]
– The Dahr must, therefore, experience regret. The grandmother of

al-¢Â∂id should not have died. The Dahr should have released her.
She should have escaped from death, because the Dahr was in fact
enslaved by her. – In these lines, we are also offered proof of the
high authority which al-¢Â∂id’s grandmother enjoyed, she had
probably more influence than her son despite him being the Imam!
In the introductory lines of this identical poem (bi-dimâ’ihâ), the
poet secretly inserts an allusion to the grandmother’s name
‘Wafâ’’ (Fidelity). According to Ibn Taghrî Bardî, al-Nujºm al-
zâhira V, 288, 295 and 307, al-¢Â∂id’s mother was called ‘Sitt
al-Munâ’, whereas his grandmother was called ‘Sitt al-Wafâ’ ’. In
line 4, the poet seems to imply that, despite the sinister interests
of ‘ the nights’, his ambitions are connected to ‘ the fidelity of
life’, i. e., life’s fidelity, but in reality the allusion is to Wafâ’ as
partaking of life. Compare the introductory lines of the poem:

Ë�U‰ ¹dŁw łb… «�FU{b 	w 9UÂ ÝM²NU

±�u �UÊ ¹MHl √Ê &uœ 0UzNUŽO
Ú

s
Ï

 �Ó−Uœ
Ó

 
Ú

 √Ž
Ú

O
Ô

s
Ï

 Ðb�UzNU

≤ô�s
Ò

 š
Ó

DÚV
Ó

 «*Óu
Ú

 


 √

Ú

³
Ó

`
Ó

 ŽKÒW
Î

�
Ó

B
Ô

d
Ó

 
Ú

 š
Ô

DÓv «ü�U‰ œËÊ ý


HUzNU

≥ðdłu ��U*W
Ó

 «�e�UÊ Ë�r ¹e‰Ú�Ób
Ó

—
Ô

 «�KOU�w �
Ô

u
Ó
�ÒF

Î
U ÐBHUzNU

¥�
Ó

e
Ó

ł
Ó

X
Ú

 �MU �QÚ”
Ó

 «(OU… ÐG
Ó

b
Ú

—¼UËðFKÒIX
Ú

 ¬�U�ÔMU Ðu
Ó

	UzNU

On the first anniversary of the death of al-¢Â∂id’s grandmother,
he said the following words to mourn the loss of her:
1. If it were useful for an eye to give her water, then many
eyes would already have given their blood. / 2. But the
disaster of death has become a sickness (¢illa), one for which
the steps of hope are too short, hence there is no cure. / 3.
You hoped to be able to make peace with Time, however the
murkiness of the nights has been smitten by the purity of the
nights. / 4. For us, they (the nights) have mixed the cup of
life with the treachery of life, and our hope went hand in hand
with life’s fidelity (bi-wafâ’i-hâ).  See APPENDIX F.
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∂≤√ðÓMÚe‰Ô ÐU�NUœÍ «�JHOq 
ÔdË	
Ô

NUË�b
Ú

 šÓO]
L
Ó

XÚ 	u‚Ó «��LU„ �
Ó

MU“�Ôt
Ú

∑≤ËðÓ�
Ú

F
Ó

w «*MU¹U �Mt
Ô

 	w �
Ô

N
Ú

−
Ó

W «�
Ú

d∆ÌÝ
Ó

FXÚ �MN
Ô

r
Ô

 «_�Úb«—
Ô

 43
	OLU ðÔ×UË�Ôt

Ú

∏≤ł³UzqÔ �r ¹FK‡IÚs ≈ôÒ ÐQ—ËŸÌðÔL
Ó

b
^

 �BÓOÚ
b «�M]OÒ

d«  Š³UzKt
Ú

π≤¹³OXÔ Ë�s “Ô¼
Ú

d «_ÝMÒW 	w «�b
Ô

ł
Ó

v�
Ó

AUŽd
Ô

Á
Ô

 Ë�ÚXÓ «�Id
Ó

È Ë�AUŽ


Kt
Ú

∞≥√Ó½UœÐ
Ó

t �ÔqÚ �OnÓ ý¾XÓ 	NcÁšBUzBt
Ô

 �QŁu—…Ï ËšBUzKt
Ú

±≥ËŽ
Ó

b
Ò

œ
Ú

 Ý−U¹U √ÐKZ «�ułt √Ð
Ú

O
Ó

ið
Ô

Bb‚ œŽuÈ «*UœŠ5Ó 	CUzKt
Ú

≤≥�cÐ
Ú

MUÁ 	w œŽ
Ú

uÈ «�u	U¡ ÐFNbÁŠ²Òv łn] ¼U�w «�b�
Ú

l 44
√Ë �n] ¼U�Kt

Ú

≥≥√¹d
Ú

Łw ��U½w �
Ó

−
Ú

b
Ó

Á
Ô

 ÐF
Ú

b �b
Ú

ŠtË�U�w �r ðÓ�ÚcÔ‰Ú ��U½w šÓu«–�t
Ú

¥≥√�r ¹pÔ 	w �K³w �s «�Nr
Ò

 Ë«'u
Ó

ÈËŠd
Ò

 «_Ýv ýÔGÚqÏ Žs «�AF
Ú

d ýUžKt
Ú

µ≥ÝOcÐqÔ —Ë
Ú

÷Ô «�AF
Ú

d �s ¹u�t
45

	ö ŽU‘Ó –«Ë¹t Ëô «šÚCd
]

 –«ÐKt
Ú

26 Will their changes cause the Just leader and the Warrantor to descend, although his
places of descent (manâzilu-hu his moon stations) were arranged above the Simâk
constellation (khayyamat)?

27 With him the destiny of Death reached into the heart of a person, just as far as the
ambitions of Fate reached into everything which that heart had ever tried to do.

28 They are traps, unattached except to a Radiant One whose snares were stretched in
order to catch the shining planets.

29 He passed the night, whilst in the darkness his features (mashâ©iruhu) and torches
(mashâ©iluhu) consisted of sparkling shining spearheads, precisely at the moment of
hospitality.

30 Oh Mourner for him! Say how you would like it to be; but these are his characteristics
and posture, as they were passed down.

31 Give a summary of the characteristics of someone who has a serenely pure face, whose
excellent qualities are confirmation for the pretensions of eulogists.

32 We have lied to him in pretending to be loyal to his bond, as soon as the flowing
tears have dried or as soon as the abundantly flowing tears cease.

33 Having praised him, will my tongue deplore his Glory? How is it possible that my
tongue is not hampered by various forms of reserve?

34 Was my heart not occupied by cares, through suffering and the heat of sorrow, such
that I was utterly and completely kept away from poetry?

35 The garden of poetry will have wilted since that day of his [or: since he grew up],–
may what is withered in the garden never come back to life, may what has wilted
never become green again.

43 Ms. Rabat:  Ý
Ó

F
Ó

X
Ú

 ¼L
Ó

r
Ô

 «_�b«—

44 Ms. Rabat:  ÝUÐo
Ô

 «�b
Ó

�
Ú

l

45 Ms. Gotha:  ÐF
Ú

b /
Ô

u
=

Á
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3.2B.3/4
[The poet’s ego dominates the next lines: will the poet continue to enjoy the hospitality

of the Ruzzîk clan?]

∂≥œ
Ó

Ž
Ô

u½w 	LU ¼c« Ðu�ÚX ÐJUztÝOQðOJÔr Þq^ «�³JU¡ ËË«ÐKt
Ú

∑≥Ëô ðÔMJdË« Še½w ŽKOt 	S½ÒMwðIAÒl ŽMÒw Ë«ÐqÏ �MX ¬�Kt
Ú

∏≥Ë�r
Ó

 ô ½³JÒOt Ë½Mb
Ô

»
Ô

 	IÚb
Ó

Á
Ô

Ë√Ëôœ
Ô
½U √¹

Ú
²U�t

Ô
 Ë√—«�Kt

Ú

π≥	OU �OXÓ ýF
Ú

dÍ ÐF
Ú

b
Ó

 Š�s 	FU�tË�b žU»
Ó

 ŽMÒw �U Ðw
46

 «�b¼d
Ô

 	UŽKÔt
Ú

∞¥√¹
Ô

Jd
Ó

Â
Ô

 �
Ó

¦u
Ó

È ÞOHJr
Ú

 
47

 Ëžd¹³Jr
Ú

	O�
ÚÚ

JsÔ √Â
Ú

 ¹
Ô

DÚuÈ Ð³5Ì �d«ŠKt
Ú

 
48

±¥Ë¼q ðÔMÚFr «�b½OU ŽKw
]

 0
Ô

MÚFrÌ√łU��
Ô

t
Ô

 �s Ð
Ó

F
Ú

bÁ Ë√ÔË«�Kt
Ú

≤¥ÝPËÍ ≈�v —
Ô

�ÚsÌ ýb¹bÌ  Ë√�²−w≈�v �
Ó

KpÌ Žr
]

 «�³d¹
]

WÓ ½UzKt
Ú

≥¥≈�v «�FUœ‰ Ðs «�BU�̀ «*Kp «�cÍ√�UÐqÔ Ëł
Ú

N
Ó

t
Ô

 «�³AÚd
Ó

 Š5Ó √�UÐKt
Ú

¥¥√�u‰Ô Ë�u‰Ô «(o= 	d÷Ï ŽKv «�H²v≈–« ýÓNb
Ó

 Ú ÐU�Bb‚ ¹u�UÎ œôzKt
Ú

µ¥√ô ≈Ê] Ý
Ô

KÚDUÊÓ «Ð
Ú

s —“Ò¹p �r ¹e‰Ú 
49

Ë—
Ô

“¹pÔ �OYÔ «�GU» žU»
Ó

 ÐUÝKt
Ô

∂¥¼u «:Úb
Ô

 √žMU½U Žs «�KOY ý³KÔt
Ô

Ë½U»
Ó

 �MU Žs 
U�`Ì 	Ot ŽUœ�Ôt
Ú

 
50

∑¥ðu
Ó
�Òv Ë�b šKÒv

51
 ŽözoÓ ŁIÚK

tË�Js ðu�Òv –�p «�¦IqÓ ŠU�KÔt
Ú

∏¥	JUÊÓ �dłl «�Dd· ËŠAW ¬¼q�s «�FeÒ Š²v �Oq √Ë½f
Ó

 ¬¼Kt
Ú

π¥Ë�U ¼u ≈ôÒ �−
Ú

b
Ô
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Ó
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Ó
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Ú

∞µË	d
Ú

Ÿ
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 �d.
Ô
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Ò
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Ó

b
]

Á
Ô

	³u—„Ó �s ½Ó−
Ú

qÌ Ë�Ôb
=

”
Ó

 ½UłKÔt
Ú

±µË�U {Ód
Ò

 ¼c« «:b
Ó
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Ú

Žt √šÚö�Ôt
Ô

 ËýLUzKt
Ú

≤µË�U “�ÚXÓ �³qÓ «�OuÂ �d
Ò
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Ú

 
52
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Ò

UÎ Ý
Ó

d
Ò

Á
Ô

 	F
Ú
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Ô

 Žs �qÒ 	CqÌ �
Ó

�UzKt
Ú

¥µŽc— Ô Ðt
53

 «_¹UÂ
Ó

 �s ÐFb ŽcÚ�
‡NU

54
Ë�b ¹F

Ú
c— «'U½w �s «�MU” ŽU–�t

Ú

µµðb«—�XÓ ¼c« «)KoÓ Žb
Ú

ôÎ Ë—√Ú	WÎ 
55

Ë�b √ÔłNCXÚ �s ýb
Ò

… «)u· 
56

 ŠU�Kt
Ú

46 Thus in mss. D and Rabat, but Ms. Gotha  �U ÐMU

47 Mss. Rabat and Gotha √¹
Ô

JdÂ
Ô

 �¦uÈ {O
Ú

H


Jr , but Ms. D �¦ÚuÈ ÞÓOH


Jr

48 Mss. Rabat and Gotha:     √Â ð
Ô

Du Ð³5Ì �
Ó

d«Š


Kt
Ú

49 Ms. Rabat:  ð
Ó

e
Ó

‰Ú

50 This line of verse does not appear in ms. Rabat.
51 Ms. D:   Ë�b ł

Ó
KÒv

52 Ms. Gotha ½UzKt
Ú

 . This line of verse does not appear in ms.
Rabat.

53 Ms. Gotha :   ÐpÓ

54 Ms. Rabat: �s ÐFb Že�


NU

55 Ms. Rabat: ËŠ
Ô

CMW
Î

56 Ms. Gotha : �s ýb
Ò

… «�Nu‰
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Ô
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]
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Ô
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Ô
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Ó
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Ú
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Ú

∏∑√—«œ
Ó

 √Ô½U”
Ï
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Ó

 √¹
Ô
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Ó

³
Ú
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Ô
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57 Ms. Gotha:  ½U— «�Ad
=

58 This line only in Ms. Gotha.
59 Ms. Gotha ¼u «�JNn

Ô
  but Ms. Rabat  ¼r

Ô
 «�Jn

^

60 Ms. Gotha:  �s Ð×
Ú

d¼r
Ú

61 Mss. Rabat and Gotha:  	Nc« �


IUÕ
Ï

 ô ¹Dd
Ò

‚
Ô

 ŠUzKt
Ú

62 According to mss. D and Gotha, however, ms. Rabat:  ð
Ó

d
Ó

	
Ò

Iu«

63 According to ms. Rabat :   ÝOdłl
Ô

 �
Ô

MIUœ«Î ≈�v «��On


 łU¼Kt
Ú

64 Ms. Gotha:  �Ib {d
Ò

ÝX
Ú

 √½OUÐ
Ó

Jr
Ú

 Žs 
HUðt ðNr
Ï

65 Ms. Gotha: Ë�r ð
Ó

²
Ú

d�u« «�²
Ó

AÚFOYÓ ½F
Ú

O
Î

U

66 Ms. Rabat:  Ëœ«Ê
Ó

 �t ŠU	w «_½UÂ

67 Ms. Rabat:  Ëð
Ó

F
Ú

Du

68 Ms. Rabat:  Ëð
Ó

�Du

69 Ms. Gotha:
	AJd«Î ŽKv «�H�d «–Í �p ŽUłKt   ËŠLb«Î ŽKv «(Lb «�cÍ �p ¬łKt

Ú

70 According to mss. D and Gotha, however, ms. Rabat: 	
Ó

d
Ú

÷Ô «�MbÈ

71 Ms. Gotha: Š
Ó

K]NU
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36 Leave me alone, for this is not the moment to mourn for him.  The dew and the torrent
of lament will still come to you.

37 Do not condemn my sorrow over him, because a rain cloud has drifted from me, one
for which I had hoped.

38 But why should we not mourn and grieve for the loss of him? Because our children
are now orphans and widows.

39 Oh if I but knew about his pure deeds and what, now that he has gone from us, the
Dahr will do with us?

40 Will the place of residence of your guest (scil. ¢Umâra) and your stranger be respected,
so that he may continue to reside there, or will his periods (of residence) be wound
up by a farewell?

41 And, after his death, will the world bestow on me a benefactor, one with whom I can
sit and upon whom I can rely?

42 I shall take refuge in a strong cornerstone and seek shelter with a king whose gifts are
common to all humankind:

43 With al-¢Âdil, the son of al-∑âliÌ, the king in whom, when I met him, I encountered
the countenance of joy.

44 I say,–and the word of truth is a duty for the hero [scil., the poet] as one day his
prognostic signs will be witnesses to truthfulness:

45 Certainly, the authority of [™alâ’i©] Ibn Ruzzîk has not ceased, because Ruzzîk [the
forefather] is a lion of the woods even although his brave warrior has been overcome.

46 He is Glory, whose Cub has made the Lion superfluous for us. And in him comes for
us the “Just One’’ (¢Âdilu-hu) in place of the “Pious One’’ (©an ∑âliÌin).

47 He has gone hence and has manifested the straps of his heavy burden.  But the (other)
Bearer has taken this burden upon himself once more.

48 It was as if the glance looked back towards the loneliness of a place where Glory had
resided, so that people could say: Look, its inhabitants are once again in company!

49 It is nothing other than the glory of a full moon (badr) and a dominion, a thing which
appeared rising above the throne, even though the other had gone down.

50 A branch, noble down to its roots, came in his place: May he be as blessed as a
descendant and may his father be sacred!

51 This glory was not spawned by the absence of his foundation. Because in this branch
of his both his character and good qualities can be found.

52 For this day, you did not cease to be the ‘Comfort of his eye’, the Highest Treasure
he had ever caught.  [according to ms. Gotha, or ms. D: which he sparingly preserved.]

53 Were he still alive, Your deed would have delighted him, a deed through various aspects
of which, excellence is revealed.

54 On behalf of him [or ms. Gotha: ‘on behalf of You’] I excused the Days after they
had been blamed,–sometimes someone even excuses the wrong-doer amongst the people.

55 You have corrected these beings with justice and with an embrace (by the sword),
because anxiety has already caused the pregnant to undergo a miscarriage.
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56 You have put out the fires of the Polytheists, after they had been burning brightly.  You
have brought them (the fires) to rest, although the cooking pots of the Angry bubbled.

57 You have restored the good reputation of the Dahr, after he had done something wicked,
an action in which his tendentious and unreasonable treatment was made evident.

58 The affairs of the people were in chaos, but he managed and organised them: with a
good and perfect resolve.

[58b A Radiant One, whose family consists of the Âl Ruzzîk, because they are the arms
and shoulders of the childless king.]

59 Through him and through them,–may Allâh not scatter their groupings!–May his
Sublimities rise on high, and his lower parts be securely anchored–,

60 A mass equal to experienced men [with wisdom teeth] supported one another, due to
him the weak survived and the crooked were assisted.

61 He is the hand and the long arm, when they are powerful; they are the fingers, when
he presses the palms of the hands together.

62 Oh you who are jealous of him! Take care that, on account of him, you are not affected
by his mangonels and deadly shots!

63 A raging flood from his sea will have you drowned: his streams are more than the
white sea.

64 Oh innocent sparrows! It is as though I see that his vultures have thrown themselves
upon you.

65 Go calmly, you who bring foolishness to them! This is a conception from which the
pregnant cannot escape! [or according to mss. Rabat and Gotha: ... ‘This is a conception
from which not even the infertile can escape!’]

66 Oh you who descend into the water of the Rebellion, Be strong!  [or according to
another ms.: ‘be careful!’] This is a well where the watering places purify the heart
(from hate)!

67 I see that you relied upon the fact that the millstone of Death would not be revolved
above you and that its bulky mass (kalâkiluh) would not be thrown down upon you.

68 Certainly, there is a group whose attack will be combated by the sword: the ignoramus
will eventually be traced back to the sword.  [for decapitation, the version from ms.
Rabat is better.]

69 Your canine teeth became damaged when they named his qualities, whoever would eat
his reputation turned away from this Rock without their canine teeth.

[69b Suspicions have caused your teeth to strike against their qualities, but the eater returned
from the Rock without teeth!]

70 They did not fail to arouse enmity through an obituary, but the descent into the sea
had to be avoided so long as its shores were equivalent to Death. [Ms. Gotha differently:
‘You did not fail to act appropriately, dishevelling your hair, as on hearing an obituary,
however, the descent ...’]

71 They have turned away from the slipping of your sandals, although Time [or according
to ms. Rabat: ‘humankind’] has subordinated itself to them, shod both with and without
sandals.
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72 Is, in every age, anyone who fails in his duties and is contemptuous in fact superior?
And does an obscure person destroy precisely the man with an exemplary reputation?

73 The peaks reach foolishly towards the Seven Stars, and the rabble make themselves
masters over the distinguished ones of time.

74 This one, the Amîr of the Believers, is too high to be compared to the ordinary people,
but even so Ibn Muljam was his murderer.

75 And Îamza was lost at the Battle of UÌud [the battle between Mohammad and the
Meccans]: it was only a javelin thrown by WaÌshî which was able to affect his
vulnerable parts.

76 Thanks are intended for the daybreak which came rapidly for You. There is praise for
the reward which finally came to You.

77 May You be congratulated with a Dawla ¢Âdiliyya, into which both the obligatory and
voluntary aspects of Just Leadership [or: ‘aspects of Benefaction’] have been brought
to bear.

78 People wanted to break it (the Dawla) [or according to ms. Gotha: ‘People wanted to
disband it, ...’], however, it was strengthened!  Will the cord of Allah be broken, when
Allâh himself has plaited it?72

72 Regarding the murderers ¢Umâra gave his own commentary in
the poems.  What is striking is that he compares the murderer
who drew up the plans to Ibn Muljam and, in so doing, he
relates all the events to the domain of ¢Alî and the tragic
circumstances surrounding his life. The descendants of ¢Alî had
experienced the same fate. And, according to the following
poem (¢Umâra poem to rhyme al-i¢Ââmi, ed. Derenbourg, p. 342-
344, ms. D folio 165 verso-167 recto, ms. Rabat p. 211-214),
this same fate befell the pious Vizier. This poem was from a
later period and intended as an ode to Imâm al-¢Â∂id and his
Vizier al-Kâmil al-Malik al-NâÒir, son and successor to ™alâ’i¢.
However, in the lines of ¢Umâra, quoted below, we, once again,
hear him recalling the murder, which, from the perspective of
this poem, had occurred one year earlier:
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28. The ascent (†ulº¢) of his crescent moon caused me sorrow,
whilst ™alâ’i¢ is the pledge for the Òadâ and the souls’ owls. /
29. I hold Sha¢bân (the 8th month) dear, because I see nothing
of it going to Shawwâl (the 10th month) apart from darkness.
[scil., the month Rama∂ân placed between Sha¢bân and
Shawwâl should appear in mournful black.] / 30. May wine
moisten Your earth, a thirsty place of martyrdom, and a sea
whose moisture is sweet and overfull./ 31. It would be a great
unforgivable sin if, through comforting distractions, I were to
forget You after Your dew had provided my limbs and bones
with water. / [Here the figure of speech iltifât follows, the
murderer is addressed directly: ...] 32.—Ibn Muljam [thus
according to ms. Rabat, ms. D has the incorrect version “Ibn
Shâwar’’ ] established a custom which you revived, Oh Ibn
al-Qawâm, towards one who fasted and one who was Superior
(Qawwâm, scil., the deceased ™alâ’i¢). / 33. Abº Shujâ¢ [al-¢Âdil
Ruzzîk ibn ™alâ’i¢] pronounced judgement on you, as the best
Caliph and Imâm passed judgement on your brother [scil., Ibn
Muljam. After the burial of his father ¢Alî, al-Îasan ibn ¢Alî
ordered that ¢Abd al-RaÌmân ibn Muljam be beheaded, see
Abu l-Faraj al-IÒfahânî, Maqâtil al-™âlibiyyîn, ed. al-Sayyid
AÌmad ∑aqr, Beyrut no date but not before 1946, p. 41]. /
34. You have tasted death just as you had made another taste
it [scil., the Vizier who died at your hand]. You two would
not have been equal, if there had not been justice in the laws.
/ 35. You have gathered up the life of a Radiant Person, one
who was always crazy about the spreading of scholarship and
flags. / 36. You have extinguished the light of Allah, but His
fully flaming gusts of wind did not fail to extinguish you.
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3.2B.5
Here the poem could end were it not that an extra passage about Ruzzîk is mentioned

on p. 123-124 of ¢Imâd al-IÒfahânî al-Kâtib, Kharîda, Qism Shu©arâ’ al-Shâm III, in the
passage about ¢Umâra. It appears, therefore, to be referring to a missing piece of text, an
extra fragment of the funeral elegy to rhyme dhâhiluh!  In particular, the first two lines of
the following fragment could easily be interpreted as an elaboration and explanation, with
reference to verse 48 of the poem (to rhyme dhâhiluh) as previously quoted on the basis
of the Dîwân manuscripts.  The nasîb motif of a deserted region is provided with a
countermovement. The desolation of the remaining empty space is brought to an end by
the arrival of the son, who will once again bring Glory to life or carry it on.  It was on
that new life that ¢Umâra had placed his hopes, because then he would be able to continue
as a Guest of this Dynasty of Viziers:
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48/1 When the sons of Ruzzîk descend to a place, then the desolation and the insignificance
of that place smile with the teeth of glory.

48/2 And then glory and sublimity camp in that region and it is generously supplied with
the dew and torrents of generosity.

48/3 Kings, to whom excellence comes from a Radiant One amongst them, whose gatherings
and armies are proud of him.

48/4 Over the powerful Lion his armour is tied, and the slings are placed on the towering
Mountain.

48/5 His excellencies and virtues flood us every night and day without reason.
48/6 Whilst out of voluntary benevolence he rewards our pronunciations, because they are a

part of what he actually wanted to say.
[I did not find these lines anywhere in the manuscript of the poem to rhyme dhâhiluh!]
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3.3

Approximately one year later the coffin was taken from the Vizier’s Palace to the Tomb,
which had been prepared by the prospective tenant’s surviving son.  The grave was situated
in the Qarâfa in Cairo.

In the poem to rhyme Ìirâru, which ©Umâra wrote for this special ceremony, several
more allusions are made to the actual events surrounding the assassination.73  In so doing,
he does, in my opinion, depart from the conventions for elegies. Once again the name of a
day is mentioned, this time it is a Thursday, apparently the day that the coffin is moved,
the nuqlat al-tâbût.74

After an introduction about tears and fires of grief, Thursday emerges.  As that was the
day of the nuqla:

Ë�U‰ �w ¹uÂ «)LOf Ë�b ½ÔIq «�BU�` �s «�b«— «�²w �UÊ ÐNU �b�u½U ÐU�IU¼d… ≈�v

ðdÐW ÐU�Id«�W

±¹U �DKoÓ «�F³Ód«  Ë¼w že«—ÔË�IOÒbÓ «�e�Ód«  Ë¼w Šd«—Ô

≤�U ÐU‰Ô œ�FpÓ Ë¼u �U¡Ï ÝU�`Ï¹Ôc�Óv Ðt �s Šb= Ëłb„ ½U—Ô

≥ô ð²]�cÚ½w �bË…Î �p �w «_Ýv�KbÍ] �Mt �AUŽdÏ ËýFU—Ô

¥šHÒiÚ ŽKOp �UÊ “Ó½b ÐKOÒ²wË«—Ì Ë�w �b—Í �bÈÎ Ë√Ë«—Ô

µ≈Ê �UÊ �w ¹b„ «)OU—Ô �U½ÒMwË�NUÊÔ �r √ðÚd„Ú Ë�U √šÚ²U—Ô

∂�w �qÒ ¹uÂÌ ŠM5Ô �ÔCK]W¹uœÍ �NU ÐFb «(u«— Šu«—Ô

∑ŽU¼b Ô œ�Fw √Ê ¹IdÒ ��U½Mw�KVÏ ��UzKt «�NLuÂÔ �d«—Ô

∏¼q ŽMb �×Ú²ÓIÓdÌ ¹�OdÔ ÐKOÒWÌ√ÊÒ «�BGU—Ó �s «�NLuÂ �³U—Ô

π�b �MXÔ √ýdÓ‚Ô �s ŁLUœ �b«�Fw√ÝHUÎ �JOn Ë�b ÞLU «�²OÒU—Ô

∞±ŽÓr] «�u—È ¹uÂÔ «)ÓLOf ËšÓB]MwšÓDÚVÏ ÐQ½Ún «�bÓ¼Úd �Mt �GÓU—Ô

±±�U √ËŠÓgÓ «�bÔ½OU žÔb¹]WÓ  �U—�XÚ�ÔDÚ³UÎ —ÓŠÓv «�b½OU ŽKONU ðÔb«—Ô

73 Umâra’s poem on rhyme Ìirâru, a poem of 83 lines of verse.
Ms. D, folio 69 verso - 71 verso; lacking in ms. Rabat.   This
poem has been partially edited by Derenbourg, Nukat-Diwan,
p. 63-65 (= vss. 12-14, 17, 19, 21-22, 37-38, 54, 56-57, 61-
62) and Nukat-Diwan, p. 145 (= vss. 46, 48, 50-53) and
Nukat-Diwan, p. 229-231 (=vss. 1-8, 20, 36, 45-47, 49, 68-
83).  The identical poem is also quoted partially in Raw∂atayn,
ed. Zaybaq,  I, 394-396 (ed. Cairo 1288 H., vol. I, 124, 126-
127).  Derenbourg translated a number of lines from this poem
in French, see Nukat-Diwan (French) II, 189 (vss. 1-10, 17-22,
37-41, 45-47, 54-59).  See APPENDIX BÆ

74 In folio 69 recto, ms. D says in the introduction to the poem to
rhyme Ìirâru: “On Thursday, the day on which al-∑âlih was
transferred from the House in al-Qâhira, where he had been
buried, to a tomb in the Qarâfa, he said the following: ...”
Derenbourg, Nukat-Diwan, p. 63, in his Memoirs (al-Nukat al-
©aÒriyya), the poet ©Umâra says the following about the poem
on rhyme Ìirâru: “When he [Ruzzîk ibn ∑âlih] transferred al-
∑âliÌ’s coffin to the Burial place, I composed a qaÒîda, in which
I mentioned both the shrine (mashhad) and the manner in
which the murderers were eventually caught.  This qaÒîda is
long.
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On Thursday, when al-∑âliÌ was transferred from the house, in which he had been buried,
in al-Qâhira, to the tomb in the Qarâfa, he said the following:
1 Oh thou who makes the tears flow freely and abundantly and who binds the warm sighs!
2 What does it matter to your tears, which are flowing water, that within them a fire is

lit by the keenness of Your sorrow?
3 Do not use me as an example for your comfort, because I have both the senses and

the characteristic of these tears.
4 Calm yourself, because the tinder of my ordeal has a hidden fire and in my breast are

both thirst and blazing fervour.
5 Although the choice was in your hand, I would be saddened without consolation and

what would remain for me to choose?
6 Every day I feel a homesickness for a desert, where sand-rocks (Ìawâru) destroyed

any distant conversation (bu©da l-Ìiwâri) which ever existed.
7 I agreed with my tears that they would cease, but a heart betrayed me; for anyone

who questions it (the heart) the cares are simply stationary.
8 Is it maybe the insight of one despised, who has barely been put to the test, that causes

small cares to become great?
9 I was already choking with grief in the remaining pools of my tears, and how will it

be when the stream has become overfull?
10 The Thursday dominated human nature, and me, in particular, it overtook by disaster,

whereby the proud nose of the Dahr-signified humiliation (for all the others).
11 How desolate the World was on the day it said farewell to a Rotating Axis, around

which the millstone of the World was rotated!

After the conventional opening, the Thursday is brought to the fore, because the nuqla
was on this day.  But the poet could also have been thinking about the Monday of the
previous year, the day, shortly after the murderous attack, on which  the Vizier died. Despite
everything, there was, on the day of the murderous attack, one favourable event: the Vizier
managed to live for at least one  hour or longer, maybe even half a day, and his head was
not, therefore, in a position to be hacked off and carried in triumph by the murderers to
the  Vizier’s palace. The aunts were not simply disappointed but mortally shocked, when
they saw that the wounded Vizier was able to leave the Imâm’s palace mounted on a horse
and even wearing a turban on his head.

“By God, we are damned! (RuÌnâ wallâhi)’’, one of the aunts had called out aghast, as
she looked out of a window in the Palace.

We can hear the poet express his sorrow in words in the following manner:
– The world has become desolate and like a rotating millstone. However, this stone has

broken loose as the rotating axle of this heavy mass has disappeared.  The pastures of
benefaction of this Vizier are now desolate and deserted.  Only tombstones are cultivated.
Commentaries suggest that this image of ©Umâra’s indicates the influence of a line of verse
from Abû Nuwâs, in which this antithesis had already been employed: the houses are not
completely deserted but rather inhabited by a disagreeable folk,
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If houses are inhabited by those whom we do not love, then the graves are now
inhabited by those whom we do hold dear.75

Fortune stumbled when the bier was carried away.  –We are reminded of the stumbling
of the Vizier. An extra verse, not in the Dîwân but originating from another source, informs
us that the entire universe wanted to join in the mourning. Indeed the constellations of the
Bear, both the Great Bear and the Little Bear, wanted to break their chain of stars in order
to have the loose pearls of stars fall to the ground as scatterings of tears. The people look
on. The bier was of such a sublime size and worth that both the size and the definition of
Fate were belittled by it.  The Imâm is present, walking in front of the covered bier. Other
people in authority walk barefooted.  At this point, the poet allows himself to be drawn
into the atmosphere of Shî©ite holiness, because we hear that he is certain that the Five
Pure people of the mubâhala–oath give their send-off to the deceased!

≤±šdÐXÚ —ÐuŸÔ «*JÚdÔ�U   �d«Šq
76

ŽLd  Ðt «_łÚb«ÀÔ Ë¼w �HU—Ô

≥±½ÓFÚgÔ «'ÔbËœ «�FUŁd«  �ÔAÓO]lÏŽÓLOÓXÚ
77

 Ðdƒ¹W ½ÓFÚAt «_ÐÚBU—Ô

≥±»½ÓFÚgÏ ðÓuÓœÒ ÐMU Ô  ½ÓFÚgÌ �u žÓbÓ ÚË½EU�ÔNU √ÝÓHUÎ ŽKOt ½Ô¦U—Ô
78

¥±ý�Óh «_½UÂÔ ≈�Ot %X łMU“…šÔHCX Ðd�FW �b—¼U «_�Úb«—Ô

µ±ÝU— «ù�UÂÔ √�U�ÓNU �ÓFÓKLÚXÔ √ÊÚ�b ýÓO]FÓ²ÚNU «)ÓLÚ�WÔ «_ÞÚNU—Ô
79

12 The grazing areas of benefaction were destroyed by a traveller, by one who cultivated
the tombstones even though they were deserts.

13 Whilst the bier of floundering fortune was carried off, eyes became blind at the sight
of the bier.
[in the Raw∂atayn this one verse derives from a long fragment of 41 lines:]

13b A corpse’s bier, the stars of the Great Bear and the Little Bear would be pleased if
their constellations were scattered due to sorrow on account of him.

14 The people stared at him, whilst he was under the cover of the bier (taÌta jinâza),
through the sublimity of its “size’’ (qadrahâ, of the bier) the “size of fate itself ’’ (al-
aqdâr) was humbled.

15 The Imâm walked straight ahead of it (in front of the jinâza), then I knew that the
Five Pure People (al-khamsatu l-a†hâr) had paid their last respects.

The bier, on top of which the “floundering fortune’’ (na©sh al-judûdi l-©âthirâti) was
carried, disappeared from the Vizier’s Palace. Five Pure people, Muslims, accompanied in
spirit this bier and coffin, and here is evidence for the belief in the Five (al-khamsatu l-
abrâr) of the Mubâhala oath, which these Five once collectively swore against the
unbelievers of Najrân, in the distant past of the Early Islam.

75 Abû Nuwâs, from the elegy dedicated to the ©Abbâsid Caliph
al-Amîn, Der Dîwân des Abû Nuwâs, edition Ewald Wagner,
Wiesbaden 1985, vol. I, p. 299.

76 According to Raw∂atayn, ed. Zaybaq, I, 394: �


u«Š


bÌ

77 According to Raw∂atayn, ed. Zaybaq, I, 394:  Ž
Ó

A


O
Ó

X
Ú

78 Verse 13b is only found in Nukat-Diwan 63 and Raw∂atayn,
ed. Zaybaq, I, 394.

79 According to Raw∂atayn, ed. Zaybaq, I, 394:  «��L�W «_Ð
Ú

d«—
Ô
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At that time, in the company of Îasan, Îusayn, Fâ†ima and ©Alî,  MuÌammad swore
against the unbelievers of Najrân, who had, in turn, also sworn an oath.80

Now it appears that the same mystical events have to take place, in connection with the
transportation of the corpse. The dead body appears to be extremely holy. That is not
surprising, we know that the Vizier al-Malik al-∑âliÌ had, during his earthly life, insisted
that the Imâm al-©Â∂id (he whose foot-soles were pure) marry his [∑âliÌ’s] daughter. Al-
©Â∂id was not really in favour of this match and the politically charged girl provided him
with no heirs. However, a connection with the Imâmate naturally strengthened the position
of the Vizier.  It is beyond doubt that other sacred places will be jealous of a coffin which
is so holy,

∂±Ë�Av «*Ku„ ÐNU ŠÔHU…Î ÐFb�UŠÓH]XÚ �özJÓWÏ ÐNU √½u«—Ô

∑±�JQ½ÒNU ðUÐu Ô �uÝv √ÔËœŽÓXÚ�w łU½³ÓOÚt ÝJOMWÏ ËË�U—Ô

∏±�J


MÒtÔ �U {r] žÓOÚdÓ ÐIOÒW


 «ùÝöÂË¼u «�BU�` «<Ú²U—Ô

π±√ËÚÞÓMÚ²ÓtÔ
81

 œ«—Ó «�u“«—… —Ó¹Ú¦ÓLUÐÔMOÓXÚ �MÔIÚKÓ²t «�Jd1W


 œ«—Ô

∞≤Š²Òv ≈–« ýÓO]bÚðÓNU Ë½B³Ú²NUŽÓKÓLUÎ ¹Ô×ÓZÒ �MUƒÁÔ Ë¹Ôe«—Ô

±≤ËðÓGU¹ÓdÓ «�Nd�UÊ Ë«(Ód�UÊ �wðUÐuðt ËŽKv «�Jd. ¹ÔGU—Ô

16 Barefooted the Kings walked with it (the jinâza), after angels had caused a rustling–
angels with lights.
[Raw∂atayn, Ìaffat malâ’ikatun bihâ a†hâru. Ms. D reads: Ìaffat malâ’ikatun bihâ anwâru, ...
i. e., after pure angels had encircled it, ... after shining angels had encircled it.]

17 As though it were the coffin of Mûsâ, on either side of which were entrusted the
“Godly Rest’’ (sakîna) and Dignity.

18 But it contained nothing other than the remains of Islam, namely al-∑âliÌ al-Mukhtâr.
[the style figure of iltifât, where the poet is heard addressing himself directly to the son

Ruzzîk, probably begins here:]
19 — You have given him the Dâr al-Wizâra as a home, whilst in the meantime another

house was built to receive the noble transfer of his remains.
20 After which You have taken care of it and set it up as a beacon, to the square of

which people make pilgrimages and pay visits.
21 The two pyramids and the two sacred areas (Mecca and Medina) were jealous of each

other in regard to his coffin, and men are jealous of the noble.

The chosen place appears to be MiÒr (old Cairo) which was situated next to al-Qâhira
and became a safe region thanks to the deceased.  Due to the Sublimity of this deceased,
even the air above the coffin and above MiÒr was transformed to a well nigh intangible

80 See article “Mubâhala” by W. Schmucker, Encyclopaedia of Islam
(New Edition), Brill Leiden.

81 According to Raw∂atayn, ed. Zaybaq, I, 394:   √�
Ú

DÓM
Ú

²
Ó

t
Ô
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entity which could be qualified as ether (athîr)!  Yes, the holiness of the Vizier ensures
that above the cloth over the bier there is ether; and both the city and the whole of Egypt
have now become a sacred place:

≤≤¬ŁdÚ Ó �Bd« �Mt ÐU�Ad· «�cÍŠ�b Ú �d«�ÓNU
82

 �t «_�BU—Ô

≥≤ËłFKÚ²ÓNU √�ÚMU Ðt Ë�Ó¦UÐWÎ¹dłuÚ �¦uÐWÓ �Bb¼U «�eË̂«—Ô

¥≤¼c« «_ŁOd žb« ÐNU �²FKIU�−dÈ �t �s ŽHu„ «ù¹¦U—Ô

µ≤«ŽKLÚ²MU &LOq �H×p √½ÒNUŠdÂÏ Ë√½p �U�`Ï žHÒU—Ô

22 You preferred to choose MiÒr as a result of which it is honoured, whereas the other
MiÒr-s (plural amsâr, the ancient garrison towns), feel envious of  its (MiÒr’s) cemetery.

23 You have turned it into a safe region and abode, where the visitors hope for a reward
for the fatigues of their journey.

24 Look, this “ether’’ is attached to it (the Jinâza, the cloth over the bier), because through
Your forgiveness it acquired preference.

25 Through the benefaction of Your forgiveness You have informed us, that it (the cloth)
is a Ìaram and that You are an all effacing Forgiver.

The son and heir to the Vizirate, who is now being addressed, is responsible for defending
the family honour. Once again the poet directs himself to the son with recollections about
the nobility of his father: —-your father is the most noble, who departed to his grave. All
that remains for humankind is to cultivate his traces.  As an Imâmî Shî©ite, the father had
probably wanted to lie in Baghdad as an embalmed body next to the other Imâm-s from
the ©Alidic line of Imâm-s, eventually the Twelvers.  This wish was however impossible to
honour, not only for political reasons but also on account of the great distance and the fact
that the unexpectedness of the death meant no preparations had been made.  We hear how
the poet applies Ìusn al-ta©lîl, i. e., the style figure of fantastic aetiology.

Without citing the actual reason, the poet states that  al-KâÂima near Baghdad was not
a suitable place for the deceased; this burial place for Shî©a holiness near Baghdad83  would,
in fact, be too insignificant for the preservation of the remains of this great Vizier.  As a
person from the imâmî madhhab he would be too important to lie amidst the ©Alid-s, who
had themselves always had their graves there.  And it is here that ©Umâra places his fantastic
aetiology.

82 According to Nukat-Diwan, 64 and Raw∂atayn, ed. Zaybaq, I,
394:  Š�b 

Ú
 �d«�

Ó
²
Ó

NU

83 Al-KâÂima, the poet presumably had in mind the shrine of al-
KâÂimayn (presently known as al-KâÂimiyya), in the northern
region of Baghdad, wherein the tombs of two holy ©Alawî

persons can be found, namely Mûsâ al-KâÂim (died 183/799)
and MuÌammad al-Jawâd (died 220/835), see for more details
H. Halm, Die Schia, Darmstadt 1988, p. 38 and 40.
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©Umâra, who himself came from a noble Arabic tribe, draws attention to the excellence
of ™alâ’i©. Without mentioning that this Vizier was originally an Armenian, he decides that
™alâ’i© was better than the full-blooded Arabic poet al-Farazdaq.  Through his grandfather
Ghâlib and the sub-tribe Dârim, Farazdaq allied himself with the tribal conglomeration of
Tamîm.84  However, Ghassân was the patron tribe with which the Armenian ™alâ’i© had, as
a client, become allied. Hence we hear from ©Umâra:

∂≤Ë√Ðu„ √Ë�v �Ós žb« �Cd¹×tË«_�dÔ √�d„ –�ÒWÏ  Ë–


�U—Ô

∑≤�OIu‰Ó �Ós ¹dÀ «�KOU�w ÐFb½U¹ÓHMw «�u—È Ë¹ÔFL]dÔ «üŁU—Ô

∏≤Ë√Ðu„ √ŽÚErÔ √Ê ¹IU” ÐQŽEÔrÌ√{×v ÐJUþLWÌ �NsÒ łu«—Ô

π≤√¹s «�Hd“œ‚Ô �s ŽÔö„Ó ËžU�VÏÐÓqÚ œ«—ÂÏ ÐÓqÚ ¹ÓFÚdÔ»Ï Ë½e«—Ô

26 Your father is the most worthy, who went to his grave. The command is now for you
to give protection and to defend the family honour.

27 Allow those who inherit the nights, after us (our death), now simply to say the
following: “Humankind will come to grief; only the traces will be cultivated.’

28 And Your father is too great ever to be compared to those skeletons which acquired a
resting place next to KâÂima (the area of the Shî©ite shrines in Baghdad).

29 Where is Farazdaq in relation to Your Exaltedness,–and Ghâlib, or rather Dârim?  Or
rather Ya©rub and Nizâr?85

The deceased Vizier is transported in his coffin and ©Umâra compares him to a loved
one on her camel, as she disappears forever out of the sight of her lover:

∞≥�b �Ô‡KÚXÔ ≈–Ú ½ÓIÓKuÁÔ ½ÔIÚKÓWÓ þUŽsÌ½ÓeÓŠÓXÚ Ðt œ«—Ï ËÓýÓj] �Óe«—Ô

±≥�U �UÊ ≈ôÒ «��OnÓ łÔbÒœÓ žLbÔÁÔÐ�u«ÁÔ Ë¼u «�BU—ÂÔ «�³Ó²ÒU—Ô

84 Perhaps the comparison with al-Farazdaq as a poet was also
intended to compare the excellent talent of this poet with the
poetical talents of ™alâ’i© who was indeed trying to become
somewhat more than a minor poet. Compare the article
P. Smoor, “Al-Farazdaq’s Reception by Contemporaries and Later
Generations” in Journal of Arabic Literature XX (1989), 115-127.

85 On Nizâr: apparently ©Umâra is seen here to refer to the
political poetry of poets like Jarîr and al-Farazdaq, compare
on this the article “Nizâr b. Ma©add, Common Ancestor of the
Greater Part of the Arab Tribes of the North” by G. Levi Della
Vida in The Encyclopaedia of Islam (New Ed.), VIII, 82. But there
might be a hidden allusion here to “Nizâr b. al-MustanÒir the
Fâ†imid claimant” see the article by H.A.R. Gibb in op. cit.  VIII,

83.  Apart from this instance of an allusion to the name of
an important person contemporary to the poet ©Umâra, we find
him elsewhere referring and alluding to another name. Thus
we might surmise a play on words in the first line of the poem
to rhyme jimâli, ‘Is it a heaven determined by fate or a heaven
of majesty, and the glow of a full moon (badr) or the desires
of camels (jimâli)?’  See above, note 4,–the allusion would be
to Badr al-Jamâlî, the Armenian Vizier who had once restored
the Imâmate of the Fâ†imid al-MustanÒir and who might be seen
as an example for ™âlâ’i©, the Armenian Vizier of later date.
[For this suggestion I thank Dr Han den Heijer, Director of
the Netherlands-Flemish Institute for Archæology and Arabic
Studies in Cairo.]
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≤≥Ë«�³bÚ—Ó �U—‚Ó ÐdłÓtÔ �²³b=ôÐdŠUÐWÌ ¹²AFÚAlÔ «üŁU—Ô
86

≥≥Ë«�GOYÓ  —Ë]È ÐÔKbÓ…Î Łr «½Ú²Ó×Óv√ÔšÚdÈ �MÓuÚ¡Ô Ý×UÐt �b—«—Ô

¥≥¹U ��³qÓ «_Ý²U— œËÊÓ łö�t�U–« «�cÍ —Ô�FXÚ �tÔ «_Ý²U—Ô

µ≥�U �w √—È «�eËÒ«—Ó ÐFbÓ �NUÐWÌ�ÓuÚ{Óv �ö ≈–ÚÊÏ Ëô «Ý²OLU—Ô

30 I said, when they transported him like a beloved woman in a camel’s litter: ‘With
him is a residence far removed, and far away is the place to visit’!

31 He was nothing other than a sword the sheath of which had been renewed by another
(sword). That is a Cleaver and Chopper!

32 Nothing other than the Full Moon which had deserted his constellation and exchanged
it for a roomy space where traces were left behind to shine.

33 A rain shower provided a region with water then it moved on to another place, because
the rain stars of his clouds are extremely abundant.

34 Oh thou who hast lowered the veils over his Majesty: what is that for which veils
were once raised?

35 Why do I see visitors in great confusion after their demonstration of respect: there is
no longer any question of Permission nor Succession of orders.

The Vizier was not only a beloved woman carried away in a camel’s litter. He was, in
another way, also a Full Moon, but one which could no longer be found at its moon sta-
tion; only the remaining traces were still visible. Due to his kindness towards humankind
he was like Rain and like the stars which announce the coming of rain. He was a majesty,
one who, from now on, no longer exists. The poet is more specific: –Visitors to the Court
of the Vizier became confused, what were they to do? No questions could be asked and
no orders were being given. Once again the deceased was called upon: Oh Warrantor of
Mohammed’s clan! Oh Henchman of this clan (A-kafîla âli MuÌammadin wa-walîyyahum)!
You find yourself  at a place and in a time, when the morals and customs of every
Henchman apart from yourself consist of denial, that alone and nothing else.

The recollections of the poet naturally turn to the loyal assistance which the Ruzzîk clan
and  ™alâ’i© gave to the Imâm’s Dynasty when it faced great danger.  At that point the
support from ™alâ’i© as walî was an absolute certainty.  However, this same walî has now
been betrayed by the henchmen of the Imâm.

This Imâm should, for his part, have been a walî for ™alâ’i©, the cementing of a friendship
between one walî and another walî.  Instead, however, the historian even suggests that Imâm
al-©Â∂id was not in fact dissatisfied with this assassination.  In this light we must also
consider the pronouncement from  ™alâ’i©, “May God have mercy upon you, oh ©Abbâs!”

86 According to Raw∂atayn, ed. Zaybaq, I, 395:   Ð
Ô

d
Ú

łUÎ Ðt ð²AÓF
Ú

AÓl
Ô
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Ú

u«—
Ô
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– Does ™alâ’i© perhaps, in his final all-seeing moments, become aware that ©Abbâs himself
had also run the risk of being a victim of murder at the instigation of his chief, Imâm al-
Åâfir via NaÒr ibn ©Abbâs?  The latter was a tried and tested killer more or less bought by
various financial gifts.

In this situation, the previous Vizier ©Abbâs was certainly forced to react directly. He
could do nothing other than, without waiting, strike immediately: his Imâm, al-Åâfir the
Imâm of his period,  died first because Vizier  ©Abbâs did not hesitate and refused to allow
himself to be murdered first. Subsequently ©Abbâs was, of course, punished by the residents
of the Imâm’s Palace.  Maybe ™alâ’i© was only thinking about this situation when he made
his pronouncement, at least if the information from al-Maqrîzî regarding ™alâ’i©’s last words
is correct.

In verse 37 of the poem Ìirâru, an elaboration of both the murder itself and the pursuit
of the murderers begins.

The murderers must be punished, but also those in high places who were behind the
deed and conspired against the deceased Vizier.

There follows an insinuation regarding the name of the Vizier with his honorific al-Malik
al-∑âliÌ, in short  ∑âliÌ.  In this connection, the poet lists the activities of the Koranic
Prophet ∑âliÌ, mentioning  all the miracles and evidence described there, including the well-
known camel from the rock.  This camel could not, according to the Koran, enjoy its share
of the scarce water for long, because Qudâr, a representative from a race of unbelievers,
offered, together with his companions, to cut through the  heel tendons of the wonder camel.
He was perhaps one of a number of fellow murderers; no individual could be held
responsible for murder and blood feuds. Similarly, the murder of ™alâ’i© was planned by an
aunt but carried out by a whole group of conspirators, the beginning and the end of an
analogous event in the century of ©Umâra.

The poet informs us who his contemporary Imâm and his Regent were, the combination
of whom he appears to regard as an harmonious entity.  He has, at the very most, covert
criticism of the Palace circles surrounding the Imâm:

∂≥√�ÓHOqÓ ¬‰ �×LbÌ ËË�O]Nr�w ŠOYÔ Žd·Ô Ë�OÒNr ≈½JU—Ô

∑≥žÓCÓVÓ «ù�tÔ ŽKv —łU‰Ì √�ÚbÓ�Ôu«łÓNÚöÎ ŽKÓOÚpÓ
87

 Ë¬šÓd¹sÓ  √ýU—Ë«

36 Oh Warrantor of the Clan of Mohammed and Friend of them, whereas the ©urf, the
good deed of other friends consists of denial!

37 May the Deity be wrathful towards those who in ignorance rose up against him and
towards others who gave instructions.

87 According to Raw∂atayn, ed. Zaybaq, I, 395:    ŽKOt
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©Umâra elevated the wazîr to a rank not far under that of the Koranic Prophets.  The
murdered wazîr is namely made equal with the wonder that was brought to pass by the
Koranic Prophet, ∑âliÌ.  What kind of miracle was this?  It had to do with a She Camel
which appeared out of a huge boulder.  The godless Qudâr and his evil accomplices
slaughtered this She Camel and in so doing made themselves guilty of a sort of murder.
The murdered wazîr, al-Malik al-∑âliÌ, is similar to the She Camel, and even the Imâm
himself is supposed to be similar to the Prophet ∑âliÌ.  The She Camel, which had been
the “argument’’ of the Koranic Prophet against an unbelieving people, has the same position
as the wazîr, who functioned as the Imâm’s “argument’’,

∏≥ô ðF−6Ú  �IÔb«—Ì  ½U�WÓ �U�`Ì�KJqÒ ŽBdÌ �U�`Ï Ë�Ôb«—Ô

38 Do not be surprised on account of Qudâr of the She Camel of ∑âliÌ, for each century
has its ∑âliÌ and its Qudâr. [According to  ms. D, folio 70 verso.]
[Do not be surprised because of Qudâr, Oh She Camel of ∑âliÌ, for each century has
its ∑âliÌ and its Qudâr.  According to Raw∂atayn I, 126 and Nukat-Diwan, 64.]

Here we have an example of history repeating itself, for that which formerly happened to the
Prophets with their miraculous sign occurs once again with reference to the Imâm-s and their wazîr-s.

[Compare Sûra 27, 48-49: “And there were in the city nine persons who made mischief
in the land and did not act aright.  They said: Swear to each other by Allah that we will
certainly make a sudden attack on him and his family by night…”]

3.3.1

Coincidentally, the murder-loving aunt of Imâm al-©Â∂id had used her financial subsidies
to hire a number of Negro troops and this gives ©Umâra the chance to use an attractive
figure of speech: he poses an antithesis between the “blacks” and the “whites”.  This sort
of contrast was a popular figure of speech among the poets of the New School. In
consequence we have the following line:

π≥Ë« šÓ−ÚKÓ²U �KÚ³Oi �OnÓ ðÓDUË�ÓXÚÝÓHÓNUÎ ÐQÓ¹ÚbÍ «��Ôuœ Ë¼w �BU—Ô

39 Oh, what disgrace, due to the Whites (white and glittering swords, li l-bî∂i), and how
haughty they were in their folly (ta†âwalat), in the hands of the Blacks (bi-aydî l-sûdi)
whose hands were not sufficient (qaÒîra).

3.3.2

A second antithesis is that between “going too far / being haughty’’ and being “short /
insufficient’’. We almost see a paronomasia appear, an incomplete paronomasia, between
the word a©bud, in the sense of  (the class of) “slaves’’ and ©abîd, in the sense of Godly
“servants’’ of the Vizier,
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∞¥Ë« ŠÓ�ÚdÓðUÓ �OnÓ «½ÚHÓdÓœÚ Ó _ÓŽÚ³ÔbÌËŽÓ³ObÔ„Ó «��Uœ« Ô Ë«_ŠÚd«—Ô

40 Oh what sorrow, how alone you were when opposed by these “slaves” (a©bud), while
your “pious slaves” (©abîd) are Gentlemen and Nobles.

3.3.3

The Vizier was so powerful that he has qualifications which are attributed to God. For
he is able to khudhlân, to “withdraw from’’ someone the ability to obtain (iktisâb), for
better or for worse, anything from their actions. Thus the Vizier could have rendered his
opponents powerless, had it not been for the fact that Predestination was not on his side:

≥¥Ë�Ib ŁÓ³ÓX] ŁÓ³U Ó �ÔIÚ²b—Ì ŽKvšcÚô½NrÚ �u ÝUŽÓbÓ «*IÚb«—Ô

¥¥ËðÓFÓ¦ÒdÓ Ú √�Úb«�ÔNÔrÚ �pÓ ¼O³ÓWÎ�u �r ¹JsÚ �pÓ ÐU�cÔ¹Ôu‰ Ž¦U—Ô

43 You were firm with the firmness of an Almighty who was able to “abandon / withhold mercy
from” them (Muqtadirun ©alâ khidhlâni-him), had Predestination only worked with you!

In verse 44 there is once again a paronomasia, which as a figure of speech embellishes
the poem, but which also emerges from the actual situation: in the report by Abû Shâma
(based on Ibn Abî ™ayy), there is mention of a stumbling, “al-∑âliÌ stumbled on the hem
of his own cloak’’. But in ©Umâra’s poem the phenomenon of stumbling also occurs in the
case of the enemies, however, the enemies stumble because they are confused and intimidated
by the majesty of the victim:
43 You were firm with the firmness of an Almighty ...
44 Their feet would have stumbled out of respect for You, had you not stumbled over

your own hem!

3.3.4

In the historical report the protective action was also mentioned, the intervention, by Abû
Îasan ©Alî Ibn al-Zabad.  In the poem by ©Umâra, this action is also referred to, probably
at the special request of Ruzzîk as the son whose arm or shoulder was injured by the
murderers and, therefore, could take little further part.

The poet addresses his travelling companions and warns them both not to expect impor-
tant information from any living being but the reliable tale of the sword,

µ¥Ë�Ib ËÓ�Óv �p �s �MUzFp «�dÔ¡ÏÐ¦MUzt  ðÓ�Ú²Ó�ÚLl «��ÔLÒU—Ô

∂¥√Ë�Óv √Ðu Š�sÌ ÐFNb„Ó ŽMÚb�UšÓcÓ�X 15Ï √Ôš²NU Ë¹�U—Ô

∑¥žUÐXÚ ŠLUðÔpÓ Ë«ŁI5 Ë�r ðGVÚ�ÓJQ½NrÚ Ð×Cu—Á ŠÔCÒU—Ô

∏¥ô ð�Qô ≈ôÒ �ÓCU—»Ó  ÝOHt�KÓIbÚ  ðÓe¹bÔ ËðÓMÚIÔhÔ «_šÚ³U—Ô
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π¥�IwÓ «*ÓMOÒ‡‡ÓWÓ œËÊÓ ËłNpÓ ÝU�d«ÎŽsÚ žÔdÒ…Ì �−Ó³OMNU ≈ÝÚHU—Ô

∞µŠ²Òv ≈–« «½ÚIDlÓ «(Ô�UÂÔ ÐJÓH=tË«½HÓq]  �Mt �ÓCÚd»Ï  Ëžd«—Ô

±µ√�IvÓ ŽKOpÓ Ë�U¹WÎ �pÓ ½ÓHÚ�ÓtÔ�LÒU «½Ú²Ó×Ó²ÚpÓ  �u«—ÂÏ  ËýHU—Ô

≤µ≈Ê �r ¹c‚Ú �U”Ó «�dÓœÓÈ �³IÓKÚ³t�s šÓLÚd¼U √ÝÓHUÎ ŽKOpÓ šÔLU—Ô

45 Amongst Your employees one man was loyal to You, the evening speakers ask for his
eulogy to be heard.

46 Abû Îasan loyally fulfilled the oath with You when a right hand let its sister down
and vice versa.

47 Your protectors were absent in their trust, but you [Oh Abû Îasan] were not absent,–
then it appeared as though they were present simply due to his presence!

48 You must both ask nothing, apart from asking the sharp edge of his (Ibn al-Zabad’s)
sword, because the information is sometimes more and sometimes less. [Only the sword’s
information is sufficient.]

49 He met his Fate in order to protect your visage, and to reveal a noble blazing quality,–
the forehead (of this noble quality) displayed this (the blaze).

50 But when the sword broke in his hand and the cutting edge and sharpness were damaged,
51 He threw himself upon you to protect You, whilst slashing and sharp swords were

directed towards You.  [Ibn al-Zabad survived the attack and only later under ∆irghâm
was he executed.]

52 If he has not drunk from the well of destruction, then there is in his heart a remnant
of drunkenness from its wine —-from sorrow for You.

Verse 48 is, of course, an allusion to the well-known line from Abû Tammâm about the
sharpness (Ìadd) of the sword and the division (Ìadd) between seriousness and play, between
life and death.88  Verse 48 is about the sword of Ibn al-Zabad, which breaks in two during
the skirmish. Together with the following lines, verse 49 makes reference to the brave actions
of Ibn al-Zabad, which prevented the Vizier being instantly decapitated.

This complex of lines, in which the bravery of al-Mukarram Ibn al-Zabad is so accurately
described, is unusual in an elegy. In my view ©Umâra was very original in this respect. He
deviates radically from the stereotype images. Although he appears to have had a request from
Ruzzîk to mention the honourable role of Ibn al-Zabad again, this particular piece of portrayal
of the actual events on that dramatic Monday makes a deep impression on the public.

88 Abû Tammâm’s poem to rhyme wa l-la©ibi, in honour of the
©Abbâsid Caliph al-Mu©taÒim billâh ibn Hârûn al-Rashîd on the
occasion of his victory over the fortified Byzantine city of
©Ammûriyah, where the first lines read as follows: 1. In its
reporting of events, the sword is more sincere than books
because in its sharpness lies the division between seriousness
and play. / 2. Swords with white blades, not the black of

letters of a document, in the text of which lies the revelation
of doubt and uncertainty. / 3. Genuine scholarship lies in the
shining stars of the spears which glitter between both armies
and not with the seven shining heavenly lights. / 4. Where is
the story of the astrologers? ... (Dîwân Abî Tammâm bi-sharÌ
al-Kha†îb al-Tibrîzî, ed. ©Azzâm Cairo, 1964, vol. I, p. 40 f.)
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In the next part of this poem to rhyme Ìirâru, we hear the poet idly wishing that the
murdered Vizier had been able to witness, with his own eyes, the punishment of his assas-
sins. When talking about the murderers the poet is moved to curse, and yes, maybe as a
result of this the punishments do not fail to occur. The heir to the throne, the son of  ™alâ’i©,
apparently achieved complete success, because in verse 59 the poet says the following about
the murderers: “They flew away (...) then it was as though they had never flown away!’’

≥µ¼w Ë�HWÏ —Ô“‚ «*JdÒÂÔ ŠLb¼UËŽKv —łU‰Ì �u�ÔNU Ë«�FU—Ô 
89

¥µ√ÔŠKKÚXÓ œ«— �d«�WÌ ô ðÓ‡MÚ‡ICw√Ðb«Î ËŠqÒ ÐIUðKOp Ðu«—Ô

µµ¹U �OXÓ ŽOMÓp ýU¼Ób Ú √Šu«�Nr�s ÐFb¼U Ë—√  ≈�v �U �U—Ë«

∂µË�l «�IBU’Ô ÐNr Ë�O�u« �IÚMFU¹d{v Ë√¹s �s «��LU¡ ž³U—Ô

∑µ{U�X ÐNr ÝFWÔ «�H−UÃ Ë—0U½UÂ «�FbË^ 
90

 Ëô ¹MUÂÔ «�¦U—Ô

∏µËðu¼]Lu« √Ê «�Id«—Ó �DOÒWÏðÔMÚ−w Ë√¹s �s «�ICU¡ �d«—Ô

πµÞU—Ë« �LbÒ √Ðu «�A−UŸ �BOb¼rÚýÓdÓ„Ó «�dœÈ �JQ½Nr �U ÞU—Ë«

∞∂¬�UœÔ √ŽLU— «�³d¹W �bÒ…Ï&dÍ ≈�v žU¹UðNU «_ŽÚLU—Ô

53 It is a persistence (waqfa) for which al-Mukarram is provided with praise.  However,
for other men that persistence means “lowness” [lu’mu-hâ, or according to ms. D lawmu-
hâ, i. e., “reproof ”] and disgrace.

54 May You be placed in a Residence of Nobility (Dâr karâma) one which will never
end, and may Ruin descend upon Your murderers.

55 Oh had Your eye but beheld their situation, after this (“persistence’’ in the murderous
attack); had it but seen what became of them!

56 May punishment fall upon them and may  they not be like “a persuasive person who
satisfies the people’’.  Indeed, how far is the dust removed from heaven!

57 May the space of the mountain paths become frighteningly narrow for them.  How
frequently did the enemy of revenge (nâma l-©adûwu, or nâma l-walîyyu, “the warden
of revenge’’) sleep, but revenge itself never slept.

58 They imagined that the flight was a mount which would rescue them, but where is an
escape from judgment (mina l-qa∂â’i firâru)?

59 They flew away, but Abû l-Shujâ© (scil., the son al-©Âdil) tightened the net of ruin in
order to hunt them; then it was as if they had never flown away.

60 The same aims of the periods of life contain a certain interval of time, but towards its
end all the periods of life are set in motion.

89 According to Nukat-Diwan, 145:  �R�
Ô

NU Ë«�FU—
Ô

90 According to Nukat-Diwan, 64:  ½UÂ
Ó

 «�u�w
^

 Ëô ¹MUÂ
Ô

 «�¦U—
Ô
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Finally, the poet concludes this section of the poem with a couple of lines in which he
speaks comfortingly to the deceased ™alâ’i© (verses 61-66): — the path of his death
resembles that of ©Alî the waÒîyyu, the heir to the  Prophet, and that of the heroic uncle of
Mohammed, Îamza who was killed during the Battle of UÌud by a javelin thrown by the
insignificant person WaÌshî. The deaths of other ©Alid-s, including Îusayn, are mentioned
by the poet in order to comfort the deceased Vizier in his martyrdom. In any event, thanks
to his loyalty, the Congregation of AÌmad has been preserved, according to the poet who
is, in fact, making reference to the salvation of the Fâ†imid Dynasty by the hand of ™alâ©i’.

In the closing verses 67-83, the poet praises the successor who is also offered condolences,
even though it is a year later. Then, the poet once again turns to loyalty, not in this case
so much to that of the  Vizier in respect of the Imâm, but rather to that of the poet himself
in respect of the  new Vizier, the son of ™alâ’i©.

±∂�²NsÒ ÐU_łd «�FEOr
91

 Ë�O²WÌœ—łXÚ ŽKONU �³Kp «_šOU—Ô

≤∂�U Ó «�u�w^ ÐNU ËŠLe… ŽLt̂Ë«Ðs «�³Ó²u‰ ËłFÚHdÔ «�DOÒU—Ô

≥∂½KÚX «��FUœ…Ó  Ë«�AÓNUœ… Ë«�FKvŠOÒUÎ Ë�OÚ²UÎ √ŽbÒ
92

 –« �ÓH�U—Ô

¥∂Ë�Ib √�d] «�F5Ó ÐFb„ √—ÚËÓŸÏ�uôÁ �r ¹pÔ �KFÔKÓv «Ý²


Id«—Ô

µ∂�uô łLOqÔ Ëôzt �²H−]d ÚšÔKÔZÔ «�³ÓKÓv Ëðb«ŽX «_ËÚÞU—Ô

∂∂*ÒU «Ý²IUÂ (Hk √�ÒW √ŠLbÌŽLd Ú Ðt «_ËÞUÊ Ë«_ËÞU—Ô

∑∂«�MU�dÔ «�NUœÍ «�cÍ Š�MUðÔtÔŽs ÝOÒ¾U  “Ó�U½MU √ŽÚc«—Ô

∏∂�KpÏ łMU¹WÔ ÝOHt ËÝMU½t�w �qÒ ł³ÒU— ŽBUÁ łÔ³U—Ô

π∂łÔLFX �t �dÓ‚ «�IKu» ŽKv «�d{vË«��OnÔ łU�FÔNsÒ Ë«�b¹MU—Ô

∞∑Ë¼LU «�Kc«Ê ≈–« √�U�U œË�WÎœ«½X Ë�UÊ _�d¼U «Ý²Ld«—Ô

±∑Ë≈–« ¼LU «�²d�U Ë�r ¹²MU�d«ŽeÒ «�FbË^ Ë–�ÒX «_½ÚBU—Ô

≤∑¹U šOdÓ �Ós ½ÔICX �t ŽÔIÓbÔ «(Ô³vËžb« ≈�Ot «�MIiÔ Ë«ù�d«—Ô

≥∑Ë�CXÚ √Ë«�dÔÁÔ «*DUŽWÔ Š�ÚV �U¹ICw Ðt «ù¹d«œÔ Ë«ù�b«—Ô

¥∑≈Ê «�JHU�WÓ Ë«�u“«—…Ó �r ¹e‰Ú¹R�Óv ≈�Op ÐIBb¼U Ë¹ÔAU—Ô

µ∑�U½X �Ô�U�d…Î ≈�Op Ëð³Fb «�‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡QšÚDU—Ô �U �r ðÔd�V «_ŠÚEU—Ô

91 According to Nukat-Diwan, 64 and Raw∂atayn, ed. Zaybaq, I,
395:   �²

Ó
N
Ó

s
]

 ÐU_ł
Ú

d «�−e¹q

92 Raw∂atayn, ed. Zaybaq, I, 396: ≈Ê
Ò
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∂∑Š²Òv ≈–« ½e�XÚ ŽKOp ËýU¼b Ú�KJUÎ �e½Úb «*ÔKÚp �Mt √ÔË«—Ô

∑∑√�ÚIXÚ ŽBU¼U �w –Ó—Ó«„ ËŽÔdÒ¹ÓXÚŽMNU «��dËÃÔ ËŠÔDÒX «_Ë�U—Ô

∏∑�Kt ÝOdÓðp «�²w √ÞKIÚ²ÓNUË�OuœÔ¼U «�²U—¹aÔ Ë«_ýFU—Ô

π∑łKÒX �BKÒv šUÞdÍ �w �bŠNUË�³ÓXÚ Ë—«zw �ÔdÒÕ Ë�NU—Ô

∞∏Ë«)OqÔ ô ¹Ôd{Op �MNU ��Ú³d≈ôÒ ≈–« �U �eÒ¼U «*CÚLU—Ô

±∏Ë�b«z×w �U �b ŽKLXÓ ËÞU*UÝ³IXÚ Ë�r ¹Ô³ÚKÓqÚ �NsÒ Žc«—Ô

≤∏≈ÊÚ √šÒdðÚMw Žs łMUÐp �×MWÏÐQ�q] �MNU ðÔ³Ú�j «_Žc«—Ô

≥∏�KbÍ] �s ŠÔ�s «�uô¡ ŽIOb…Ï¹Ôd{OÚp �MNU «'NdÔ Ë«ùÝd«—Ô

61 Be thankful for an abundant salary and a path of death, along which the best have
already walked before You.

62 The WaÒîyyu (©Alî) died due to that path of death and Îamza, his uncle, and the son
of Fâ†ima and Ja©far the ™ayyâr.

63 May You acquire Happiness, Martyrdom and Sublimity both alive and dead. I consider
that as true pride!

64 After You had gone hence, the eye was cooled by an admirable person; had he not
been there, then there would have been no resolve for Sublimity.

65 Had his wonderful loyalty not been there, the rivers of misfortune would have burst
forth and the desired goals would have collapsed.

66 – Then he would not have acted justly to protect the congregation of AÌmad, through
him the fatherlands and the aims were cultivated.

67 Al-NâÒir, the Just Leader, whose beautiful qualities are excuses for the bad qualities of
our time.

68 A king, – “retribution’’ by his sword and his spear is a-not-to-be-revenged “natural
disaster’’ (jubâr) on every tyrant (jabbâr) who fails to obey him.93

69 Through him the various parties of hearts were united in satisfaction: both the Sword
and Dînâr were their uniters.

70 When these two maintain a Dynasty, then it subjects itself and there is for it a
continuing existence.

71 When they separate and fail to support one another, the enemy becomes mighty and
the Helpers (al-anÒâr) are humbled.

72 Oh the best, for whom the fastenings of the crouching-clothes were loosened, and to
whom Severance and Continuation came!

93 Compare Lisân al-©Arab, “jubârun ya©nî saylan. Kullu mâ ahlaka
wa-afsada: jubârun. Al-Tahdhîb: wa l-jubâru al-hadaru. yuqâlu:
dhahaba damu-hu jubâran. Wa-ma©nâ l-aÌâdîthi: an tanfalita l-

bahîmatu l-©ajmâ’u fa-tuÒîbu fî infilâti-hâ insânan aw shay’an fa-
jurÌu-hâ hadarun, wa-kadhâlika l-bi’ru al-©âdiyyatu yasqu†u fîhâ
insânun fa-yahliku fa-damuhu hadarun ...’’
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73 Whose effective orders took place in accordance with the requirements of introduction
and execution:

74 The Regency and the Vizierate, whose excellence will always remain attributable to
You through a sign and an instruction;

75 They themselves travelled to You and the dangers were far away as long as they (the
dangers) themselves were not mounted.

76 Subsequently, the Vizierate and the Regency descended to You and saw a king who
had hidden a flaming glow in the tinder box of kingship.

77 They threw the travelling staff down under Your protection and the saddles were taken
from them (from the mounts of Vizierate and Regency).

78 What a wonderful Biography You have, one to which You gave free rein, but which
was set down by Historiography and Poetry.

79 That biography was full of majesty and thus my inner self composed a Òalât prayer in
praise of it, and behind me full-grown horses and foals bowed down.

80 A message about horses failed to satisfy You, except when the race track confined
them.

81 My odes are exactly as You have already learnt, because they have existed for a long
time without there being any reproach.

82 If an ordeal determines that I remain behind, then excuses are scattered for less than
that.

83 I have a Creed consisting of beautiful loyalty and the overtness and the covertness of
that creed will please You.

Apart from the elegies which have already been described and in which the memories
are still fresh and the hurt clearly portrayed, there are other poems which comprise more
allusions and have fewer pronouncements.  These poems were composed by ©Umâra, at a
later date, although they are to be found in the poet’s Dîwân.  In these poems recollections
of the dramatic events surrounding the murder of  ™alâ’i© still play an important role, albeit
more in the background. It is possible that the poet apprehended that he would never again
meet such an art lover and Maecenas during his sojourn as a guest of the Dynasty in Egypt.

4

The elegies which we have looked at so far, are not very explicit about the religious
beliefs of someone like ™alâ’i© al-Malik al-∑âliÌ.  Nevertheless, there is certainly one ode,
not an elegy, dedicated to this Vizier in which more reference is made to his Shî©a inclinations.

Being a fanatical follower of the Imâmiyya-Shî©a, al-Malik al-∑âliÌ wanted to hear
understanding for the un-acknowledged position of Mohammed’s nephew and son-in-law,
©Alî and the descendants of ©Alî.  ©Umâra accommodates this feeling:  In the ode intended
for al-Malik al-∑âliÌ he introduces a passage in which, in order to please his addressee, he
mourns the Ahl al-Bayt.
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4.1.

This occurs in the poem (rhyme al-Ìânî)94 where, in verse 19, our poet proposes replacing
a nasîb–section [the erotic elegiac introduction which we frequently encounter as a section
of a poem] by a discussion about injustice towards the descendants of ©Alî.  A complaint
about Fate could also be considered appropriate here:

π±Ë«łÚFÓqÚ Šb¹YÓ ÐÓMw «�u�w= ËþKÚLÓNrðÓAÚ³OVÓ ýÓJÚuÓÈ «�b¼d Ë«)ÓcÚôÊ

19 And make the discussion about the sons of the WaÒîyyi (= ©Alî) and the injustice which
affected them (the sons) part of an  erotic-elegiac  introduction to the Complaint about
Fate and its treachery.

A clever play on words with paronomasia can be found in the same poem when the
Umayyads are criticized. Ziyâd ibn Abîhi, the renowned Governor and persecutor of the
Shî©ites in Kûfa, ensures that an “increase’’ (ziyâda) of wickedness occurs. The consequence
is that Yazîd [the proper name is like the verbal form yazîdu, “he increases’’] now has an
opportunity to appear as the Umayyad Caliph:

µ≤�QðÓv “¹UœÏ �w «�I³O` “¹Uœ…ÎðÓdÓ�XÚ ¹Óe¹bÓ ¹e¹bÔ �w «�MÔIÚBUÊ

25 Thus Ziyâd [ibn Abîhi] came bringing such a great increase (ziyâda) in wickedness
that this still allowed Caliph Yazîd a further increase in imperfection.

In the meantime, as we know, things were going very badly for the followers of ©Alî;
who were originally so perfect: the rubbish which can sometimes be seen lying on mountain
paths, proves to be their entrails.

∑≤�ÓNHw ŽKv «�MÓHd «�c¹sÓ √�ÔÔHN̂rÚžÓOÚYÔ «�Úu—È Ë�ÓFu½WÔ «�KÓNÚHUÊ

∏≤√ýÚöƒ¼rÚ �e‚Ï ÐJq= ŁMOÒWÌËłÔ�Ôu�ÔNr �ÓdÚŽÓv ÐJqÒ �JUÊ

27 How sadly I sigh for people whose hands were no more than Rainfall for humanity
and Food for the sorrowful,

28 Their entrails are rubbish in every mountain pass.  Their bodies have been cut down at every place.

But fortunately Vizier al-∑âliÌ is prepared to help these poor descendants of ©Alî:

±≥�U �UÊ √ËÚôÓ¼r Ðt �u √Ô¹=bË«ÐU�BÒU�̀ «<Ú²U— �sÚ žÓ�ÒUÊ

31 How appropriate it would have been for them, if they had been supported by al-∑âliÌ
the Chosen One from Ghassân. (i.e., ™alâ’i© ibn Ruzzîk al-Malik al-∑âliÌ).

94 ©Umâra’s poem on  rhyme al-Ìânî, a poem of 51 lines of verse.
Ms. D, folio 181 verso - 183 recto; ms. Rabat p. 223-224.
This poem has been partially edited by Derenbourg, p. 362-
364 (= vss. 1-5, 14-32).  Ms. D introduces the poem as

follows: He said in praise of al-∑âliÌ and to the lamentation
of the Ahl al-Bayt.  In ms. Rabat the first 9 verses are missing,
due to a lacuna.  See APPENDIX C.
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4.2.

For the Fâ†imid Imâm, ©Umâra naturally had to adopt another, more ideological, tone.
In the ode (rhyme bi-Ìamdihi), we see the poet giving complete recognition to the Rights
of the Fâ†imid Imâm.95  He is authoritative just as the so called Argument of Allah, and is,
therefore, not only praised in the odes of the poet, but also  by the Koranic Sûra-s.  The
implication of this train of thought is obvious: the poet’s poetry and the Sûra-s of the Koran
have achieved the same level in their manner of eulogising.  This is, incidentally, a thought
which appears more than once in ©Umâra’s poetry, a thought which does not only appear
in the figure of speech the Hyperbole.  We can recall the Shî©a creed of the followers of
the Extreme which went too far in its attribution of  Godly characteristics to the Imâm.
The poet also states that this Imâm, [he means al-©Â∂id,] is a rightful claimant as successor
to the Prophet.  The poet is, however,  forced to acknowledge that the paraphernalia of the
Prophet Mohammed, for example the Mantle and the Sceptre, are lacking in this Fâ†imid
Dynasty.

4.2.1

©Umâra refers emphatically to the continuation of the Imâm-s’ Dynasty, despite the
murders which have recently been carried out. Although the Fâ†imids would prefer the
succession to go from father to son, the poet acknowledges the line of succession which is
eventually realised. When Imâm al-Åâfir was murdered his son al-Fâ’iz succeeded him as
the child Imâm.  However, when this very young child Imâm al-Fâ’iz died (possibly
poisoned?), after a sickly existence, he was succeeded by a cousin. Indeed, al-©Â∂id was
the son of the deceased child Imâm’s uncle, Yûsuf.  Yûsuf, who was also murdered, was
the son of  Imâm Abu l-Maymûn al-ÎâfiÂ, who had died of natural causes.

©Umâra accepts the succession by a cousin and in so doing follows the ruling political
line. Most probably he was following the Ruzzîk Viziers and their clan.  Al-©Âdil al-Malik
al-NâÒir, son of the murdered Vizier ™alâ’i©, insisted on recognizing the ruling Imâm al-
©Â∂id. But then again the poet acts as though this al-©Â∂id is not simply the object of the
Vizier’s choice, in fact quite the reverse, al-©Â∂id is himself the dramatis persona. This
Imâm was personally entitled to appoint the son of the murdered Vizier.  However what
does remain surprising, is the thought that the courses of both the Imamate and the Vizierate
are paved from the cradle.  Accordingly, both Dynasties support each other and we can see
that the poet prolongs the symbiosis of both rulers as far as he can, and that he does so
within the ideological sphere.  To illustrate this further it is appropriate to quote the relevant
passage.

95 ©Umâra’s poem on rhyme bi-Ìamdihi, a poem of 39 lines of
verse.  Ms. D, folio 44 verso - 45 verso; ms. Rabat p. 85-87.
This poem has been partially edited by Derenbourg, Nukat-

Diwan, p. 201-202 (=vss. 1, 11-13). The introduction reads, “He
says in praise of the Imâm al-©A∂id the following:…”  See
APPENDIX D.
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[Both ms. D and ms. R read here the introduction as follows:
“He said in praise of the Imâm al-©Â∂id:”]

�U‰ 1bÕ «ù�UÂ «�FU{b

±¹U šOdÓ  �ÓsÚ ½ÔErÓ «*b¹`Ô :ÚbÁËðÓMÓeÒ�ÓXÚ ÝÔuÓ—Ô «�J²U» Ð×ÓLÚbÁ

≤¹U ŠÔ−ÒWÓ «�KÒt «�²w ÐCOUzNU¼Ôb


¹ÓXÚ ÐBOd…Ô ŠUzdÌ Žs �ÓBÚbÁ

≥√½ÚXÓ «�cÍ ÐÓKÓmÓ «�MNU¹WÓ �w «�FÔKÓvŽHÚu«Î Ë�rÚ ¹³KÔmÚ Ðb«¹WÓ łÔNÚb


Á


 
96

¥ËÓ—ÀÓ «�NÔb«…Ó «�d]«ýb¹sÓ ≈�U�WÎ√ŠÚOU �FU�LÓNU ÐuÓ«{̀ —ÔýÚbÁ

®ÆÆÆ©

∑�U {Ód]�rÚ Ë«*ÔBÚDHv �JrÚ √»Ï�ÔIÚb«½ÔJrÚ �IÓCO³t ËÓ�³ÔdÚœÁ


∏�U Ð5 ¬ô  «�M³w= Ë¬�t≈ôÒ �LU Ð5 «)Ô�UÂ ËžLÚbÁ

πýÓdÓ·Ï žÓbÓËÚ Ó √ÐU �×LbÌ –—ÚË…Î�w ðUłt Ë�d¹b…Î �w ŽIÚbÁ

∞±�−ÚbÏ ¹Iu‰ ≈–« Žbœ ] ½Ô−Ôu�ÓtÔšÓq= «ùÞU�WÓ Ë«šÚ²ÓBdÚ �w ŽÓb=Á

±±Ë«–Ú�ÔdÚ √ÐU «*ÓOÚLuÊ ¹ÓFÚ²Óq –�dÔÁÔýd�UÎ Ëô ð²Fb] ½×Úu �ÓFÓbÒÁ

≤±«(U�kÓ «*Ó×ÚHuÿÓ ŽMb �ÓGO³tÐ¦öŁWÌ ËÓ—Łu« «�NÔbÓÈ �s ËÔ�ÚbÁ

≥±�sÚ þU�dÌ √Ë �UzeÌ √Ë ŽU{bÌ√{Ú×ÓXÚ ÐMu —“Ò¹pÓ ÝUŽbÓ ŽÓCÚbÁ

¥±�uÂÏ √ŠÓK]NÔr «�e�UÊÔ �Ód«ð³UÎ√ÓËÚ�ÓXÚ ŽKv ŠÓq= «�e�UÊ ËŽÓIÚbÁ

µ±«�³UÝDuÊÓ ŁÓu«ÐÓNÔrÚ ËÓŽIUÐÓNrÚÐQðÓr= ÐUŸÌ �w «�FÔKv Ë√�ÓbÒÁ

∂±ËÓ—ÀÓ «�JHU�WÓ ŽUœ‰Ï 
97

 �w ŠÔJÚLt�MÚNrÚ Ëô�sÚ łUzdÏ �w —�ÚbÁ

∑±½ODÓXÚ ŠÓLUzKÔNU ÐFUðo √—ÚËÓŸÓ 
98

ŠÓLÓqÓ «�A]b«zbÓ �Ó³Úq ËÓ�ÚX √ýÔb=Á

∏±ËðÓOIÒMXÚ —ÔðÓVÔ «�u“«—… √½]NU�U½XÚ �ÔLÓN]b…Î �tÔ �w �ÓNÚbÁ

1 Oh thou, the best, in honour of whose fame the madîÌ is composed, and in whose
praise the Sûra-s of the Book have descended.

2 Oh Argument of Allâh, through whose light the insight of those who are confused and
directionless is once again set straight.

3 Thou art the one who spontaneously achieved the extreme in sublimity, without even
having to exert the minimum of Your effort.

4 From the Leaders of the rightful way (al-hudâta al-râshidîna) he inherited an Imamate
the characteristics of which he brought back to life through his clearly just leadership.
(...)

96 Ms. Rabat:  Ë�r  ð
Ô
‡³

Ú
KÓ‡m

Ú
 Ðb«¹WÔ ł

Ô
N
Ú

bÁ

97 Ms. Rabat:   Ë
Ó

—À
Ó

 «�JHU�WÓ ŽUœôÎ

98 Ms. Rabat:   ÐFUð


oÌ √—
Ú

Ë
Ó
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7 When al-MuÒ†afâ becomes a father to You, then it does You no damage that your
followers miss his sceptre and his mantle.

8 What is between the paraphernalia (al-âlâti) of the Prophet and his family (âlihi), is
nothing other than that which is between the sword and the sheath.

9 An honour, in the crown of which You, Oh Abû MuÌammad,99 have become a pinnacle,
a unique pearl in a string of pearls.

10 “Glory’’,–When You count its stars, it says: “Forget the explanation and limit Yourself
to the counting alone.

11 Record only Abu l-Maymûn, then his reputation will increase in honour, and do not
refer to his Ma©add.’’

12 –Al-ÎâfiÂ who in his disappearance is preserved by  three of his descendants, all of
whom have inherited just leadership.

13 Three, namely  Åâfir, or Fâ’iz, or ©Â∂id in the support of whom the Banû Ruzzîk
became an arm.

14 A group of people, which Time has placed in high ranks watching the loosening and
the fastening of Time,

15 Ones who extend their reward and punishment with the longest and most perfect arm
in sublimity.

16 One Just (©Âdil) in his government, but Unjust toward his benefactions, inherited the
Regency,

17 The straps of which were hung on the shoulders of a Radiant One (Arwa©) who, even
before the time of his maturity, had borne great disasters.

18 And the ranks of the Vizierate knew with absolute certainty that it was destined for
him from his cradle (kânat mumahhadatan fî mahdihi).

4.3

The greatness of the Imâm can, however, also be depicted in another way, so as we
ascertain in the poem to rhyme aktharu.100  A general outline of the content of this poem
(aktharu) is appropriate here, particularly as it will offer greater insight into contemporary
opinion in regard to the Imâm al-©Â∂id, an opinion which, it appears, is shared by our
poet.

99 “Abû MuÌammad” was the kunya of the Imâm ©Abd Allâh al-
¢Â∂idÆ

100 ©Umâra’s poem on  rhyme aktharu, a poem of 47 lines of
verse.  Ms. D, folio 63 verso - 65 recto; ms. Rabat p. 97-

100.  This poem has been partially edited by Derenbourg,
Nukat-Diwan, p. 222-225 (= vss. 1-2, 17-47).  See APPENDIX EÆ
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4.3.1

The poet truly gives the impression of being sympathetic towards the position of the
extreme Shî©ite-s who regard the Imâm as a superior divine being.  This is surprising, given
that in the poem (rhyme al-Ìânî) at least, the poet distances himself from the characteristic
format of the shahâda which was accepted by the Shî©ite-s.  The content of the poem (rhyme
aktharu) now follows, initially without ©Umâra’s poetic phraseology.

–The Imâm al-©Â∂id is highly praised due to the Seven Mathânî (scil., the Koran) which
were proclaimed in his honour, furthermore, he originates from Hâshim and the Prophetic
genealogical palm tree.  [There follows an iltifât, in which the poet speaks directly to the
one being praised:] People look at You and recite one of the sayings, namely: “Praise be
to Allah”, “There is no God but Allah”, “Allah is extremely great!”  [by using these sayings
©Umâra is devoting more attention to the position of the extremists than to that of the
orthodox.] People kissed the dust for You.  The Palace is a Riwâq, higher than the Pyramids.
And it is also a Paradise through which the river Kawthar flows, and You are a qibla in
the Ìaram, whilst the Vizier is equivalent to the labbay-ka Allahumma cry of the Pilgrims
[those who cry out “At Your service Oh Lord!”] You are a sun of Just Leadership, and
™alâ’i© is the morning of that sun but he is in addition a “king”.  The life of ™alâ’i© is
now being relived by his son MuÌyi l-Dîn.  The son’s name is al-NâÒir al-MuÌyî.  And
his immediate family, the Banû Ruzzîk have risen as high as the stars. The poet finishes
with an observation about the level of the Vizier: For Your Sublimity Kisrâ and QayÒar
are too small.–

We should now pay more attention to the interesting details which appear in a particular
passage of the poem in question (aktharu), where the Imâm is being described in his Palace
in al-Qâhira.

4.3.2

In this poem the Imâm is a cosmic phenomenon, and as such is treated with reverence
by the river of fertility, the Nile, which recognises him as its superior.  On the other hand
there is the Imâm’s Palace which is in no way inferior to Paradise and which stands equal
to the hallowed ground around the Ka©ba; whilst the  Nile, now conceived in another way,
is considered equal to the river of Paradise the Kawthar.  In this paradisiacal region the
Imâm is like God because the qibla is directed towards him!  However, the Vizier is, in
this context, regarded as being somewhat lower: nothing more than the exclamation of
Pilgrims who have as their motto the well-known cry Labbayka Allahummâ!  This they
have us hear, chanting such words as “Prepared to serve You Oh God!’’

Both depictions: a shy Nile which approaches the enormous figure of the Imâm, and the
Imâm as an inhabitant of Paradise, can be found in the poem to rhyme aktharu.
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4.3.3

In this ode (rhyme aktharu) also intended for Imâm al-©Â∂id, the laudatory poetry is
according to our poet “really’’ less significant in format and worth than the actual qualities
of the Imâm.  This means that the poetry just as it originates from the minds of the poets
must raise itself in accordance with his holy personage.  Viewed cosmically, moreover, al-
©Â∂id has created an effect, for we see how the river Nile appears to be shy.  “Nile’’
mumbles excuses and stumbles and is covered in dust in his eminent presence:

µ½ÓEÓLXÚ šu«ÞdÔ¼rÚ �b¹`Ó šKOHWÌ�w �ÓbÚŠt «��Ó³ÚlÔ «*¦U½w ðÔMÚAÓdÔ

∂«�FU{bÔ «�D]NÚdÔ «�cÍ √ŽÚd«�ÔtÔ�w «_�Úq �s �U¡ «�GLU�W √ÞÚNÓdÔ

∑�s ¼UýrÌ ŠÓOÚYÔ «�Ú²ÓIÓXÚ ýÔFÓVÔ «�FÔKÓvËžÓbÓ Ú ¹ÓMUÐOlÔ «�MbÓÈ ðÓ²ÓHÓ−ÒdÔ

∏�s œËŠWÌ ½Ó³Óu¹ÒWÌ √žÚBU½ÔNUÐU�GÔd= �s ½Ó�Úq «_zLÒW ðÔMÚ¦ÓdÔ 
101

π�r ¹ÓIÚAlÚ ËÓÐÚqÔ «�NÔbÈ �s �ÓuÚ�NUŠ²Òv %ÓbÒ—Ó �Mt łÓb„̂Ó ŠÓOÚb—Ô

∞±≈ÊÒ «�d]ŽU¹U «ÝÚ²Ó³ÚAÓdÓ Ú Ð�ÓKOHWÌËÓłÚtÔ «�e�UÊ ÐuÓłÚNt �Ô�Ú²Ó³ÚAdÔ

±±½ÓEÓdË« ≈�OpÓ Ë√�Ú³ÓdË„Ó �NUÐWÎ�LÔ�Ó³=̀Ï Ë�ÔNÓK=qÏ Ë�ÔJÓ³ÒdÏ

≤±Ëð�UÐIu« �Ó¦ÚrÓ «�²d«» �Q½ÒtÔ�sÚ ÞO³t ��ÚpÏ ¹Ôc«»Ô ËŽÓMÚ³ÓdÔ

≥±ŽÓMÓX «�ułuÁÔ Ë�U ÞKFXÚ �OLU ¹ÔdÓÈ≈ôÒ ł³5Ï �w «�²Ôd«» �ÔGÓH]dÔ

¥±Š²Òv ŠKKÚXÓ —Ë«‚Ó ŽU�OWÓ «�c—̂Ó« 
102

√�Ú�ÓXÚ –Ô—Ó« «�NÓdÓ�OÚs ŽMNU ðÓIÚBdÔ

µ±ýÓ³]NÚ²ÔNU Ë«*U¡Ô ¹−ÚdÍ ðÓ×Ú²ÓNUÐU�Ú�ÔKÚb √ÔłÚdÍÓ �w –Ô—¬¼U «�JÓuÚŁÓdÔ

®ÆÆÆ©

≤≤Ë«�U„Ó �Ot «�MOqÔ Ë¼u �s «(OUšÓ−qÏ ¹IbÒÂÔ —łÚKÓ‡tÔ Ë¹Rš=dÔ

≥≤�b łU¡Ó  �FÚ²c—«Î ≈�OpÓ ËðUz³UÎ�s –Ó½³t «*U{w Ë�¦KÔpÓ ¹FÚc—Ô

¥≤�u ô ðF¦d̂Á ÐQ–¹U‰ «�¦]dÓÈ�U �UÊÓ �ÓcÚ—Ë—«Î ŽKOt «�ÚF¦OdÔ

µ≤�u �r ðÔG³=dÚ ÐU�MÓbÓÈ �w ËłNt�U ôÕÓ �j^ ŽKOt ËłtÏ √žÚ³ÓdÔ

∂≤Ë�ÓuÓ «½ÒtÔ ô�Óv —�UÐÓpÓ √ÐOCUÎ 
103

�dÚ�UÎ �ÓJb]—ÓÁÔ «�F−UÃÔ «_�ÚbÓ—Ô

∑≤Ë�IbÚ ŽÓb�ÚMUÁÔ �MÔ³ÚXÓ ½OUÐWÎŽe] «�GMw^ ÐNU Ë√ŁÚdÓÈ «*ÔFÚ�dÔ

∏≤≈ÊÚ �UÊ �s ½NdÌ �JÓHp̂Ó �Ô−ÒWÏ√Ë �UÊ �sÚ �DÓdÌ �uÓÐÚKÔpÓ √žeÓ—Ô

π≤ý²ÒUÊÓ ÐOMJÔLU √ÐÓ×ÚdÏ Ë«ŠbÏ�ÓOÓbÌ √½U�KÔNU «�Jd1WÔ √ÐÚ×ÔdÔ

∞≥�w �q= Ë�XÌ �OÚiÔ łÔuœ„Ó ŠU{dÏ�OMU Ë½UzKÔtÔ ¹GOVÔ Ë¹×CdÔ

101 Ms. Rabat:    ð
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¦ÚL
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5 Their ideas have poetically formulated the praise of a Caliph, one in whose eulogies
the Seven Mathânî were imparted.

6 Al-©Â∂id is the Pure One, the origins of whose veins are purer than water from the
clouds.

7 From Hâshim, where the branches of Sublimity meet each other, and where the springs
of benevolent dew began to spout.

8 From a Prophetic Palm tree, whose branches will bear fruit due to the radiance of the
Imâm’s genealogical line.

9 The downpour of Just Leadership has scarcely vanished from above it, before your
Forefather Îaydar had it pour down.

10 The subjects rejoice in a Caliphate, in whose face the face of Time itself can rejoice.
11 They looked at You and declared You great in their respect. One said: “Praised be

Allâh’’, another said: “No God but Allâh’’, a third said: “Allâhu akbar!”
12 They tried, in relation to one another, to be the first to kiss the dust, as though its

fragrant smell had turned it into melted musk and amber.
13 The faces were submissive and nothing was visible to the eye apart from a forehead

which had become dusty in the dusty earth.
14 Until You alighted in an archway (a riwâq, according to ms. D;  in “a tomb’’ according

to ms. R) with high ceilings, compared to which the tops of both pyramids fell short.
15 I compared them (the ceilings) and the water, which flowed under them, to an eternal

garden under whose protection the Kawthar starts to flow.
(...)

22 To You came the Nile, which through fearfulness is shy, now and then he puts one
foot forward, only to draw it back again.

23 The Nile came to You with its excuses, full of repentence for its earlier sins, and one
like You forgives!

24 If he (the Nile) had not stumbled over the edges of the world, then no dust would
have been scattered over him.

25 If You had not scattered (tughabbir) dew / good deeds in his face like sand, then a
greyish colour would never have appeared on him.

26 If he had met Your stirrup with a pure bright colour, then Your very troubled cloud
of dust (from the war) would have troubled him.

27 We had missed him, but You came in his place, with replacements: the rich became
considerable, and the needy became rich.

28 If he is made from a river, then Your hand is a cruel sea. If he is made from rain,
then Your downpours are more abundant.

29 What a difference there is between you two! Is one river the same as a hand, whose
noble fingers are indeed more rivers?

30 At every moment there is an abundance of your goodness present amongst us, but its
(the Nile’s) gift is sometimes absent and then once again present.
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However, after these attractive metaphors follow a number of rather ugly images, two
examples of which I will quote:

∂≥≈Ê �MXÓ �w Ëłt «)ö�W �ÔIÚKÓWÎ�U�BÒU�`Ô  «�NUœÍ ŽKONU ¹−×ÔdÔ 
104

∑≥√Ë �MXÓ �w ŠÓdÓÂ «ù�U�W �³ÚKÓWÎ�NÚu «�AFU—Ô _¼KNU Ë«*AÚFÓdÔ

∏≥√Ë �MXÓ �ûÝöÂ ýLfÓ ¼b«¹WÌ�DözlÏ �MNU «�B³UÕÔ «*�ÚHdÔ

36 If You (Oh al-©Â∂id) are an “eye” in the face of the phenomenon “Caliphate” then
the Vizier al-∑âliÌ is the “eye socket” (which protects the eye).

37 If You are a qibla [the direction of the ritual prayer] within the holy area of the
“Imamate’’, then the Vizier is the enthusiastic pilgrims’ prayer of “Labbay-ka”, which
men in that area can hear being called out.

38 Or if You are a Sun of Just Leadership for Islam, then ™alâ’i© is its bright and shining
morning.

5

Perhaps, in view of the passages of poetical lines of verse just quoted above, ©Umâra
was eventually positive in his political and even human feelings towards the child Imâm al-
©Â∂id–who incidentally by some historians had been accused of conniving with the murderous
attack on the Pious Vizier (al-Malik al-∑âliÌ).  The poet probably saw the symbiosis between
Wizâra and Imâma as an absolute necessity.  I will not at this stage enter into the question
of how ©Umâra adapted to the demands of the subsequent Ayyûbid Dynasty.  Admittedly,
he also wrote elegies lamenting the father of Saladin, who incidentally died in the latter
part of our poet’s life.

5.1

Finally, in the framework of the idea of symbiosis, it is probably worth our while
considering one other elegy.  As usual, only half of the poem (to rhyme al-wâÌidi) I am
referring to is published in Derenbourg’s edition.105

104 Ms. Rabat:  �U�B
Ò

U�`
Ô

  «�NUœÍ ŽKONU �−
Ú

×
Ó

d
Ô

105 ©Umâra’s poem on rhyme al-wâÌidi, a poem of 8 lines of verse.
Ms. D, folio 56 verso; lacking in ms. Rabat.  This poem has
been partially edited by Derenbourg, Nukat-Diwan, p. 214 (=
vss. 1-4).  The identical poem is also partially quoted in

historical sources like Raw∂atayn, edition Zaybaq, II, 293-294
(ed. Cairo 1288 H., vol. I, 223) and Abu l-Fidâ’al-ÎâfiÂ Ibn
Kathîr (died 774 H.), al-Bidâya wa l-nihâya, Bayrut Riyadh 1966,
XII, 277 (sub anno 569 H.)
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It concerns an elegy of only 8 lines dedicated to the Imâm al-©Â∂id himself!  Considering
the fact that this latter Imâm had the good fortune to die in time, Saladin could not officially
execute him. Al-©Â∂id was, incidentally, fairly concurrent and aroused little aggression. At
the end of his career, the Imâm was more or less forced to relinquish his last mount to a
messenger of Saladin, after which, and until his death, he led a very private life within the
domain of his Palace. A certain Mu’taman al-Khilâfa, an “ustâdh ... min akâbiri khuddâmi
l-qaÒri”,106 a personal eunuch and chief of the guard protecting the Imâm, undertook action
to save the Imâmate as a military power but was, unfortunately unsuccessful. In his elegy,
we can observe that ©Umâra names this Mu’taman by name.  In doing so, he once again
diverges from the stereotype images of the elegy.  Here, just as in other elegies, ©Umâra
once again refers to the greatness of the Dynasty, and he reflects with nostalgic longings
on the generosity from which he was able to benefit. In particular the empty rooms in the
Imâm’s palace made a deep impression on him:

±√ÝÓHw ŽKv “�Ós «ù�UÂ «�FU{b√ÝnÔ «�FIOr ŽKv �d«‚ «�u«Šb

≤“�sÏ œÔ�FXÔ ≈�v Ýu«Á Ë√–ŽMXłL×U Ô —«Ýw �w 15 «�IUzb

≥łU��XÔ �s Ë“—«zt Ë�×³XÔ �s√�d«zt √¼q «�¦MU¡ «)U�b

¥ËËłb Ô �s łuœ «ù�UÂ Ëłuœ¼r�KCOn √ËŁoÓ ŽU{bÌ Ë��UŽb

µ�NHw ŽKv ŠÔ−Ôd«  �Bd„ ≈–Ú šKXÚ¹U «ÐsÓ «�M³wÒ �s «“œŠUÂ «�u«�b

∂ËŽKv «½Hd«œ„Ó �s Ž�U�d„ «�cÍ�U½u« �Q�u«Ã «)CÓr= «�d«�b

∑�KÒb Ó �u9s «)ö�W √�dÓ¼Ôr�J³U Ë�BÒdÓ Žs �öÕ «�HUÝb

∏�F�v «�KOU�w √Ê ðdœÒ ≈�OJr�U ŽuÒœÓðÚJr �s łLOq Žu«zb

1 My sorrow for the time of the Imâm al-©Â∂id is like the sorrow of the infertile for the
demise of her only one.

2 One time passed, and I was driven into another time. And the passionate ideas in my
head subjected themselves to the right hand of the guide.

3 I was a guest of his Viziers and I accompanied amongst his Amîr-s those who were
eternally eulogised.

4 I experienced in the generosity of the Imâm and of that of his Amîr-s, a very reliable
Helper (awthaqa ©â∂idin) and Assistant.

5 Oh my sighs about the rooms in your Palace, now that they–Oh descendant of the
Prophet!–are empty, without the jostling of the envoys.

106 According to Taqî al-Dîn Abu l-©Abbâs AÌmad ibn ©Alî al-
Maqrîzî (who died 845 H.), Itti©âÂ al-Ìunafâ bi-akhbâr al-a’immati

l-Fâ†imiyyîn al-khulafâ’, edition MuÌammad Îilmî MuÌammad
AÌmad, Cairo 1971, III, 311.
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6 And Oh,  about your isolation without your armies which were like waves in the Silent
Ocean (immobile due to their multitude).

7 You entrusted Mu’taman al-Khilâfa with the command over them, but he stumbled and
was remiss with respect to the Welfare of the Depraved (ÒalâÌ al-fâsid).

8 Maybe the nights will bring back to You the pleasure of the customs, to which they
had previously accustomed You.

The final words in verse 7 imply that the “Welfare of the Depraved’’ was not brought
to a halt by  al-©Â∂id’s Chief Eunuch.  But what did ©Umâra actually mean when he used
this terminology?  In any event the “Welfare of Religion’’ [ÒalâÌ al-dîn] managed to
maintain its position and even to spread itself throughout the countries of the Levant.
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APPENDIX A

Poem to rhyme qaÒîru,107

Ë�U‰ ¹dŁw «*Kp «�BU�`

±ÞÓLÚlÔ «*d¡ �w «(OU… ž
Ô

dË—ÔËÞu¹q «ü�U‰ �ONU �BOdÔ

≤ËŠOU…Ô «ù½Ú�UÊ Łu»Ï �ÔFU—ÏË«ł


VÏ √ÊÚ ¹ÓdÔœ]Á «*�²FOdÔ

≥¹HdÓÕÔ «*d¡Ô ÐU*�dÒ… √ŠOU½UÎ Ë¼ÓOÚNU Ô √ÊÚ ¹ÓbÔËÂÓ «��dË—Ô

¥ËÞU‰Ó �U ¼u ýÓd»Ï �GÓdÒ Ú ËŽeÒ ÚËÐÓbÓ Ú �w «�AdË— �MNU «��dË—Ô

µË½d¹bÔ «�BÓHU �s ËÔœ= œÔ½ÚOU�r ¹eÓ‰Ú �w �HUzNU ðÓJÚb¹dÔ

∂Ë�ÓJÓrÚ Ë«ŁoÌ ÐNU šÓbÓŽ²ÚtÔË¼u �ÔGÚdÎÈ Ð×Ô³ÒNU �GÚdË—Ô

∑Ë�ÓJrÚ �b]—Ó «�H²v �Qð²ÚtÔ½ÔuÓ»Ï �rÚ ¹Ô×jÚ ÐNU «�²ÓIÚb¹dÔ

∏{UŸÓ ðÓbÚÐOdÔ ŠU“ÂÌ �r ¹ÓG³ÚtÔ�ÓsÚ �tÔ «_�ÚdÔ �Ot Ë«�²ÓbÚÐOdÔ

π�ÓOÚXÓ ¹uÂÓ «ôŁÚM5 �r ¹Ó²Ó³�]rÚŽs �Ô×ÓOÒUÁÔ �KOU�w ðÓMÚu¹dÔ

∞±ÞÓKÓFXÚ ýÓL�ÔtÔ ÐOuÂÌ ŽÓ³u”ÌŠÓOÒdÓ «�DOdÓ ýdÒÁÔ «*Ô�²DOdÔ

±±Ë&KÒv �³UŠÔtÔ ŽsÚ łÓ³5Ì≈ŁÚLbÔ «�KOq �u�ÓtÔ �c—Ë—Ô

≤±�³]̀Ó «*Ó−ÚbÓ �w �³O×W –«„ «�O‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡uÂ ž³d«¡Ï �ÓOÚKÓrÏ ŽMÚIÓHOdÔ

≥±ÐÓKÓm «�bÓ¼ÚdÔ  ŽMb¼U �U 9MÒvËŽKONU �UÊÓ «�e�UÊÔ ¹bË—Ô

¥±ŠUœÀÏ þKÒX «(u«œÀÔ 2ÒUýU¼bÓðÚtÔ �s łu—Á ðÓ�Ú²Ó−OdÔ

µ±ðdłnÔ «_—÷Ô Š5Ó ¹c�ÓdÔ ŽMÚtÔËðÓJUœÔ «��LU¡Ô �Mt 9u—Ô

∂±Þ³ÒoÓ «_—÷Ó �s �BU» √Ðw «�GU—«  šÓDÚVÏ �tÔ «�M−uÂÔ ðGu—Ô

∑±�Ói] šÓ²ÚrÓ «(OU… ŽMp ŠLUÂÏô ¹Ôd«Žw ≈–½UÎ Ëô ¹�²ÓAOdÔ

∏±ËðÓdÓ�
Ò

XÚ ≈�v ŁÓ³OdÌ šDu»ÏÝUŒÓ %ÚXÓ «�²Ôd«» �MNU Ł³OdÔ

π±�U ð�ÓDÒv ≈�v łö�pÓ ≈ôÒ�
Ó

bÓ—Ï  √�ÚdÔÁÔ ŽKOMU �b¹dÔ

∞≤Ðc]— Ú ŽÔLÚdÓ„ «�KOU�w ÝHU¼UÎ��OÓFÚKÓLÚs �U łMÓv «�²³c¹dÔ

107 ¢Umâra’s poem to rhyme qaÒîru, a poem of 97 lines of verse.
Manuscript D (Petersburg), folio 65 recto - 67 verso; lacking
in ms. Rabat, where the rhymes ending on the consonant râ’
and in alphabetical order the rhymes op till those on ¢ayn  are
incomplete or totally missing. This poem has been partially
edited by Derenbourg, Nukat-Diwan, p. 51-52 (= vss. 1, 7, 17,
19-20, 25-26, 33, 92-97) and p. 225-227 (= vss. 9-16, 42-

54). The identical poem is also partially quoted in historical
sources like Abû Shâma, Kitâb al-Raw∂atayni fî akhbâr al-
dawlatayni l-Nûriyya wa l-∑alâÌiyya, ed. Ibrâhîm al-Zaybaq, Beirut
1997, I, 393-394 (ed. Cairo 1288 H., vol. I, 125-126) and al-
¢Imâd al-IÒbahânî al-Kâtib, Kharîdatu l-qaÒri wa-jarîdatu l-¢aÒri,
qism shu¢arâ’i l-Shâm, edition Shukrî FayÒal, Damascus 1964,
III, 120-121.
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Poem to rhyme qaÒîru, see ¢Umâra’s Elegies and the Lamp of Loyalty, footnote 19.

In mourning al-Malik al-∑âliÌ, he said the following:
1 Man’s desire for life is futile and those with far-reaching ambitions are remiss therein.
2 And the life of man is but a borrowed garment, one which the borrower must return.
3 Occasionally humankind is joyful, having a reason for delight, however, unfortunately

this joyful feeling does not endure.
4 So long as he is drinking, it deceives and is precious, but in the delight of it wickedness

becomes visible to the eye.
5 We desire the purity of the love of the Dunyâ, however, in her purity there was always

obscurity.
6 How many who trusted her has she deceived, but then again they were in love and

blinded by her love!
7 And how often has a hero striven, only to be overcome by disasters, which he was

unable to suspect.
8 The calculations of a determined person have perished, because of him there was some

one, above him, who controlled the command and calculation.
9 Oh had Monday but failed to smile, then light could not have come to the nights which

unveiled Monday’s face. [Monday, i. e., the day on which al-Malik al-∑âliÌ died.]
10 Its sun came up on a sombre day, whose widely dispersed anger disconcerted the birds.
11 Its morning displayed a forehead, on which the black koÌl of the night was scattered.
12 A grey earth (Òaylamun ¢anqafîru) greeted the Glory in the morning of that day.
13 That morning the Fate of Time achieved what it desired, and time was in the habit of

rotating around it [earth].
14 A disastrous event, one so serious that when the vicissitudes saw its injustice they sought

refuge from it.
15 The earth trembled when reference was made to it, and the heavens almost billowed.
16 An important event covered the earth due to the misfortune of Abu l-Ghârât, causing

the stars to sink away.
17 A death broke the seal of life with You, because it neither paid attention to permission

nor asked for advice.
18 The Disasters climbed on high towards the figure of the Vizier, who has now become

a heavy mountain. But fate has made this mountain (Thabîr) sink into the sand.
19 Nothing stepped forward towards Your majesty, apart from a twist of fate, which had

extreme  power over us.
20 The nights have ruined your life in a foolish way, hence they shall know what this

waste has brought about.
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±≤Ýu·Ó ¹B×u ÝJd«ÊÔ Ë�
Ú

XÌ Ë¹ÓKÚIvÝu—…Ó «)Ld ýU—»Ï ��Lu—Ô

≤≤�q �BÓd· «�dœÈ ÐQÍÒ “�UÂÌ�Ôb  �FÚ³UÎ ¬ÐUƒÁ �ANu—Ô

≥≤ËÐQÍ= «�dÔ�
Ó

v ðu�ÒKX Š²ÒvÝJsÓ «�BFÚnÔ Ë«Ý²JUÊÓ «�MHu—Ô

¥≤¹U žOUÀÓ «_½UÂ ¼q �w �IU¡ÌðA²ÓHw �uŽW
Ï

 Ðt Ë“�OdÔ

µ≤¹U √�Od «'Ou‘ ¼q �p ŽKr√ÊÒ ŠdÒ «_ÝÓv ŽKOMU √�OdÔ

∂≤≈ÊÒ �³d«Î ŠKK²ÓtÔ �GMwy≈ÊÒ œ¼dÎ« �U—�
Ú

²ÓtÔ  �HIOdÔ

∑≤¼q ¹Ô�UËÍ ÐK¦r ðÔdÚÐp œ«¡ÏłÓdÒÁÔ  �IÚbÔ„ «_ÔłUÃÔ «*Ód¹dÔ

∏≤ŽÔD=qÓ «*ÓbÚÕÔ Ë«�M]�OVÔ Ë�U�XÚ�
Ó

bÓÂÏ �KdŁU¡ Ë¼ÚwÓ ŽÓ¦u—Ô

π≤≈ÊÚ √�ÔrÚ �Op Ë«�dŁU¡Ô ł³UÊÏ�Lb¹×w �LU ŽKLÚXÓ ł�u—Ô

∞≥¹U √ÐU «�u�Úb Ë«�COu· ðHÓC]qÚÐId«¼r ËžOd„ «*QÐu—Ô

±≥Ë√ÓłdÚ¼ÔrÚ √ÊÚ ¹Ô×Ú−³u« Žs {d¹`ÌŠÓq] �Ot �Mp «�Fe¹eÔ «*Ô−OdÔ

≤≥�KÓFÓq]  «�FOUÊÓ ¹AÚHw �ÔbË—«Î�GOKÓXÚ �s ¼ÔLu�Ns] «�BÔbË—Ô

≥≥ËÐFObÏ ŽMp «��Ku^ ÐAw¡ÌË�Óp «�HJdÔ �uÞsÏ Ë«�CLOdÔ

¥≥Ýu· 9ÚCw ËŠeÚ½MU ��²−byÐFb –« «�ANd √ýÚNÔdÏ ËýNu—Ô

µ≥ô ¹EsÒ «�e�UÊÔ √½Òp ðÔMÚ�vŽEÔrÓ «)DVÔ �U��Ku^ Ž�OdÔ

∂≥¹×�s «�B³ÚdÔ �w «�³ö¡ Ë¼c«�UœÕÏ �U ŽKOt �MÒU �Ó³u—Ô

∑≥ÝÓ�


MÓXÚ ÐU�³ÔFUœ ŽMÚp ŽOuÊÏ�MÚXÓ ŠOÒUÎ ËÞÓdÚ�ÔNsÒ �Ód¹dÔ

∏≥√½�XÚ ÐU(b«œ �Op ≈�v √ÊÚýÓ×Ó³ÓXÚ √ËłÔtÏ ËÞU�XÚ ýÔFu—Ô

π≥ÝNd Ú ŠÓOÚd…Î ŽKOpÓ Ë½U�XÚ�ÔIÓqÏ �w Ë�UzNU ðÓIÚBOdÔ

∞¥Ë«½DuÓÈ –�p «�³�U◊Ô ËŽNÚbÍË¼u ÐU�FKÚr Ë«�MbÓÈ �FÚLu—Ô

±¥ô ðEs^ «_¹ÒUÂÔ
108

 √½Òp �OÚXÏ�r 1ÔXÚ �Ós ŁMUƒÁÔ  �MAu—Ô

108 According to Raw∂atayn, ed. Zaybaq, I, 394:  ô ð
Ó

EÔs
Ò

 «_½UÂÔ
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21 At a certain point in time your drunken followers will become sober again [The man
drunk for a single moment will become sober again], and the drunken drinker will
discover the intoxication of wine.

22 Say against the action of Destruction: “With which reins have you led a recalcitrant,
one whose forefathers are renowned?

23 And with what magic amulets have you caused tremors  to be calmed and fears to be
silenced?”

24 Oh support of humankind, is it possible that there can be a meeting at which burning
longings are cured?

25 Oh Amîr of the Armies, have You any knowledge that the heat of sorrow has become
an amîr over us?

26 Because the grave into which you descended is rich, truly the Time which you have
left is poor.

27 Is the sickness brought on by the bitter and incessant loss equivalent to the kissing of
your grave?

28 Eulogy and nasîb were frustrated and a foundation for the rithâ’ came into being,
although this also foundered.

29 If I go and stand beside You and the rithâ’ is of a cowardly nature, then my madîÌ
is, as You know, extremely brave.

30 Oh Father of the Delegation and of the Guests! Be so good as to entertain them, since
others than Yourself have to be goaded with a needle!

31 And give them Your protection, in order that they are not screened off from the
memorial (∂arîÌ), into which a part of You, the distinguished protector, has descended.

32 It may be that seeing with one’s own  eye will raise one’s spirits, because their hearts
were murdered (ghîlat) by their anxieties.

33 And only far from You comfort could be sought in other things. Thought and
consciousness live with You in one home.

34 You will pass by but, after this month, our sorrow will renew itself with months and months.
35 Do not allow Time to assume that You are forgotten: the disaster was immense and

to forget it is therefore difficult.
36 Perseverance is wonderful in the face of disaster, but the latter is crushing and, amongst

us who persevere, there is no-one who can combat it.
37 Eyes have become hot due to the great distance from You; had You lived, then their

sight would have been cooled.
38 They have become so used to mourning You, that their faces have turned pale and

their hair grown long.
39 They (the eyes) kept vigil at night in confusion about You, but other eyeballs slept —

ones remiss in their fidelity.
40 This carpet was rolled up, although previously I had known it as being cultivated by

knowledge and benefaction.
41 The Days must not suspect that You are dead, because one whose eulogy is widely

spread can never die.
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≤¥�p —{u«ÊÔ “«zdÏ Ë�‡IuÂÌ¼KJÔu« �Ot �ÔMJdÏ Ë½JOdÔ

≥¥ŠHEXÚ ŽÓNÚbÓ„Ó «)ö�WÔ ŠHÚEUÎ√½XÓ �MNU Ðt šKOoÏ łb¹dÔ

¥¥√ŠÚ�MÓXÚ ÐFbÓ„Ó «�BMOFÓWÓ �OMU�UÝÚ²ÓuÓ Ú �MÚpÓ žO³WÏ ËŠÔCu—Ô

µ¥Ë√ÐÓv «�KtÔ √ÊÚ ¹²r] ŽKONU�U ½ÓuÓÈ ŠUÝbÏ �NU Ë�ÓHÔu—Ô

∂¥{ÓO]Iu« ŠHÚd…Ó «*JObÓ… �JsÚ{U‚Ó ÐU�MU�¦5Ó –«„Ó «(ÓHOdÔ

∑¥&Ód]Ë« ŽKv «�IÔBu— ÐGÓbÚ—ÌËÝd«ÃÔ «�u�U¡ �ONU �ÔMOdÔ

∏¥ŠÓdÓÂÏ  ¬�sÏ ËýÓNÚdÏ Šd«ÂÏ¼Ô²JXÚ �MNLU ŽÔdÈÎ ËÝÔ²u—Ô

π¥ô �OUÂÏ ½NU¼ÔrÔ ô ≈�UÂÏþU¼dÏ ðÔdÚ»Ô √šÚLÓBÓOÚt ÞÓNÔu—Ô

∞µ«šÚHdË« –�ÒW «�NÔbÈ ÐFÚbÓ ŽKrÌË¹I5Ì √ÊÒ «ù�UÂÓ šHOdÔ

±µË≈–« �U Ë�ÓXÚ šÔbË—Ô «�³u«œÍÐc�UÂÌ �LU ðIÔu‰ «�IÔBu—Ô

≤µžÓCVÓ «�FU{bÔ «ù�UÂÔ �JUœ Ú�ÓdÓ�UÎ �MtÔ √ÊÚ ðÓcË»Ó «�BÔ�u—Ô

≥µ√œ—„ «�¦ÓQ—Ó �s Žb«Á ÐFÓeÂÌ �r ¹JsÚ �w «�MAU◊ �MtÔ �Ô²u—Ô

¥µË«Ý²IU�XÚ ÐMBÚdÁ Ë¼b«ÁÔŠ−WÔ «�Kt Ë«Ý²LdÒ «*d¹dÔ

µµ≈Ê �Cv �U�qÏ �Nc« �HOqÔ√Ë Ë“¹dÏ ¹ÓGVÚ �Nc« Ë“¹dÔ

∂µœË�WÏ �U(OÒWÏ šKH²ÚNUœË�WÏ ŽUœ�OWÏ ô ðÓ−u—Ô

∑µ½Ad Ú –�dÓ¼U Ë√ŠOÓXÚ ŽÔö¼U¼Jc« ¼Jc« ¹JuÊ «�MAu—Ô

∏µ�u —√ Ú ŽOMÔt �FU�p �dÒ ÚË«Ý²ÓIÓdÒ Ú Ð�U�MONU «�I³u—Ô

πµ�qÒ �U √½XÓ �UŽqÏ �s łLOqÌ�NÚuÓ ŽMÚtÔ ��K]bÏ Ë�QŁu—Ô

∞∂ýÓdÓ·Ï ÐU–ŒÏ Ë�Ó−ÚbÏ —�Ol¹Ó�Ú²ÓuÍ �Ot √ËÒ‰Ï Ë√šOdÔ

±∂√ŽÚIVÓ «�b¼ÚdÔ ÐRÝÓtÔ ÐMÓFOrÌ—Ô»] ŠÔeÚÊÌ �w «�DÓw= �MtÔ ÝdË—Ô

≤∂�U ýÓJÓuÚ½U ��ÚdÓ «�Mu«zV Š²Òv�Oq �w «(U‰ �Ó�ÚdÔ�r �−³u—Ô

≥∂½BÓdÓ «�MU�dÔ «�FKv ÐU�FÓ‡‡u«�wËÓ�ÓMFÚrÓ «*u�v Ë½FÚrÓ «�MBOdÔ
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42 To You Ri∂wân (the angel of Paradise) is a visitor, but for others who descended on
that day (fîhi) there is Munkar and Nakîr.

43 The Caliphate has truly kept its contract with You, because You are both suited to
and worthy of it (the contract with the Caliphate).

44 After Your death the Caliphate gave us something good in return, thus Your absence
and Your presence became as one. [The successor compensates for the loss of ™alâ’i¢.]

45 Allâh refused to fulfill the plans made for it (the State, or Dawla) by a jealous and
unbelieving person.

46 The hollow of slyness has been made narrow, but the pit has become frightening for
those who have broken their oaths.

47 They were shameless in their betrayal of the Palace, even though the lamp of fidelity
within gave light.

48 A safe Îaram and a holy month, the handles and protected veils of which were crudely torn.
49 No fast hindered them, nor the appearance of an Imâm, who appeared with the dust

adhering to the soles of his feet still pure.
50 You should defend the protective contract of this Just Leadership, being informed with

certainty that the Imâm is both protector and protected!
51 When the women’s tents of the steppes are loyal to the rights that are due, what then

will the Palaces say [about al-¢Â∂id]?
52 Al-¢Â∂id, the Imâm, became angry whereupon the rocks almost melted for fear of him.
53 Taking a resolute decision, he heaped revenge upon his enemies, and in his diligence

there was no weakening.
54 Due to his support and just leadership, may the Argument of Allâh be given its rightful

position and may the brave warrior fight on.
55 If a Kâfil (a Regent) is passed by, then he is now the Kafîl (the new Regent); if a

Vizier is absent, then this (the other one) is the Vizier.
56 A Dawla ∑âliÌiyya is succeeded by a Dawla ¢Âdiliyya, a state which does no injustice.
57 It (that state) has spread its renown and brought its sublimity to life: in time the

resurrection shall come about.
58 If his eye (the eye of ™alâ’i¢) had seen Your deeds it would have been comforted, and

the graves, with their inhabitants, would have come to rest.
59 All the beautiful things which You do, shall on his authority, be made eternal and will

be preserved as a tradition.
60 An extremely high honour and a sublime glory, in which the First and the Last will

be equal.
61 May the Dahr allow something comfortable to follow his Disaster. Happiness is enclosed

in the folds of great sorrow.
62 We complained about bone-breaking disasters, until, in respect of this, it was said: “Your

fracture has been mended.’’
[about the son of ™alâ’i¢ the poet says:]

63 Al-NâÒir (the son of ™alâ’i¢) has helped Sublimity with the blade of a lance. How good
the master is and how good the helper!
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¥∂�KpÏ ÞU‰ �U ðÓLÓ‡MÒUÁÔ ðUÃË—ðUÃÏ Ë�


MÚ³ÓdÏ ËÝÓb¹dÔ

µ∂�u łÓb] «�bÓÝÚXÔ �³ÚKÓtÔ �s Ë�U—ÌšÓn] ýu�UÎ ≈�Ot œÝXÏ Ë�u—Ô

∂∂�U ýJJÚMU Ë�w «�EMuÊ ¹ÓI5Ï√ÊÒ √�ÚdÓ «�uÓ—ÓÈ ≈�ÓOÚt ¹ÓBOdÔ

∑∂�rÚ ¹ÔKÓI]VÚ –ÔšÚdÓ «_zLÒW


 ≈ôË¼u �ÓMÚeÏ �LÔKÚJNrÚ �ÓcšuÔ—Ô

∏∂�rÚ ðÓeÔ—Ú ÐUÐÓtÔ «�u“«—…Ô ≈ôË�t «�FOdÔ �Ó³ÚKÓNU Ë«�MHOdÔ

π∂�rÚ ¹Ó×ÔeÚ �ÓdÚðÓ³ÓWÓ «�JÓHU�W ≈ôË«�KOU�w ≈�Ot �ONU ðÔAOdÔ

∞∑�U √—«œÓ «'ÔKu” ≈ôÒ ðÓ−ÓKÒv�ÓKpÏ √ÐÚKÓZÔ Ë�ÔKÚpÏ �³OdÔ

±∑¹ÔAÚd‚Ô «�bÝXÔ �Mt Žs ½u— ËÓłÚtÌ¹dłl «�Dd·Ô ŽMtÔ Ë¼u �Ó�OdÔ

≤∑¼u ýLfÔ «�NÔbÓÈ Ë«ÐÚMU¡Ô —Ô“Ò¹Úp½Ô−uÂÏ �s Šu�t ËÐÔbË—Ô

≥∑¼rÚ 15Ï ŽKv  «�FbÓÈ Š5Ó ¹Ó�ÚDÔuË¼u �ÔDÚVÏ Ðt —ÓŠÓU¼rÚ ¹bË—Ô

¥∑—Ó�³u« �ÓNÚuÓ…Ó «�FÔKÓv ÐBFuœÌ�U �Nr �sÚ �ÔFuœ¼s] łÔcË—Ô

µ∑«�KOuÀÔ «�²w —Óœ«¼U Ž²ObË«�GOuÀÔ «�²w ½b«¼U ÐÔ×u—Ô

∂∑ÝÓJ]Mu« ÞUzgÓ «�IÔKu»  Ë�U½XÚ�dÚłÓqÔ «�AÓd= Ë«�³ö¡ ¹Hu—Ô

∑∑Ë√�U�u« �ÓOÚqÓ «�d�U» ≈�v √ÊÚðd�u¼U �ÓNUÐWÎ Ë¼w �u—Ô

∏∑ŽeÒ –Ë «*Kp �s ŽOuÊ «_ŽUœÍÐc�u—Ì ðÓIK]bÓðÚNU –Ô�u—Ô

π∑ŽÓLOÓXÚ Žs �LU�Nr �q^ Ž5Ì√Í^ ÞÓdÚ·Ì ¹CdÒ ËÓ¼ÚuÓ {d¹dÔ

∞∏ŠÓLÓKu« �ÔKÚJÓNrÚ ËŠUÞu« ŠLU¼r�Nr �u�ÓtÔ Ýu«—Ï ËÝÔu—Ô

±∏√¼qÔ ÐOÚXÌ ≈–« ½ÓB×Ú²ÔpÓ ŽÓMÚNrÚ�ÓNÔrÔ «�KV^ Ë«_½UÂÔ «�IÔAu—Ô

≤∏�r √ŽdÚ¼r ýNUœ…Î �lÓ √½Òv*Ób¹×w �s �ÓCÚKNr √ÝÚ²ÓFOdÔ

≥∏ÝUœÓ¼Ôr √ÐÚKÓZÏ  ¹ÔHÓbÒ¹t �MNrÐQÐOt �GOdÔ¼ÔrÚ Ë«�J³OdÔ

¥∏ŽUœ‰Ï √�Ú�ÓLÓXÚ �dË·Ô «�KOU�w√½ÒNU �w “�U½t ô ðÔGOdÔ
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64 He is a king, one desired by the Crown for a long time, just like a porch, a pulpit
and a domed gateway (sadîr).

65 Had the throne of his time been serious in its dignity, then a dignified throne would
now be light-footed due to its longing for him (the son).

66 We had no doubts, because within conjecture there is certainty, namely that the
command of the people will fall to him.

67 He could not acquire the honorific, “Treasure Chest of the Imâm s’’, without having
been a treasure which was well-preserved for their monarchy.

68 The Vizirate did not visit his portals, without being already in the possession of a
caravan of camels and a bugle.

69 He would not have acquired the rank of Regency, had the Nights not designated him
for the position.

70 He did not desire to sit on the throne, unless this manifested a brilliant king and a
great monarchy.

71 The throne shone through the light of his face, and eyes were ruined by looking at him.
72 He is the Sun of Just Leadership, and the sons of Ruzzîk are the stars and full moons

around him.
73 They are a right-hand against his enemies, when these become powerful.  But he is

the Axis around which their Millstone can turn.
74 They rode on the back of sublimity in an ascending line, so steeply that, due to their

ascendency, they no longer had roots.
75 They are “Lions’’ (luyºth) who cause destruction and “downpours’’ (ghuyºth) whose

dew consists of oceans.
76 They have brought passionate hearts to rest, although the cauldron of Anger and Ordeal

has tended to bubble.
77 They corrected the proud inclining of necks, until they left them behind inclined in

respect.
78 The possessor of Monarchy was elevated in the eyes of the enemies by swords (dhukºr),

which were girded on by manly heroes (dhukºr).
79 Every eye was dazzled by their perfection; but what eye can be damaged if it is already

blind? [i. e., all the others are inferior.]
80 They (the Viziers) bore their monarchy and protected their sacred territory (Ìimâ-hum).

On top of that they were a bracelet and a wall (siwârun wa-sûru).
81 Here are Ahl Bayt  (members of the Prophet’s family, scil., the Imâm s); I advise you

not to mix with them, they remain a core, while human nature is no more than the
peel which surrounds it.

82 I did not lend them a Shahâda, although I borrowed from their Excellency for the
sake of my madîÌ.

83 They were governed by a Brilliant Leader, for whose father both large and small were
prepared to sacrifice themselves

84 As far as ¢Âdil is concerned, the changing nights swore that during his lifetime they
would not assault him.
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µ∏ÝU”Ó √�ÚdÓ «�uÓ—ÓÈ ÐFÓeÚÂÌ ËŠÓeÚÂÌ√žÚMÓOÚMUÁÔ ŽÓLÒU ¹ÓIu�ÔtÔ «*ÔAOdÔ

∂∏�Ô�Ú²ÓIqy Ł


IÚqÓ «)ÔDu» «�Ku«ðwðÓMÚ×ÓMw ðÓ×XÓ ŁIÚKNsÒ «�ENu—Ô

∑∏—Ó{OÓ²Út «�MHu”Ô ÞÓuŽUÎ Ë�Ód¼UÎË«ÞÚLÓQ½ÒXÚ ŽKv ÐÓb¹t «_�u—

∏∏½ÓBÓdÓ «'uœÓ ÐUÝÔtÔ Ë«�FÓDU¹UË«�MÓbÓÈ �Kd]œÓÈ √ŒÏ Ë½ÓBOdÔ

π∏ÞU�


FU ÝOd…Ó «*Ku„ �HONUšÓ³ÓdÔ «'uœ ŽMNr �Ó�ÚDu—Ô

∞πË«½ÚEÔdË¼U �²FÚKÓLÔu« �CÚqÓ �ÓKÚpÌ�U �t �w ÐMw «�e�UÊ ½EOdÔ

±π≈ÊÒ �Bd«Î Ð


Fb�t


 Ë½b«ÁÔÐKb ÞOÒVÏ Ë—»y žHu—Ô

≤πô ¹Iu�Ós] łU¼qÏ ÐU�Iu«�w–Ó¼ÓVÓ «�MU�bÔ «��LOlÔ «�³ÓBOdÔ

≥π�U*dł]v √Ðu ýÔ−UŸ ŽKOrÏ0FU–¹d 

 109
√¼KNsÒ š³OdÔ

¥π�MXÔ √šAv ÐQÊ ¹Iu‰ «*MUœÍ√¹ÒNU «�COnÔ šnÒ ŽMpÓ «�Gb¹dÔ 
110

µπ�UÐ²b«½w ÐHCKt �Uzö �w�pÓ þKÒw ŠOYÔ «;Óq^ «_ŁOdÔ

∂πŁr √ÝbÈ «�ObÓ «�²w �q^ šq>ŠUÝbÏ �w �s √łÚKNU ËžOÔu—Ô

∑π�KpÓ «�IKV Ë«�K�UÊ �Nc«�CÚLdÏ Š³]tÔ Ë¼c« ýJu—Ô

109 Nukat-Diwan, p. 52: 0IUœ¹d √¼KNs
Ò

 š³Od
Ô

110 Nukat-Diwan, p. 52: łn
]

 ŽMpÓ «�Gb¹d
Ô
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85 May he rule over the affairs of mortals with resolution and strength: may we be
sufficient for him, so that his aide does not have to utter a word.

86 He considers the burden of Disasters as something petty, but the backs of others are
stooped under its weight.

87 Souls are content with him, voluntarily and involuntarily, and they have faith in respect
of unexpected affairs.

88 His force supports magnanimity and gifts.  And “Dew’’ is the brother and supporter of
“Destruction’’ (scil., nadâ versus radâ).

89 You both should research (™âli¢â) the Biography of the kings, because therein lies the
message of magnanimity, penned on their authority.

90 Look at the Biography, so that You will understand the excellency of a king, one who
had no equal under the sons of time.

91 Truly, due to his justice and merciful dew, MiÒr has become “a safe country and an
extremely forgiving Lord’’.
[regarding the qualities of the son of ™alâ’i¢:]

92 In particular do not allow someone ignorant of rhymes to say: ‘The critic who listened
attentively and had great insight has now departed.’

93 Because the One on Whom we settled our expectation, Abº Shujâ¢, is very
knowledgeable and highly experienced in the standards and vicissitudes of the people
of the rhymes.

94 I was afraid that the Crier would say: Oh guest! The lake is unattainable, for you it
has run dry.

95 Thereupon, he turned his grace towards me as he said to me: ‘You will obtain a place
of excellence in my shadow’,

96 After which he stretched out his hand, and thus is every friend exceedingly jealous of
me.

97 Oh King of the heart and the tongue, the former nourishes his love and the latter is
extremely grateful.
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APPENDIX B

In the poem to rhyme Ìirâru, which ¢Umâra wrote for this special ceremony, several more
allusions are made to the actual events surrounding the assassination.111  Once again the
name of a day is mentioned, this time it is a Thursday, apparently the day that the coffin
is moved, the nuqlat al-tâbût.112

Ë�U‰ �w ¹uÂ «)LOf Ë�b ½
Ô

I


q «�BU�` �s «�b«— «�²w �UÊ ÐNU �b�u½U ÐU�IU¼d… ≈�v

ðdÐW ÐU�Id«�W

±¹U �DK


oÓ «�F³Ód«  Ë¼w ž


e«—ÔË�IOÒbÓ «�e�Ód«  Ë¼w Šd«—Ô

≤�U ÐU‰Ô œ�FpÓ Ë¼u �U¡Ï ÝU�`Ï¹Ôc�Óv Ðt �s Šb= Ëłb„ ½U—Ô

≥ô ð²]�cÚ½w �bË…Î �p �w «_Ýv�KbÈ] �Mt �AUŽdÏ ËýFU—Ô

¥šHÒiÚ ŽKOp �UÊ “Ó½b ÐKOÒ²wË«—Ì Ë�w �b—Í �bÈÎ Ë√Ë«—Ô

µ≈Ê �UÊ �w ¹b„ «)OU—Ô �U½ÒMwË�NUÊÔ �r √ðÚd„Ú Ë�U √šÚ²U—Ô

∂�w �qÒ ¹uÂÌ ŠM5Ô �ÔCK]W¹uœÍ �NU ÐFb «(u«— Šu«—Ô

∑ŽU¼b Ô œ�Fw √Ê ¹IdÒ ��U½Mw�KVÏ ��UzKt «�NLuÂÔ �d«—Ô

∏¼q ŽMb �×Ú²ÓIÓdÌ ¹�OdÔ ÐKOÒWÌ√ÊÒ «�BGU—Ó �s «�NLuÂ �³U—Ô

π�b �MXÔ √ýdÓ‚Ô �s ŁLUœ �b«�Fw√ÝHUÎ �JOn Ë�b ÞLU «�²OÒU—Ô

∞±ŽÓr] «�u—È ¹uÂÔ «)ÓLOf ËšÓB]MwšÓDÚVÏ ÐQ½Ún «�bÓ¼Úd �Mt �ÓGU—Ô

±±�U √ËŠÓgÓ «�bÔ½OU žÔb¹]WÓ  �U—�XÚ�ÔDÚ³UÎ —ÓŠÓv «�b½OU ŽKONU 
113

 ðÔb«—Ô

≤±šdÐXÚ —ÐuŸÔ «*JÚdÔ�U   �d«ŠqÌ 
114

ŽLd  Ðt «_łÚb«ÀÔ Ë¼w �HU—Ô

111 ¢Umâra’s poem on rhyme Ìirâru, a poem of 83 lines of verse.
Manuscript D (Petersburg), folio 69 verso - 71 verso; lacking
in ms. Rabat.  This poem has been partially edited by
Derenbourg, Nukat-Diwan, p. 63-65 (= vss. 12-14, 17, 19, 21-
22, 37-38, 54, 56-57, 61-62) and Nukat-Diwan, p. 145 (= vss.
46, 48, 50-53) and Nukat-Diwan, p. 229-231 (= vss. 1-8, 20,
36, 45-47, 49, 68-83).  The identical poem is also quoted
partially in Raw∂atayn, ed. Zaybaq, I, 394-396 (ed. Cairo 1288
H., vol. I, 124, 126-127).  Derenbourg translated a number of
lines from this poem in French, see Nukat-Diwan (French) II,
189 (vss. 1-10, 17-22, 37-41, 45-47, 54-59).

112 In folio 69 recto, ms. D says in the introduction to the poem
on rhyme Ìirâru: “On Thursday, the day on which al-∑âliÌ was

transferred from the House in al-Qâhira, where he had been
buried, to a tomb in the Qarâfa, he said the following: ...’’
Derenbourg, Nukat-Diwan, p. 63, in his Memoirs the poet
¢Umâra says the following about the poem on rhyme Ìirâru:
“When he [Ruzzîk ibn ∑âliÌ] transferred al-∑âliÌ’s coffin  to
the Burial place, I composed a qaÒîda, in which I mentioned
both the shrine (mashhad) and the manner in which the
murderers were eventually caught. This qaÒîda is long. ’’  For
the extra line 13b which is lacking in the manuscripts, see
Raw∂atayn I, 124, 126-127, where a number of lines from poem
to rhyme Ìirâru are cited in quotation.

113 According to Raw∂atayn, ed. Zaybaq, I, 394: ŽKOt

114 According to Raw∂atayn, ed. Zaybaq, I, 394: �


u«Š


bÌ
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Poem to rhyme Ìirâru , see ¢Umâra’s Elegies and the Lamp of Loyalty, footnote 73.

On Thursday, when al-∑âliÌ was transferred from the house in which he had been buried
in al-Qâhira, to the tomb in the Qarâfa, he said the following:

1 Oh Thou who makes the tears flow freely and abundantly and who stifles the warm
sighs;

2 What does it matter to your tears, which are flowing water, that within them a fire has
been kindled by the sharpness of Your sorrow?

3 Do not use me as a source for your comfort, because I have both these feelings and
these characteristics.

4 Calm yourself, because the tinder of my ordeal has a hidden fire and in my breast are
both thirst and blazing fervour.

5 The choice is in your hands, I am inconsolably sad and what choice remains for me?
6 Every day I feel homesickness for the desert, where sand-rocks (Ìawâru) have destroyed

any distant conversation (bu¢da l-Ìiwâri) which ever existed.
7 I agreed with my tears that they would cease, but my heart betrayed me; if anyone

asks about it, care is resident within it.
8 Does a lowly man have the opinion that a small trial is a great disaster?
9 I am already choking with grief in the remaining pools of my tears, and how will it

be when the stream has become overfull?
10 That Thursday dominated human nature, and myself in particular, it overwhelmed with

disaster, whereby the proud nose of the Dahr signified humiliation for all people.
11 How desolate the World was on the day when it said farewell to the Rotating Axis

around which the millstone of the World was rotated!
12 The grazing areas of benefaction were destroyed by a traveller, by one who cultivated

the tombstones even though they were deserted.
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≥±½ÓFÚgÔ «'ÔbËœ «�FUŁd«  �ÔAÓO]lÏŽÓLOÓXÚ 
115

 Ðdƒ¹W ½ÓFÚAt «_ÐÚBU—Ô

≥±»½ÓFÚgÏ ðÓuÓœÒ ÐMU Ô ½ÓFÚgÌ �u žÓbÓ ÚË½EU�ÔNU √ÝÓHUÎ ŽKOt ½Ô¦U—Ô  
116

¥±ý�Óh «_½UÂÔ ≈�Ot %X łMU“…šÔHCX Ðd�FW �b—¼U «_�Úb«—Ô

µ±ÝU— «ù�UÂÔ √�U�ÓNU �ÓFÓKLÚXÔ √ÊÚ�b ýÓO]FÓ²ÚNU «)ÓLÚ�WÔ «_ÞÚNU—Ô  
117

∂±Ë�Av «*Ku„ ÐNU ŠÔHU…Î ÐFb�UŠÓH]XÚ �özJÓWÏ ÐNU √½u«—Ô

∑±�JQ½ÒNU ðUÐu Ô �uÝv √ÔËœŽÓXÚ�w łU½³ÓOÚt ÝJOMWÏ ËË�U—Ô

∏±�JMÒtÔ �U {Ór] žÓOÚdÓ ÐIOÒW«ùÝöÂ ËÓ¼ÚuÓ «�BU�`Ô «<Ú²U—Ô

π±√ËÚÞÓMÚ²ÓtÔ 
118

 œ«—Ó «�u“«—… —Ó¹Ú¦ÓLUÐÔMOÓXÚ �MÔIÚKÓ²t «�Jd1W œ«—Ô

∞≤Š²Òv ≈–« ýÓO]bÚðÓNU Ë½B³Ú²NUŽÓKÓLUÎ ¹Ô×ÓZÒ �MUƒÁÔ Ë¹Ôe«—Ô

±≤ËðÓGU¹ÓdÓ  «�Nd�UÊ Ë«(Ód�UÊ �wðUÐuðt ËŽKv «�Jd. ¹ÔGU—Ô

≤≤¬ŁdÚ Ó �Bd« �Mt ÐU�Ad· «�cÍŠ�b Ú �d«�ÓNU 
119

 �t «_�BU—Ô

≥≤ËłFKÚ²ÓNU √�ÚMU Ðt Ë�Ó¦UÐWÎ¹dłuÚ �¦uÐWÓ �Bb¼U «�eË̂«—Ô

¥≤¼c« «_ŁOd žb« ÐNU �²FKIU�−dÈ �t �s ŽHu„ «ù¹¦U—Ô

µ≤«ŽKLÚ²MU &LOq �H×p √½ÒNUŠdÂÏ Ë√½p �U�`Ï žHÒU—Ô

∂≤Ë√Ðu„ √Ë�v �Ós žb« �Cd¹×


t


Ë«_�dÔ √�d„ –�ÒWÏ  Ë–�U—Ô

∑≤�OIu‰Ó �Ós ¹dÀ «�KOU�w ÐFb½U¹ÓHMw «�u—È Ë¹ÔFL]dÔ «üŁU—Ô

∏≤Ë√Ðu„ √ŽÚErÔ √Ê ¹IU” ÐQŽEÔrÌ√{×v ÐJUþLWÌ �NsÒ łu«—Ô

π≤√¹s «�Hd“œ‚Ô �s ŽÔö„Ó ËžU�VÏÐÓqÚ œ«—ÂÏ ÐÓqÚ ¹ÓFÚdÔ»Ï Ë½e«—Ô

∞≥�b �Ô‡KÚXÔ ≈–Ú ½ÓIÓKuÁÔ ½ÔIÚKÓWÓ þUŽsÌ½ÓeÓŠÓXÚ Ðt œ«—Ï ËÓýÓj] �Óe«—Ô

115 According to Raw∂atayn, ed. Zaybaq, I, 394: Ž
Ó

A


O
Ó

X
Ú

116 Verse13b is only found in Nukat-Diwan, 63 and Raw∂atayn, ed.
Zaybaq, I, 394.

117 According to Raw∂atayn, ed. Zaybaq, I, 394: «)L�W «_Ð
Ú

d«—
Ô

118 According to Raw∂atayn, ed. Zaybaq, I, 394:  √�
Ú

DÓM
Ú

²
Ó

t
Ô

119 According to Nukat-Diwan, 64 and Raw∂atayn, ed. Zaybaq, I,
394: Š�b 

Ú
 �d«�

Ó
²
Ó

NU
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13 Whilst the bier of floundering fortune was carried away, eyes became blind at the sight
of the bier.
[in the Raw∂atayn this one verse derives from a long fragment of 41 lines:]

13b A corpse’s bier: the stars of the Great Bear and the Little Bear would be pleased if
their constellations were scattered in sorrow because of him.

14 The people stared at him, whilst he was under the cover of the bier (taÌta jinâza),
through the sublimity of its “size’’ (qadrahâ, of the bier) the “size of fate itself’’ (al-
aqdâr) was humbled.

15 The Imâm walked straight ahead of it (the jinâza), then I knew that the Five Pure
People (al-khamsatu l-a†hâr) had paid their last respects.

16 Barefooted the Kings walked with it (the jinâza), after bright angels had caused a
rustling sound.
[Raw∂atayn: Ìaffat malâ’ikatun bihâ a†hâru. Ms. D reads: Ìaffat malâ’ikatun bihâ
anwâru, ... i. e., after pure angels had encircled it, ... after shining angels had encircled it.]

17 As though it were the coffin of Mºsâ, on either side of which were stationed the
“Godly Rest’’ (sakîna) and Dignity.

18 But it contained nothing other than the remains of Islam, namely al-∑âliÌ al-Mukhtâr.
[the style figure of iltifât referring to the son Ruzzîk probably begins here:]

19 You have given him the Dâr al-Wizâra as a home, whilst in the meantime another
house has been built to receive the noble transfer of his remains.

20 After You have constructed it and set it up as a beacon, then to its square people will
make pilgrimages and pay visits.

21 The two pyramids and the two sacred areas (Mecca and Medina) were jealous of each
other in regard to his coffin, and men are jealous of the noble.

22 You preferred to choose MiÒr as a result of which it is honoured, whereas the other
miÒr-s (plural amÒâr, the ancient garrison towns), feel envious of its (MiÒr’s) cemetery.

23 You have turned it into a safe region and abode, where visitors hope for a reward for
the fatigues of their journey.

24 See this “ether’’ is attached to it (the Jinâza, the cloth over the bier), because through
Your forgiveness it has acquired preference.

25 Through the benefaction of Your forgiveness, You have informed us, that it (the cloth)
is a Ìaram and that You are an all-effacing Forgiver.

26 Your father is most worthy and went to his grave. The command is now yours; protect
and defend Your family’s honour.

27 Allow those who inherit the nights after us (i. e., after our death), now simply to say
the following: “Humankind will come to grief; only the traces will be cultivated.”

28 And Your father is too great ever to be compared to those skeletons which acquired a
resting place next to KâÂima (the area of the Shî¢ite shrines in Baghdad).

29 Where is Farazdaq in relation to Your Sublimity?  And Ghâlib, or rather Dârim?  Or
rather Ya¢rub and Nizâr?

30 When they transported him like a beloved woman in a camel’s litter, I said: “His
residence is far removed, and far away is the place we visit!”
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±≥�U �UÊ ≈ôÒ «��OnÓ łÔbÒœÓ žLbÔÁÔÐ�u«ÁÔ Ë¼u «�BU—ÂÔ «�³Ó²ÒU—Ô

≤≥Ë«�³bÚ—Ó �U—‚Ó ÐdłÓtÔ �²³b=ôÐdŠUÐWÌ ¹²AFÚAlÔ «üŁU—Ô 
120

≥≥Ë«�GOYÓ —Ë]È ÐÔKbÓ…Î Łr «½Ú²Ó×Óv√ÔšÚdÈ �MÓuÚ¡Ô Ý×UÐt �b—«—Ô

¥≥¹U ��³qÓ «_Ý²U— œËÊÓ łö�


t


�U–« «�cÍ —Ô�FXÚ �tÔ «_Ý²U—Ô

µ≥�U �w √—È «�eËÒ«—Ó ÐFbÓ �NUÐWÌ�ÓuÚ{Óv �ö ≈–ÊÏ Ëô «Ý²OLU—Ô

∂≥√�ÓHOqÓ ¬‰ �×LbÌ ËË�O]Nr�w ŠOYÔ Žd·Ô Ë�OÒNr ≈½JU—Ô

∑≥žÓCÓVÓ «ù�tÔ ŽKv —łU‰Ì √�ÚbÓ�Ôu«łÓNÚöÎ ŽKÓOÚpÓ 
121

 Ë¬šÓd¹sÓ  √ýU—Ë«

∏≥ô ðF−³ÓsÚ �IÔb«— ½U�W �U�`Ì�KJq= ŽBdÌ �U�`Ï Ë�Ôb«—Ô 
122

π≥Ë« šÓ−ÚKÓ²U �KÚ³Oi �OnÓ ðÓDUË�ÓXÚÝÓHÓNUÎ ÐQÓ¹ÚbÍ «��Ôuœ Ë¼w �BU—Ô

∞¥Ë« ŠÓ�ÚdÓðUÓ �OnÓ «½ÚHÓdÓœÚ Ó _ÓŽÚ³Ôb
Ì

ËŽÓ³ObÔ„Ó «��Uœ« Ô Ë«_ŠÚd«—Ô

±¥—Ó�bË„Ó �w {Oo «:U‰ Ð×OY ô «�‡‡‡‡‡‡‡�DÒw^  �²Ò�l Ëô «)DÒU—Ô

≤¥�U �UÊ √�ÚBdÓ ÐUŽNr Žs �¦KNU�u �MX �²dË�U Ë�U ð�²U—Ô

≥¥Ë�Ib ŁÓ³ÓX] ŁÓ³U Ó �ÔIÚ²b—Ì ŽKvšcÚô½NrÚ �u ÝUŽÓbÓ «*IÚb«—Ô

¥¥ËðÓFÓ¦ÒdÓ Ú √�Úb«�ÔNÔrÚ �pÓ 
123

 ¼O³ÓWÎ�u �r ¹JsÚ �pÓ ÐU�cÔ¹Ôu‰ Ž¦U—Ô

µ¥Ë�Ib ËÓ�Óv �p �s �MUzFp «�dÔ¡ÏÐ¦MUzt  ðÓ�Ú²Ó�ÚLl «��ÔLÒU—Ô

∂¥√Ë�Óv √Ðu Š�sÌ ÐFNb„Ó ŽMÚb�UšÓcÓ�X 15Ï √Ôš²NU Ë¹�U—Ô

120 According to Raw∂atayn, ed. Zaybaq, I, 395: Ð
Ô

d
Ú

łUÎ Ðt ð²AÓF
Ú

AÓl
Ô

 «_½
Ú

u«—
Ô

121 According to Raw∂atayn, ed. Zaybaq, I, 395: ŽKOt

122 According to Nukat-Diwan, 64:
ô ð

Ó
F
Ú

−
Ó

³
Ó

s
Ú

 �IÔb«—
Ó

 ½U�WÓ �U�`Ì�K


JÔqÒ ŽB
Ú

dÌ �U�`
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  Ë�
Ô

b«—
Ô

and according to Raw∂atayn, ed. Zaybaq, I, 395:
ô ð

Ó
F
Ú

−³U �



I
Ô

b«— ½U�W



 �U�`Ì�KJÔqÒ œ¼
Ú

dÌ ½U�WÏ  Ë�Ôb«—
Ô

123 According to Raw∂atayn, ed. Zaybaq, I, 395: Ð


pÓ
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31 He was nothing other than a sword whose sheath has been renewed by another (sword).
That is a Cleaver and Chopper!

32 He was nothing other than the Full Moon which had deserted its constellation and
exchanged it for a roomy space where the tracks which were left behind now shine.

33 A rain shower provided a region with water then it moved on to another place, because
the rain stars of his clouds are extremely abundant.

34 Oh thou who hast lowered the veils over his Majesty: what is he now for whom veils
were once raised?

35 Why do I see visitors in great confusion after their demonstration of respect: there is
no longer any question of Permission nor Succession of orders.

36 Oh Warrantor of the Clan of Mohammed and Friend of them, although the ¢urf, the
good deed of other friends consists of denial,

37 May the Deity be wrathful towards those who in ignorance rose up against him, and
towards others who plotted against him.

38 Do not be surprised on account of Qudâr and the she Camel of ∑âliÌ, for each century
has its ∑âliÌ and its Qudâr.  [According to ms. D.]
[Do not be surprised because of Qudâr, O She Camel of ∑âliÌ, for each century has
its ∑âliÌ and its Qudâr. Thus according to Raw∂atayn I, 126.]

39 Oh, what disgrace, due to the white blades (white and glittering swords, li l-bî∂i), and
how haughty they were in their folly (ta†âwalat), in the hands of the Blacks (bi-aydî l-
sºdi) whose reach was short (qaÒîra).

40 Oh what sorrow, how alone you were when opposed by these ‘’slaves’’ (a¢bud), while
your “pious slaves’’ (¢abîd) are Gentlemen and Nobles.

41 They leered at You in a narrow land, where neither the spear nor the vibrating lance
had leeway.

42 For such an event the failure of their arms was extreme, if You had only been freed
to do that which You chose!

43 You were firm with the firmness of an Almighty who was able to “withhold mercy
from’’ them (Muqtadirun ¢alâ khidhlâni-him); had Predestination only worked for You!

44 Their feet would have stumbled out of respect for You, had you not stumbled over
your own hem!124

45 Amongst Your employees one man was loyal to You; the evening speakers ask for his
eulogy to be heard.

46 Abº Îasan loyally fulfilled the oath with You when a right hand let its sister down
and vice versa.

124 Compare as a comment on the lines of verse which will follow
in the text, what ¢Umâra remembers in his Memoirs, Nukat-
Diwan, p. 145: “Reports concerning al-Mukarram ¢Alî ibn
al-Zabad: this person was an exaggerator who was excessive
in his madhhab, without anyone being aware of this. In his
fidelity to the Banº Ruzzîk he was NuÒayritic in his loyalty and
creed. He was with al-∑âliÌ on the day of the Golden Room.
He fought vehemently to defend him and carried on wielding

his sword until it broke in two. When he no longer had a
sword, he threw himself on top of al-∑âliÌ as he was lying in
the hall of the corridor, protected him with his own body. The
swords continued to be directed towards him until al-∑âliÌ stood
up and more people flocked in. I mentioned him in a QaÒîda,
in which I mourned al-∑âliÌ on the day on which his bier
(tâbºt) was transported to the burial ground. In that QaÒîda
the report regarding Ibn al-Zabad states the following: ...’’
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∑¥žUÐXÚ ŠLUðÔpÓ Ë«ŁI5 Ë�r ðGVÚ�ÓJQ½NrÚ Ð×Cu—Á ŠÔCÒU—Ô

∏¥ô ð�Qô ≈ôÒ �ÓCU—»Ó  ÝOHt�KÓIbÚ  ðÓe¹bÔ  ËðÓMÚIÔhÔ «_šÚ³U—Ô

π¥�IwÓ «*ÓMOÒ‡‡ÓWÓ œËÊÓ ËłNpÓ ÝU�d«ÎŽsÚ žÔdÒ…Ì �−Ó³OMNU ≈ÝÚHU—Ô

∞µŠ²Òv ≈–« «½ÚIDlÓ «(Ô�UÂÔ ÐJÓH=tË«½HÓq]  �Mt �ÓCÚd»Ï  Ëžd«—Ô

±µ√�IvÓ ŽKOpÓ Ë�U¹WÎ �pÓ ½ÓHÚ�ÓtÔ*ÒU «½Ú²Ó×Ó²ÚpÓ  �u«—ÂÏ  ËýHU—Ô

≤µ≈Ê �r ¹c‚Ú �U”Ó «�dÓœÓÈ �³IÓKÚ³t�s šÓLÚd¼U √ÝÓHUÎ ŽKOpÓ šÔLU—Ô

≥µ¼w Ë�HWÏ —Ô“‚ «*JdÒÂÔ ŠLb¼UËŽKv —łU‰Ì �u�ÔNU Ë«�FU—Ô 
125

¥µ√ÔŠKKÚXÓ œ«— �d«�WÌ ô ðÓ‡MÚ‡ICw√Ðb«Î  ËŠqÒ ÐIUðKOp Ðu«—Ô

µµ¹U �OXÓ ŽOMÓp ýU¼Ób Ú  √Šu«�Nr�s ÐFb¼U Ë—√  ≈�v �U �U—Ë«

∂µË�l «�IBU’Ô ÐNr Ë�O�u« �IÚMFU¹d{v Ë√¹s �s «��LU¡ ž³U—Ô

∑µ{U�X ÐNr ÝFWÔ «�H−UÃ Ë—0U½UÂ «�FbË^ 
126

 Ëô ¹MUÂÔ «�¦U—Ô

∏µËðu¼]Lu« √Ê «�Id«—Ó �DOÒWÏðÔMÚ−w Ë√¹s �s «�ICU¡ �d«—Ô

πµÞU—Ë« �LbÒ √Ðu «�A−UŸ �BOb


¼rÚýÓdÓ„Ó «�dœÈ �JQ½Nr �U ÞU—Ë«

∞∂¬�UœÔ √ŽLU— «�³d¹W �bÒ…Ï&dÍ ≈�v žU¹UðNU «_ŽÚLU—Ô

±∂�²NsÒ ÐU_łd «�FEOr 
127

 Ë�O²WÌœ—łXÚ ŽKONU �³Kp «_šOU—Ô

≤∂�U Ó «�u�w^ ÐNU ËŠLe… ŽLt̂Ë«Ðs «�³Ó²u‰


 ËłFÚHdÔ «�DOÒU—Ô

≥∂½KÚX «��FUœ…Ó  Ë«�AÓNUœ… Ë«�FKvŠOÒUÎ Ë�OÚ²UÎ √ŽbÒ
128 

 –« �ÓH�U—Ô

¥∂Ë�Ib √�d] «�F5Ó ÐFb„ √—ÚËÓŸÏ�uôÁ �r ¹pÔ �KFÔKÓv «Ý²Id«—Ô

µ∂�uô łLOqÔ Ëôzt �²H−]d ÚšÔKÔZÔ «�³ÓKÓv Ëðb«ŽX


 «_ËÚÞU—Ô

∂∂*ÒU «Ý²IUÂ (Hk √�ÒW √ŠLbÌŽLd Ú Ðt «_ËÞUÊ Ë«_ËÞU—Ô

125 According to Nukat-Diwan, 145: �R�
Ô

NU Ë«�FU—
Ô

126 According to Nukat-Diwan, 64: ½UÂ
Ó

 «�u�w
^

 Ëô ¹MUÂ
Ô

 «�¦U—
Ô

127 According to Nukat-Diwan, 64 and Raw∂atayn  ed. Zaybaq, I,
395:   �²

Ó
N
Ó

s
]

 ÐU_ł
Ú

d «'e¹q

128 Raw∂atayn, ed. Zaybaq, I, 396: ≈Ê
Ò
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47 Your protectors were absent in their trust, but you [Oh Abº Îasan] were not absent–
then it appeared as though they were present simply due to his presence!

48 You both must ask no one, apart from asking the sharp edge of his (Ibn al-Zabad’s)
sword, because information is sometimes too much and sometimes too little. [Only the
sword’s information is sufficient.]

49 He met his Fate in order to protect your visage, and to reveal a noble blaze for a noble forehead.
50 But when the sword broke in his hand and the cutting edge and sharpness were damaged,
51 He threw himself upon You to protect You, whilst slashing and sharp swords were

directed towards You.  [Ibn al-Zabad survived the attack and only later under ∆irghâm
was he executed.]

52 Though he did not drink from the well of destruction, then there is still in his heart a
remnant of drunkenness from its wine–out of sorrow for You.

53 It is persistence (waqfa) for which al-Mukarram is provided with praise; however, for
other men that persistence means “lowness’’ [lu’mu-hâ, or according to ms. D lawmu-
hâ, i. e., “reproof’’]  and disgrace.

54 May You be placed in a Residence of Nobility (Dâr karâma) which will never end,
and may Ruin descend upon Your murderers.

55 Oh had Your eye but beheld their situation after this (“persistence’’ in the murderous
attack); had it but seen what became of them!

56 May punishment fall upon them and may  they not be like “a persuasive person who
satisfies the people’’.  Indeed, how far is the dust removed from heaven!

57 May the space of the mountain paths become frighteningly narrow for them; and how
frequently did the enemy of revenge (nâma l-¢adºwu, or nâma l-walîyyu, ‘‘the warden
of revenge’’) sleep; but revenge itself never slept.

58 They imagined that the flight was a mount which would rescue them; but where is an
escape from judgment (mina l-qa∂â’i firâru)?

59 They flew away, but Abº l-Shujâ¢ (scil., the son al-¢Âdil) tightened the net of ruin in
order to hunt them; then it was as if they had never flown away.

60 Every human life spans a period of time, but towards the end all the periods of life
are set in motion.

61 Be thankful for an abundant salary and a path of death, along which all the best have
already walked before You.

62 The WaÒîyyu (¢Alî) died on that path, and Îamza, his uncle, and the son of Fâ†ima
and Ja¢far the ™ayyâr.

63 May You acquire Happiness, Martyrdom and Sublimity both alive and dead. I consider
that true pride!

64 After You had gone hence, the eye was cooled by an admirable person; had he not
been there, then there would have been no resting place for Sublimity.

65 Had his wonderful loyalty not been there, the rivers of misfortune would have burst
forth and the desired goals would have collapsed.

66 Then he would not have acted justly to protect the congregation of AÌmad, through
whom the lands and their goals (al-aw†ânu wa l-aw†âru) were satisfied.
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∑∂«�MU�dÔ «�NUœÍ «�cÍ Š�MUðÔtÔŽs ÝOÒ¾U  “Ó�U½MU √ŽÚc«—Ô

∏∂�KpÏ łMU¹WÔ ÝOHt ËÝMU½t�w �qÒ ł³ÒU— ŽBUÁ łÔ³U—Ô

π∂łÔLFX �t �dÓ‚ «�IKu» ŽKv «�d{vË«��OnÔ łU�FÔNsÒ Ë«�b¹MU—Ô

∞∑Ë¼LU «�Kc«Ê ≈–« √�U�U œË�WÎœ«½X Ë�UÊ _�d¼U «Ý²Ld«—Ô

±∑Ë≈–« ¼LU «�²d�U Ë�r ¹²MU�d«ŽeÒ «�FbË^ Ë–�ÒX «_½ÚBU—Ô

≤∑¹U šOdÓ �Ós ½ÔICX �t ŽÔIÓbÔ «(Ô³vËžb« ≈�Ot «�MIiÔ Ë«ù�d«—Ô

≥∑Ë�CXÚ √Ë«�dÔÁÔ «*DUŽWÔ Š�ÚV �U¹ICw Ðt «ù¹d«œÔ Ë«ù�b«—Ô

¥∑≈Ê «�JHU�WÓ Ë«�u“«—…Ó �r ¹e‰Ú¹R�Óv ≈�Op ÐIBb¼U Ë¹ÔAU—Ô

µ∑�U½X �Ô�U�d…Î ≈�Op Ëð³Fb «�‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡QšÚDU—Ô �U �r ðÔd�V «_ŠÚEU—Ô

∂∑Š²Òv ≈–« ½e�XÚ ŽKOp ËýU¼b Ú�KJUÎ �e½Úb «*ÔKÚp �Mt √ÔË«—Ô

∑∑√�ÚIXÚ ŽBU¼U �w –Ó—Ó«„ ËŽÔdÒ¹ÓXÚŽMNU «��dËÃÔ ËŠÔDÒX «_Ë�U—Ô

∏∑�Kt ÝOdÓðp «�²w √ÞKIÚ²ÓNUË�OuœÔ¼U «�²U—¹aÔ Ë«_ýFU—Ô

π∑łKÒX �BKÒv šUÞdÍ �w �bŠNUË�³ÓXÚ Ë—«zw �ÔdÒÕ Ë�NU—Ô

∞∏Ë«)OqÔ ô ¹Ôd{Op �MNU ��Ú³d≈ôÒ ≈–« �U �eÒ¼U «*CÚLU—Ô

±∏Ë�b«z×w �U �b ŽKLXÓ ËÞU*UÝ³IXÚ Ë�r ¹Ô³ÚKÓqÚ �NsÒ Žc«—Ô

≤∏≈ÊÚ √šÒdðÚMw Žs łMUÐp �×MWÏÐQ�q] �MNU ðÔ³Ú�j «_Žc«—Ô

≥∏�KbÍ] �s ŠÔ�s «�uô¡ ŽIOb…Ï¹Ôd{OÚp �MNU «'NdÔ Ë«ùÝd«—Ô
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67 He is al-NâÒir, the Just Leader, whose beautiful qualities are excuses for the bad qualities
of our time.

68 A king, —the “retribution’’ by his sword and his spear is a  jubâr  [a “natural disaster’’
not to be avenged] on every  tyrant (jabbâr) who fails to obey him.129

69 Through him the various parties of hearts were united in satisfaction: both the Sword
and the Dînâr were their uniters.

70 When these two maintain a Dynasty, then it subjects itself and it continues its existence.
71 When they separate and fail to support one another, the enemy becomes mighty and

the Helpers (al-anÒâr) are humbled.
72 Oh the best, for whom the fastenings of the waiting clothes were loosened, and to

whom Severance and Continuation came!
73 Whose effective orders took place in accordance with the requirements of introduction

and execution:
74 The Regency and the Vizierate, the excellence of which will always remain attributable

to You through a sign and an instruction;
75 They themselves travelled to You and danger was far away because the fences had not

been jumped.
76 Subsequently, the Vizierate and the Regency descended upon You and saw a king who

had the fervour to ignite the tinder box of kingship.
77 They threw their travelling staff down under Your protection and the saddles were taken

from them.
78 What a wonderful Biography You have, one to which You gave free rein, but it was

set down by History and Poetry.
79 That biography was full of majesty and thus my inner self composed a prayer (Òalât)

in praise of it, and behind me full-grown horses and their foals bowed down.
80 A message about the horses fails to satisfy You, except when the race course confines

them.
81 My odes are exactly as You have already learnt, because they have existed for a long

time without there being any reproach.
82 If an ordeal determines that I remain behind, excuses have been proffered for less than

that.
83 I have a Creed consisting of beautiful loyalty and the overtness and the covertness of

that creed will please You.

129 Compare Lisân al-¢Arab, “jubârun ya¢nî saylan. Kullu mâ ahlaka
wa-afsada: jubârun. Al-Tahdhîb: wa l-jubâru al-hadaru. yuqâlu:
dhahaba damu-hu jubâran. Wa-ma¢nâ l-aÌâdîthi: an tanfalita l-

bahîmatu l-¢ajmâ¢u fa-tuÒîbu fî infilâti-hâ insânan aw shay’an fa-
jurÌu-hâ hadarun, wa-kadhâlika l-bi’ru al-¢âdiyyatu yasqu†u fîhâ
insânun fa-yahliku fa-damuhu hadarun ...’’
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APPENDIX C

The poem to rhyme al-Ìânî,130

Ë�U‰ 1bÕ «�BU�` Ë¹dŁw √¼q «�³OX

±ýQÊÔ «�Gd«Â √łqÒ √Ê ¹ÓK×U½w�Ot Ë≈Ê �MX «�AHOo «(ÓU½w

≤√½U –�p «�BVÒ «�cÍ �DFX Ðt�KW «�Gd«Â �ÓDU�l «��Ku«Ê

≥�K¾ÓX “łUłW �³dÁ ÐCLOdÁ�³bÓ  šHOÒWÔ ýQ½t �KAU½w

¥žb— Ú 0uŁINU «�b�uŸ �GUœ— ÝdÒÍ √ÝOd«Î �w ¹b «ùŽöÊ

µŽMÒHX √łHU½w �IUÂ ÐFÔc—¼UËłÚbÏ ¹³O`Ô Ëœ«zlÓ «_łÚHUÊ

∂¹U �U—�UÎ ½×uÍ ŽMUÊÓ �ö�tË«�Au‚Ô ¹ÔBÚd· ŽMt �ÓCÚq ŽMU½w

∑«�ÚBdÚ ŽKOp �DU‰ �U √ý−U½w—ÝÚrÏ ¹NOZ Ðt Ðc�dÁ √ý−U½w

∏�KHw ÐFeðt «�cÍ √'U½w�²�C‡̂Fw Ë¼u «*Ô�w¡Ô  «'U½w

π¹IÚd« žd«�w �s �×OHW šÓbÒÁÐAd «�d{v Ë&NÒr «�GÓCÚ³UÊ

∞±�²F²ÒVÏ 
131

 √¼ÚbÓÈ ≈�w] Ž²UÐÓtÔË�ÚöÎ �AÓv �w �u—… «�N−d«Ê

±±Ë√ðv ŽKv ŠÓcÓ— «�uýU… ËšOH²ÓwÚŽ5 «�d�OV Ë�u�W «�GÓOd«Ê
 132

≤±√¹dË�ÔMw ¼OnÔ «�GBuÊ ≈–« «½¦MÓXÚýGÓHUÎ ÐIbÒ �MFÒrÌ —¹ÒUÊ

≥±�u �r ¹Js �w «�³UÊ �s √ŽDU�týÓ³ÓtÏ *U Š�ÔMXÚ žÔBuÊÔ «�³UÊ

¥±¹U �UŠ³Ów] Ë�w �−U½³W «�NuÓÈ—«ÍÔ «�dýUœ �LU «�cÍ ðd¹UÊ

¥±»Ðw �U ¹cËœÔ Žs «�MÓ�OV √�ÓKÒtÔË¹Ô�ÓN=qÔ √¹Ú�ÓdÔÁÔ łMuÊÓ łÓMÓU½w
133

µ±�³CÓXÚ ŽKv �nÒ «�B]³UÐW ÝÓKÚuÓ…ÏðMNw «*MÚNw] Žs ÞUŽW «�FBÚOUÊ

∂±√Ô�Ú�w Ë�K³w Ð5 �Ó³ÚdÌ šU–‰ÌËðÓ−KÒbÌ �U’Ì Ë¼Ór> œ«Ê

∑±�b ÝN]KXÚ ŠÓeÚÊÓ «�JöÂ �MUœ»¬‰ «�dÝu‰ ½Óu«ŽVÔ «_ŠÚe«Ê

130 ¢Umâra’s poem on rhyme al-Ìânî, a poem of 51 lines of verse.
Manuscript D (Petersburg), folio 181 verso - 183 recto; ms.
Rabat p. 223-224 (page numbering).  This poem has been
partially edited by Derenbourg, Nukat-Diwan, p. 362-364 (= vss.
1-5, 14-32). Ms. D introduces the poem as follows: He said
in praise of al-∑âliÌ and to the lamentation of the Ahl al-Bayt.
In ms. Rabat the first 9 verses are missing, due to a lacuna.

131 Ms. Rabat: �
Ô

²
Ó

GO
Ò

V
Ï

132 Ms. Rabat: ËšOH²


w Ž
Ó

O
Ú

s
Ô

 «�d�


OV Ë�u�W
Ô

 «�F
Ó

d
Ú
ÐUÊ



133 This line (14b) in the poem to rhyme al-Ìânî is only found in
ms. Rabat.
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APPENDIX C

Poem to rhyme al-Ìânî, see ¢Umâra’s Elegies and the Lamp of Loyalty, footnote 94.

He said in praise of al-∑âliÌ and in lamentation of the Ahl al-Bayt the following:
1 The affair of love is too majestic for me to be bashful and ashamed, even if I were

tender and sympathetic.
2 I am that lover within whom the bond of love has cut short desirable oblivion.
3 The lamp glass of his breast has been filled with his conscious thoughts, so that the

hidden parts of his affair are clearly visible to the hater.
4 The tears betrayed the oath, thus they left my secret behind, a prisoner in the hand of

overt proclamation.
5 Those tears treated my eyelids harshly, then Sorrow brought an excuse for them, a Sorrow

which denounced the hidden reserves of the eyelids (i. e., the tears were denounced).
6 Oh thou who turned towards me the reins of your reproach:  the pull of my reins has

now been averted from desire!
7 Let me be brief with You, because for a long time, I have been tormented by a lonely

spot,  through which my sorrows have been nourished by my thoughts.
8 It was my lovesickness for his nobleness which forced me to seek refuge in my

submission, because he is a malefactor and criminal.
9 His love for me can be read from this sheet of paper (his cheek), through the

countenance of contentment and the sombreness of wrath.
10 Whenever he disappeared, he bestowed upon me his reproach, like a renewed contact

which was enacted in the form of aversion.
11 He came, watchful of the gossip-mongers and the aggression of the jealous [wa-Òawlati

l-ghayrân according to ms. D, but wa-Òawlati l-¢arbân “and the aggression of the
Bedouins” according to ms. Rabat].

12 Shall the slenderness of the twigs suit me if they bow in lovesickness, displaying a
benificient and well-formed posture?

13 Were there no similarity in the flanks of the Bân tree, then the twigs of the Bân tree
would no longer be beautiful. [the comparison is turned round here: the Bân tree has
to resemble the beloved one’s posture of beauty.]

14 Oh my two friends! In “the avoidance of love’s passion’’ lies the directive of the Just
Path, but what do you two think of that?

14b The least of what is within me is sufficient to keep  the nasîb far away; and the most
insignificant thing levels the path for the obsession of my spirit.

15 Oblivion took the hand of Lovesickness in its grasp and it forbade insight to lend an
ear to rebellion.

16 In the evening I came with my heart between false perseverance, far-reaching toughness
and close solicitude.

17 The fast moving camels of sorrow (aÌzân) have made the rough ground of speaking
level for anyone who wishes to mourn the clan (Âl) of the Envoy.
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∏±�UÐc‰Ú ��UÐIWÓ «�K�UÊ Ë½ÓBÚdÁ≈ÊÚ �U Ó ½ÓBÚdÔ �NMÒbÌ ËÝMUÊ

π±Ë«łÚFÓqÚ Šb¹YÓ ÐÓMw «�u�w= ËþKÚLÓNrðÓAÚ³OVÓ ýÓJÚuÓÈ «�b¼d Ë«)ÓcÚôÊ

∞≤žB³XÚ √�OÒWÔ ≈—ÚÀÓ ¬‰ �×LÒbÌÝÓHÓNUÎ ËýÓM]XÚ žU—…Ó «�A]MPÊ

±≤ËžÓbÓ Ú ðÔ×U�nÔ 
134

 �w «)ö�W √¼ÚKÓNUËðÔIUÐqÔ «�³d¼UÊÓ ÐU�³ÔNÚ²UÊ

≤≤�rÚ ðIÚ²MlÚ √ŠÚö�ÔNU Ðd�uÐNUþNdÓ «�MHU‚ ËžU—»Ó «�FÔbÚË«Ê

≥≤Ë�Fuœ¼r �w —ÔðÚ³WÌ ½³u¹ÒWÌ�rÚ ¹³ÚMNU �Nr √Ðu ÝHÚOUÊ

¥≤Š²Òv √{U�u« ÐFÚbÓ –�p √½ÒNr√šcË« Ð¦ÓQ— «�JÔHÚd �w «ù1UÊ

µ≤�QðÓv “¹UœÏ �w «�I³O` “¹Uœ…Îðd�XÚ ¹e¹bÓ ¹e¹bÔ �w «�MÔIÚBUÊ 
135

∂≤ŠdÚ»Ï ÐMÔuÚ Šd»Ì √�U�u« Ýu�ÓNUËðÓA³ÒNÓXÚ ÐNr ÐMu �ÓdË«Ê

∑≤�ÓNHw ŽKv «�MÓHd «�c¹sÓ √�ÔÔHN̂rÚžÓOÚYÔ «�Úu—È Ë�ÓFu½WÔ «�KÓNÚHUÊ

∏≤√ýÚöƒ¼rÚ �e‚Ï ÐJq= ŁMOÒWÌËłÔ�Ôu�ÔNr �ÓdÚŽÓv ÐJqÒ �JUÊ

π≤�U�XÚ ŽKONr ÐU�²LU�T √Ô�Ò‡WÏÐUŽXÚ łe¹qÓ «�dÐÚ̀ ÐU)Ô�Úd«Ê

∞≥œÔ�Fu« Žs «(o= «�cÍ ýNb Ú �NrÐU�MÒhÒ �Ot ýu«¼bÔ «�Id¬Ê

±≥�U �UÊ √ËÚôÓ¼r Ðt �u √Ô¹=bË«ÐU�BÒU�̀ «<Ú²U— �sÚ žÓ�ÒUÊ

≤≥√½�U¼r «<²U—Ó �b‚Ô Ëôzt�r √ËÒ‰Ì √—ÐÓv ŽKOt «�¦U½w

≥≥�OXÓ «�KOU�w √ÝKH²ÚNr ½ÓBÚdÓÁÔË“�U½ÓtÔ  �w ÝU�n «_“�UÊ

¥≥�ÓOÚLU ¹ÓdÓË«Ú √ÊÒ «��LUŸ �ÔIÓBÒdÏ�sÚ �ÓCÚKt ŽÓLÒU ðdÈ «�FOMUÊ

µ≥¹ÔMÚAT �NÔrÚ �w �q= ËłÚtÌ �bÚŠWÎÝÓ×Ó³ÓXÚ �ÓDU—�ÓNU ŽKv ÝÓ×Ú³ÓUÊ

∂≥Ë¹ÓuÓœ^ 
136

 �s �ÓdÚ◊ «;³ÒW �ONrÔ�u «½ÒNrÚ �ÔbŠu« ÐJq= ��UÊ

∑≥�KpÏ ðÔd«ŸÔ Ðt «*ÔKu„Ô ËŽMbÓÁÔËÓ—ÓŸÏ ¹�OdÔ Ð�Odðt «*ÓKÓJUÊ

∏≥�Ô²GU¹dÔ «_ËÚ�U· �u‚Ó łÓ³OMtÐAÚdÔ 
137

 «�uÓ�w= Ë¼ÓOÚ³WÔ «��ÔKÚDUÊ

π≥ðÓFÚMÔu «�uÔłuÁÔ ≈–« —√ðÚtÔ �OKÚ²IwŠbÒ 
138

 «�¦dÈ Ë�FU�bÔ «�²O−UÊ

134 Ms. Rabat: Ëž
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136 Ms. Rabat: Ëð
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18 When the support of the Indian sword and the spearhead slips away, use the tongue
and its support.

19 And make the discussion about the sons of the WaÒîyi (= ¢Alî) and the injustice which
affected them into part of a love song  introducing a complaint about Fate and its
treachery.

20 In foolishness Umayya has usurped the inheritance of the clan (Âl) of Mohammed: the
attack of the hater has begun.

21 The succession has come within the Caliphate of their family: proof (al-burhân) has
been set against beautifully polished non-sense (al-buhtân).

22 Their long-suffering characters were not content merely to ride on the back of Hypocrisy
and the camel hump of Enmity.

23 Nor were they merely content to sit together in a prophetic circle, which Abº Sufyân
had never built for them,

24 But they even added to all of that by taking revenge on Belief on behalf of Disbelief!
25 Thus Ziyâd [ibn Abîhi] came bringing such a great increase (ziyâda) in wickedness

that this allowed Caliph Yazîd a still further increase in imperfection.
26 It was a war in which the market was organised by  the Banº Îarb (scil., the family

of Abº Sufyân). And the Banº Marwân behaved in the same way.
27 How sadly I sigh for those people whose hands were no more than Rainfall for humanity

and Food for the sorrowful,
28 Their entrails are shredded in every mountain pass.  Their bodies have been struck

down in every place.
29 A congregation (umma) held its assistance back from them, thereby selling abundant

profit in exchange for loss.
30 They were shut off from the Truth, in favour of which the special reference in the

Koran bore witness.
31 How appropriate it would have been for them, if they had been supported by al-∑âliÌ

the Chosen One from Ghassân. (i.e., ™alâ’i¢ ibn Ruzzîk al-Malik al-∑âliÌ).
32 His sincere loyalty ensured that they had forgotten (the earlier) Mukhtâr.  How many

a winner is overtaken by the one in second place!
33 Oh that the nights had given his victory and his time to these people in earlier days,
34 So that they could see his excellence; for hearing alone is insufficient.
35 For them an ode has been composed on every aspect, an ode which has dragged its

silky garments over SaÌbân (who was so renowned for his eloquence).
36 Due to an exaggerated love for them, people desire them to be praised in every language.
37 A king who startles other kings, however, has a godfearing attitude (wara¢), which the

Two Angels themselves will imitate in their biographies.
38 He is changeable in his qualities: on his forehead is the godliness of the Holy man

but also the awe which radiates from a Sultan.
39 Countenances were subservient when they saw him, whereupon two things met each

other: the cheek of the earth and the straps of the crown.  [even kings bowed into the
dust before al-∑âliÌ.]
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∞¥≈ÊÒ «�u“«—…Ó �r ðÓeÓ‰Ú �s �Ó³ÚKt¼ÓbÓ�UÎ _ÝÚNr šHÒWÌ 
139

 Ë¼u«Ê

±¥Š²Òv √ðO`Ó �NU √žÓd^ �Ô²Óu]ÃÌžÓBÚVÓ «�MHu” ≈–« «�Ú²ÓIÓv «'ÓLÚFUÊ

≤¥�S–« �NU ÐFÚb «�Nu«Ê ÐFeÒ…Ì�ÓFÚ�U¡Ó łÓKÒXÚ 
140

 šu�ÓNU ÐQ�UÊ

≥¥Ë√ÐUÊÓ ½ÔIÚBUÊÓ «*Ku„ �LU�ÔtÔÐGÓd«zV «*FÚdË· Ë«�FdÚ�UÊ

¥¥¹ÓdÚŽÓv ÝÓu«ÂÔ «�EsÒ Ð5Ó —łUzt 
141

—ÓËÚ÷Ó «�GMÓv Ë�MUÐXÓ «ùŠÚ�UÊ

µ¥�u √�ÚJM²tÔ «�MO=d« Ô _�Ú³Ó×ÓXÚ�Ot Ë�JsÚ �OÚfÓ �w «ù�ÚJUÊ

∂¥žÓOYÏ ¹ÓGÚ²Mw �Ô²ÚdÓŽU Ô ŠOU{tË½IÓFÚXÔ �MNU žÔKÒWÓ «�EÓLÚPÊ

∑¥Ë—Ó√¹ÚXÔ �ÓOÚYÓ «�GU» �w Žd¹MtËË�ÓHÚXÔ ŠOÚYÔ √—È «�FÔKÓv Ë¹d«½w 
142

∏¥Ë�IbÚ √�r] Ðt «�d]łU¡Ô �ÔNUłd«ÎŽsÚ �Ô�Ú²IÓd= «_¼q Ë«_ËÚÞUÊ

π¥�Q½U�ÓMw �uÚ‚Ó «�dłU¡ Ë“«œÓ½w�ÔdÚÐUÎ Ë�sÚ ½UœÍ «�MÓbÓÈ √œÚ½ÓU½w
143

∞µ�ÓdÓÂÏ ¹Iq^ �¦OdÔ �ÓbÚŠw ŽMbÁÔË¹Jq^ ŽsÚ √œÚ½UÁÔ ýÔJÚdÔ ��U½w

±µ�Ós �UÊ �w ýd·Ï ÐMÓEÚr �b¹×t�L²v √�uÂÔ ÐAJd �U √Ëô½w

139 Ms. Rabat: š
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140 Ms. Rabat: Š
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141 Ms. Rabat: —
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142 Ms. Rabat: Ë
Ó

ð
Ó
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w

143 This line and the two lines following which form the ending
of this poem to rhyme al-Ìânî, are not found in ms. Rabat as

there appears to be a lacuna. Ms. Rabat page 225 continues
with the text, line 7, of another poem on the rhyme al-aghâni
dedicated to Taqî al-Dîn, see ed. Derenbourg p. 383-384.
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40 Before his time, the Vizierate was constantly a target for the arrows of mockery and
contempt [or according to ms. Rabat: ‘‘... a target for the arrows of fear and contempt’’],

41 Until she (the Vizierate) was appointed to be the most radiantly crowned figure,  despite
the (lost) souls, when two armies came up against each other.

42 And after the slander, they received “esteem with a broad chest’’ which took away her
anxiety (khawfahâ) through the granting of a safe asylum (amân).

43 Through special aspects of decency and religious knowledge, his perfection has
demonstrated clearly the shortcomings of the kings.

44 The Cattle of Conjecture as to whether benefits might be granted grazed among the
pastures, in gardens of abundance and nurseries of benevolence.

45 If the “celestial luminaries” [al-nayyirât, celestial  bodies or planets] had made it possible
for him, then they would have ended up in him — but that was not possible.

46 He is the “rain’’ through which the overfull pools have become rich and from where I
quenched the thirst of the thirsty.

47 I saw the Lion of the Forest in his lair, and I remained standing on the spot where I
saw Sublimity whilst it could also see me.

48 Hopeful  expectation visited him [scil., the poet himself], when he began to leave the
homestead of his ahl [wives and children].

49 He gave me more than I had hoped for and brought me closer and allowed me to
approach the meeting of the charitable dew (wa-min nâdî l-nadâ adnâ-nî).

50 A noble deed; in comparison to it, much of my praise is too scant and the gratitude
from my tongue is too weak for the least of this largesse.

51 It is he, through whom I am honoured by composing his eulogy in poetry.  But when
will I stand up in gratitude for that which he has bestowed upon me?
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APPENDIX D

In the ode (rhyme bi-Ìamdihi), we see the poet giving complete recognition to the Rights
of the Fâ†imid Imâm.144

�U‰ 1bÕ «ù�UÂ «�FU{b

±¹U šOdÓ  �ÓsÚ ½ÔErÓ «*b¹`Ô :ÚbÁËðÓMÓeÒ�ÓXÚ ÝÔuÓ—Ô «�J²U» Ð×ÓLÚbÁ

≤¹U ŠÔ−ÒWÓ «�KÒt «�²w ÐCOUzNU¼Ôb


¹ÓXÚ ÐBOd…Ô ŠUzdÌ Žs �ÓBÚbÁ

≥√½ÚXÓ «�cÍ ÐÓKÓmÓ «�MNU¹WÓ �w «�FÔKÓvŽHÚu«Î Ë�rÚ ¹³KÔmÚ Ðb«¹WÓ łÔNÚbÁ 
145

¥ËÓ—ÀÓ «�NÔb«…Ó «�d]«ýb¹sÓ ≈�U�WÎ√ŠÚOU �FU�LÓNU ÐuÓ«{̀ —ÔýÚbÁ

µ≈ÊÚ ¹H²�dÚ ÐM³uÒ… ËË�OWÌ�NLU ðÔd«ÀÏ Žs √ÐOt ËłbÒÁ

∂Ë≈–« ðMeÒ‰ œËÊÓ –�p �r ¹−bÚ≈ôÒ Ë�w] šKOHWÌ �w ŽNbÁ 
146

∑�U {Ód]�rÚ Ë«*ÔBÚDHv �JrÚ √»Ï�ÔIÚb«½ÔJrÚ �IÓCO³t ËÓ�³ÔdÚœÁ

∏�U Ð5 ¬ô  «�M³w= Ë¬�t 
147

≈ôÒ �LU Ð5 «)Ô�UÂ ËžLÚbÁ

πýÓdÓ·Ï žÓbÓËÚ Ó √ÐU �×LbÌ –—ÚË…Î 
148

�w ðUł


t


 Ë�d¹b…Î �w ŽIÚbÁ

∞±�−ÚbÏ ¹Iu‰ ≈–« Žbœ ] ½Ô−Ôu�ÓtÔšÓq= «ùÞU�WÓ Ë«šÚ²ÓBdÚ �w ŽÓb=Á

±±Ë«–�ÔdÚ √ÐU «*ÓOÚLuÊ ¹ÓFÚ²Óq –�dÔÁÔ 
149

ýd�UÎ Ëô ð²Fb] ½×Úu �ÓFÓbÒÁ

≤±«(U�kÓ «*Ó×ÚHuÿÓ ŽMb �ÓGO³tÐ¦öŁWÌ ËÓ—Łu« «�NÔbÓÈ �s ËÔ�ÚbÁ

≥±�


sÚ þU�dÌ √Ë �UzeÌ √Ë ŽU{b
Ì

√{Ú×ÓXÚ ÐMu —“Ò¹pÓ ÝUŽbÓ ŽÓCÚbÁ

¥±�uÂÏ √ŠÓK]NÔr «�e�UÊÔ 
150

 �Ód«ð³UÎ√ÓËÚ�ÓXÚ ŽKv ŠÓq= «�e�UÊ ËŽÓIÚbÁ

µ±«�³UÝDuÊÓ ŁÓu«ÐÓNÔrÚ ËÓŽIUÐÓNrÚÐQðÓr= ÐUŸÌ �w «�FÔKv Ë√�ÓbÒÁ

∂±ËÓ—ÀÓ «�JHU�WÓ ŽUœ‰Ï �w ŠÔJÚLt�MÚNrÚ Ë�‡JsÚ 
151

 łUzdÏ �w —�Úb


Á


∑±½ODÓXÚ ŠÓLUzKÔNU ÐFUðoÌ √—ÚËÓŸÌŠÓLÓqÓ «�A]b«zbÓ �Ó³Úq ËÓ�ÚX √ýÔb=Á

144 ¢Umâra’s poem on rhyme bi-Ìamdihi, a poem of 39 lines of
verse.  Manuscript D (Petersburg), folio 44 verso - 45 verso;
ms. Rabat p. 85-87.  This poem has been partially edited by
Derenbourg, Nukat-Diwan, p. 201-202 (=vss. 1, 11-13). The
introduction reads, “He says in praise of the Imâm al-¢A∂id
the following: ...’’

145 Ms. Rabat: ð
Ô

³
Ú

KÓm
Ú

 Ðb«¹W
Ó

 ł
Ô

N
Ú

b


Á

146 Ms. Rabat: �r ¹
Ó

×



bÚ   �uô Ë�w^ šKOHWÌ  �w ŽÓNÚbÁ

147 Ms. Rabat: �U Ð5
Ó

 √�U· «�M³w=  Ë¬�t

148 Ms. Rabat: ýÓdÓ·Ï žbËÚ Ó √ÐU �×LbÌ œÔ—]…Î

149 Ms. Rabat: Ë«–Ú�ÔdÚ √ÐU «*ÓOÚLuÊ ðÓFÚbÔœÚ –�ÚdÁÔ

150 Ms. Rabat: �uÂÏ √ŠÓK]NÔr �Ke�UÊ �d«ð³UÎ

151 Ms. Rabat: ËÓ—ÀÓ «�JHU�WÓ ŽUœôÎ �w ŠÔJÚLt



   �M
Ú

Nr Ëô�s
Ú
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APPENDIX D

Poem to rhyme bi-Ìamdihi, see ¢Umâra’s Elegies and the Lamp of Loyalty, footnote 95.

Ms. D: He said in praise of the Imâm al-¢Â∂id the following:
Ms. Rabat: He said in honour of al-¢Â∂id the following:

1 Oh Thou, the best, in honour of whose fame the madîÌ is composed, and in whose
praise the Sºra s of the Book have descended.

2 Oh Argument of Allâh, through whose light the insight of those who are confused and
directionless is once again set straight.

3 Thou art the one who spontaneously achieved the height of sublimity, without even
having to exert the minimum of effort.

4 From the Leaders of the rightful way (al-hudâta al-râshidîna) he inherited an Imamate
whose characteristics he brought back to life through his clear and just leadership.

5 If he is proud of a Prophetship and a WaÒîyah, then it is rightful that they are both an
inheritance from his father and forefathers.

6 Should anyone descend from without, then nothing would be found apart from the
successor to the throne of the Caliph.

7 When al-MuÒ†afâ becomes a father to You, then it does not harm You  that your
followers miss his sceptre and his mantle.

8 What is between the paraphernalia (al-âlâti) of the Prophet and his family (âlihi), is nothing
other than that which is between the sword and the sheath. [according to ms. Rabat: ‘‘What is
between the Prophet’s pack-saddle and his family, is nothing other than ...’’]

9 An honour, in whose crown You, Oh Abº MuÌammad,152 have become a pinnacle, a
unique pearl in a string of pearls.

10 “Glory’’,–When You count its stars, it says: “Forget the explanation and limit Yourself
to the counting alone.

11 Record only Abu l-Maymºn, then his reputation will increase in honour; and do not
refer to his Ma¢add.’’

12 Al-ÎâfiÂ who in spite of his disappearance is preserved by three of his descendants,
all of whom have inherited just leadership.

13 Three, namely Åâfir, or Fâ’iz, or ¢Â∂id in the support of whom the Banº Ruzzîk became
a strong arm.

14 A group of people, whom Time has placed in high ranks to watch the loosening and
the fastening of Time,

15 Ones who extend their reward and punishment with the longest and most perfect arm of sublimity.
16 One Just (¢Âdil) in his government, but Unjust toward his benefactions, inherited the Regency,
17 Whose straps were hung on the shoulders of a Radiant One (Arwa¢) who, even before

the time of his maturity, bore great disasters.

152 “Abº MuÌammad’’ was the kunya of the Imâm ¢Abdallâh al-¢Â∂id.
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∏±ËðÓOIÒMXÚ —ÔðÓVÔ «�u“«—… √½]NU�U½XÚ �ÔLÓN]b…Î �tÔ �sÚ �ÓNÚbÁ 
153

π±�Ib
154

 √ŽU÷Ó «�bÝÚXÓ ÐFb �ÓHOKt


√Ô½Ú�UÎ �ÓHÓv «_¹ÒUÂÓ ËŠAWÓ �ÓIÚbÁ

∞≤�KpÏ ¹ÓdÔœÒ «_�ÚnÓ ≈ôÒ √½ÒtÔô ¹KÚ²ÓIw «�dÒ«łw ÐMÓ³ÚuÓ… —ÓœÒÁ

±≤łeôÊÔ ¹ÔFÚ²BÓdÔ «�MÒbÈ �s �HÒt�ÓdÓ�UÎ Ë¹IÚ²bÕÔ «�d]œÓÈ �s “Ó½ÚbÁ

≤≤¹ÔdÚ{w —�UÕÓ «)j= Ð�ÚDWÔ ÐUŽtË�CU—»Ó «�NMbÍ= 
155

 �ÔuÒ…Ô “½bÁ

≥≤ËðEs^ ô�FWÓ «�³u«—‚ �w «�bÔłÓvÐOCUÎ ðÔ−d=œÔ¼U �u«—”Ô łÔdÚœÁ

¥≤ô ðÓGÚ²d—Ú Ð³ÓAUýW
Ì

 �s Ð


AÚdÁ


�U��ÓOÚnÔ ¹KLÓlÔ Ë«�dÒœÓÈ �w ŠÓbÒÁ

µ≤ÞU�XÚ Ðt ¼LÓrÔ «�FÔKÓv ËðIU�ÓdÓ Ú¼LÓrÔ «�KOU�w √Ê &w¡Ó ÐCbÒÁ 
156

∂≤�ÓDÓKÓXÚ Žu«ÞnÔ ŠKLt ÐuŽObÁŽHÚu«Î Ë�U—½XÚ «�M−U“Ó ÐuÓŽÚbÁ

∑≤�KÓpÓ «'u«½`Ó 
157

 �U�K�UÊÔ Ð×ÓLÚbÁ�Ô�Ú²Ó�ÚbÓÂÏ Ë�c« «�HR«œÔ �uÔœÒÁ 
158

∏≤Ë�HÓXÚ �b«z×ÔMU ŽKOt _½tÔ�U ŽMb¼U ≈ôÒ «�cÍ �s ŽMbÁ

π≤¹U ŽU{b«Î œ¹sÓ «ù�t Ë�UzLUÎ�uôÁÔ �U ŽÔd�XÚ ≈�U�WÔ ŠbÒÁ

∞≥ðÓNÚMOpÓ �w «�FÓBÚd
 159
«�Ad¹n Ýö�WÏŽHÒXÚ ŽKv šÓDÓQ «(d¹o ËŽÓLÚbÁ

±≥ËÓ�ÓFXÚ Ðt ½U—Ô «)KOq Ë√ÞÚH¾XÚÐ�d¹d…Ì –Ôšd Ú �JÔrÚ �s ÐFÚbÁ

≤≥«�KÒtÔ �UÊÓ ŽKOpÓ �ÓNÚ³jÓ 
160

 ËŠÚOtË�IÓd] —ÓŠÚLÓ²t ËłÓMÒWÓ šÔKÚbÁ

≥≥ýÓÓ³Ò‡ÓNÚXÔ �ÓBÚdÓ„Ó Ë«)ÓözoÔ ŠÓuÚ�ÓtÔðÓFÚMÔu ŽKv ŠÔd= «'³5 ËšÓb=Á 
161

¥≥ÐU�³OX Ë«�dÔ�ÚsÔ «<ÓK]oÔ 
162

 —Ô�ÚMÔtÔË«�u«�b¹sÓ ≈�v ½b«„Ó ÐuÓ�ÚbÁ

µ≥Ë�uÚ «½ÒMw Ëł]NXÔ ýFÚdÍ ½Ó×ÚuÓ�ÔrÚ�ÓJÓHÓOÚ²ÔJÔrÚ ŠÓdÒ «(Ód¹o Ð³ÓdÚœÁ

∂≥ýFÚdÏ �uÚ «Ê] «�³Ó×ÚdÓ ŽV] ŽÔ³UÐtÔËÞÓLÓXÚ ŽKv «�b½OU žÓu«—»Ô �ÓbÒÁ

153 Ms. Rabat: �w �
Ó

N
Ú

bÁ



154 Ms. Rabat: Ë�Ib
Ú

155 Ms. Rabat: «�NM
Ú

b

156 Ms. Rabat: ÐM


b
Ò

Á

157 Ms. Rabat: «'u«—Õ
Ó

158 Ms. Rabat: Ðu
Ô

œ
Ò

Á

159 Ms. Rabat: �w «�I
Ó

B
Ú

d

160 Ms. Rabat: �
Ô

N
Ú

³jÓ

161 Ms. Rabat: ð
Ó

F
Ú

M
Ô

u ŽKv Š
Ó

d «(ÓM



5 Ë
Ó

Ë
Ó

ł
Ú

bÁ

162 Ms. Rabat: Ë«�d
^

�Ús
Ô

 «�L
Ô

×
Ó

K]o
Ô
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18 And the ranks of the Vizierate knew with absolute certainty that it was destined for
him from his cradle (kânat mumahhadatan fî mahdihi).

19 After (the death of) its Regent, he (the successor) returned happiness to the Throne as
sufficient compensation, sufficient for the days to bear the sorrow of their loss.

20 He is a king, who withstands thousands, but anyone who hopes never encounters the
haughtiness of his withstanding.

21 A generous giver from whose hand the dew is pressed like generosity and through
whose tinder ruin burns (al-radâ min zandihi).

22 The outstretching of his arm makes the spears of al-Kha†† content, and the strength of
his wrist (quwwatu zandihi) satisfies the sharp edge of the Indian sword.

23 And you surmise that the swords which the riders of the short-haired horses draw are
flashes of lightening in the darkness.

24 Do not be deceived by the friendliness of his happy countenance, because the sword
flashes whilst destruction lies in its sharpness.

25 The ambitions of Sublimity enable him to reach far, whilst the ambitions of the nights
do not succeed in attaining a level of equal height.

26 His sympathetic long-suffering postponed, of its own accord, his threat but his promises
are always honoured.

27 He took possession of the body, hence the tongue was made subservient to his eulogy,
and similarly the heart to the love of him.

28 Our odes were a property in mortmain (a waqf) for him, because in them there was
nothing other than that which was derived from him (namely gifts).

29 Oh ¢Â∂id (Oh Supporter) of the religion of the Deity and Oh Provider! Had he never
been, then the establishment of his Koranic law would never have been known.

30 May You in the noble Palace be congratulated on a preservation which may wipe away
the sin and wilfulness of the Fire!

31 The Fire of Abraham (al-Khalîl) was in love with him, but it was blown out by a
secret of Yours, which after Abraham has remained preserved.

32 May Allâh, who sent down His revelation and the source of His compassion and the
garden of His eternity, protect You!

33 While the people roundabout submit themselves to the noble forehead and its cheeks
(i.e., yours), I compare your Palace

34 To the House (scil., the Ka¢ba), where the smooth corner (of that cheek) is Its [smoothly worn-
off] Cornerstone; and those who come for your blessing I compare to Its arriving Pilgrims.163

35 Supposing I had sent my poetry to You then, with its cooling (bard), I would have
protected You against the heat of the fire.

36 A poem: suppose that the sea were to undulate savagely and the heights of its tide
were to flood the Dunyâ,

163 In line 34 of this poem to rhyme bi-Ìamdihi, there is the sug-
gestion of a style figure of paronomasia (tajnîs), at least it is
implied: al-wâfidîna ilâ nadâka, ‘‘those who came for Your

blessing, “and al-wâfidîn ilâ nidâ’ika, ‘‘those who came to visit
as pilgrims answering Your call.’’
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∑≥Ë√ŽU½ÓtÔ �ÓBÚqÔ «�A²U¡ Ð¦ÓKÚ−t�U ÝbÒ �w «ùÞÚHU¡ ÐÓFÚiÓ �Ó�ÓbÒÁ

∏≥√žÚKÓOÚ²Ôr ÐU'Ôuœ �OLWÓ ÝFÚdÁË—Ó�ÓFÚ²ÔrÚ ÐU'UÁ šU�qÓ �−ÚbÁ

π≥ËÝÓbÓœÚðÔrÚ ÐU�MÓIÚb šÓKÒWÓ �ÓIÚdÁËÝÓ²ÓdÚðÔrÚ �ÓdÓ�UÎ �FU¹VÓ �ÓIÚbÁ 
164

APPENDIX E

The greatness of the Imâm can, however, also be depicted in another way, so as we ascertain
in the poem to rhyme aktharu.165

�U‰ 1bÕ «ù�UÂÓ «�FU{b

�U‰ √¹CUÎ 1bÕ «�FU{b Ë¹NMÒ¾t

±«�AFÚdÔ ¹ÓFKrÔ √Ê �b—Ó„Ó √�Ú³ÓdÔ2ÒU ½Iu‰Ô Ë√Ê �CKÓp √�¦ÓdÔ 
166

≤�JsÒ �bÚŠÓpÓ šbÚ�WÏ �HdË{WÏ√Ô�dÓ «*ÔIq^ ÐHFÚKNU Ë«*ÔJÚ¦dÔ

≥Ë�²v ¹IuÂ Ð³ÓFÚi ŠIÒpÓ �ÓFÚAdÏ 
167

√{×XÚ šDU¹U¼r 0bÚŠpÓ ðÔGÚHdÔ

¥ýdÔ�u« Ð�bÚ�W –« «*IUÂ �−NÚbÔ¼rÚ√ÊÚ ¹×ÚLbËÁÔ �bÓÈ «�e�UÊ Ë¹AJdË«

µ½ÓEÓLXÚ šu«ÞdÔ¼rÚ �b¹`Ó šKOHWÌ�w �ÓbÚŠt «��Ó³ÚlÔ «*¦U½w ðÔMÚAÓdÔ

∂«�FU{bÔ «�D]NÚdÔ «�cÍ √ŽÚd«�ÔtÔ�w «_�Úq �s �U¡ «�GLU�W √ÞÚNÓdÔ

∑�s ¼UýrÌ ŠÓOÚYÔ «�Ú²ÓIÓXÚ ýÔFÓVÔ «�FÔKÓvËžÓbÓ Ú ¹ÓMUÐOlÔ «�MbÓÈ ðÓ²ÓHÓ−ÒdÔ

∏�s œËŠWÌ ½Ó³Óu¹ÒWÌ √žÚBU½ÔNUÐU�GÔd= �s ½Ó�Úq «_zLÒW ðÔMÚ¦ÓdÔ 
168

π�r ¹ÓIÚAlÚ ËÓÐÚqÔ «�NÔbÈ �s �ÓuÚ�NUŠ²Òv %ÓbÒ—Ó �Mt łÓb„̂Ó ŠÓOÚb—Ô

∞±≈ÊÒ «�d]ŽU¹U «ÝÚ²Ó³ÚAÓdÓ Ú Ð�ÓKOHWÌËÓłÚtÔ «�e�UÊ ÐuÓłÚNt �Ô�Ú²Ó³ÚAdÔ

±±½ÓEÓdË« ≈�OpÓ Ë√�Ú³ÓdË„Ó �NUÐWÎ�LÔ�Ó³=̀Ï Ë�ÔNÓK=qÏ Ë�ÔJÓ³ÒdÏ

≤±Ëð�UÐIu« �Ó¦ÚrÓ «�²d«» �Q½ÒtÔ�sÚ ÞO³


t


 �


�ÚpÏ ¹Ôc«»Ô ËŽÓMÚ³ÓdÔ

≥±ŽÓMÓX «�ułuÁÔ Ë�U ÞKFXÚ �LU ¹ÔdÓÈ≈ôÒ ł³5Ï �w «�²Ôd«» �ÔGÓH]dÔ

164 Ms. Rabat: �FU¹
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165 ¢Umâra’s poem on  rhyme aktharu, a poem of 47 lines of verse.
Manuscript D (Petersburg), folio 63 verso - 65 recto; ms. Ra-
bat p. 97-100.  This poem has been partially edited by
Derenbourg, Nukat-Diwan, p. 222-225 (= vss. 1-2, 17-47).

166 Ms. Rabat:  The first line of poem to rhyme aktharu reads
differently:
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168 Ms. Rabat: ð
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37 And the season of winter were to help it with its snow, then despite its raging, the sea
would not have achieved even a part of the effect of the poetry.

38 You have raised the value of his reward through generosity and You have, through
pride, raised his glory which had become obscure.

39 And with coins You have filled the breach of his poverty and, with magnanimity, You
have covered the shame of his deficiency. [or on the basis of ms. Rabat: ‘‘... and with
magnanimity You have wiped out the deficiencies of his evil coins.’’]

APPENDIX E

Poem to rhyme aktharu, see ¢Umâra’s Elegies and the Lamp of Loyalty, footnote 100.

He said in honour of the Imâm al-¢Â∂id the following:
1 The poetry knows that Your dimensions are larger than anything we say, and that Your

excellency is greater.
2 But praising You is a compulsory duty, an act to which both those who compose a

small amount of poetry and those who compose a lot are commanded.
3 When a multitude achieves the deeper truth of praise for You, then through the praise

of You their sins are forgiven.
4 They are honourable through their duty towards this rank (dhâ l-maqâm), because their

utmost efforts consist of them praising and thanking him for as long as there is time.
5 Their conceptions have poetically composed the praise of a Caliph, one in whose praise

the Seven Mathânî were proclaimed.
6 Al-¢Â∂id is the Pure One, the origins of whose veins are purer than cloud water.
7 He is from Hâshim, where the branches of Sublimity met each other, and where the

sources of benevolent dew began to spout,
8 From a Prophetic Palm Tree, whose boughs will bear fruit due to the radiant ones

belonging to the Imâm s’ genealogical line.
9 The rain shower of Just Leadership has not disappeared, it remains above, until Your

forefather Îaydar [scil., ¢Alî] pours out from it.
10 The subjects rejoice in a Caliph, in whose face the face of Time itself can rejoice.
11 They look at You and declared You great out of respect. One said: “Praised be Allâh’’,

another said: “No God but Allâh’’, a third said: “Allâhu akbar!”
12 They tried, in relation to one another, to be the first to kiss the dust, as though its

fragrant smell had turned it into melted musk and amber.
13 The faces were submissive and nothing was visible to the eye apart from a forehead

which had become dusty in the dusty earth.
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¥±Š²Òv ŠKKÚXÓ —Ë«‚Ó ŽU�OWÓ «�c—̂Ó«
169

√�Ú�ÓXÚ –Ô—Ó« «�NÓdÓ�OÚs ŽMNU ðÓIÚBdÔ

µ±ýÓ³]NÚ²ÔNU Ë«�KOqÔ 
170

 ¹−ÚdÍ ðÓ×Ú²ÓNUÐU�Ú�ÔKÚb √ÔłÚdÍÓ �w –—¬¼U «�JÓuÚŁÓdÔ

∂±Ë≈–« «š²Bd Ô «�Iu‰ �w ðA³ONNU�JQ½NU «�HÓKpÔ «;OjÔ �Bu]—Ô

∑±ýdÔ�X √�OdÓ «*R�M5 �u«ÝrÏ 
171

√{×X ðR—ÒŒÔ ÐUÝLJrÚ ËðÔ�D]dÔ

∏±�Ô�LXÚ �LU �Ô�r «�e�UÊ �×U{dÏ�r ¹MÚBdÂÚ  Ë�Ib]ÂÏ  Ë�Rš]dÔ

π±Ë√łKN̂U ¹uÂÔ «)KOZ �S½t�s ÐOÚMNU ¹uÂÏ  √ždÒ �AN]dÔ

∞≤¹uÂÏ šKFÚXÓ ŽKOt �OqÓ ŽÓ−UłÓWÌýÔNVÔ «_ÝMÒW �w œÔłU¼U ðÓeÚ¼ÓdÔ

±≤¹uÂÏ �QÊ «'Og %X �Ó²U�tÝdy ÐSŁMU¡ «'u«—Õ 
172

 �CLÓdÔ

≤≤Ë«�U„Ó �Ot «�MOqÔ  Ë¼u �s «(OUšÓ−qÏ ¹IbÒÂÔ —łÚKÓ‡tÔ Ë¹Rš=dÔ

≥≤�b łU¡Ó �FÚ²c—«Î ≈�OpÓ ËðUz³UÎ�s –Ó½³t «*U{w Ë�¦KÔpÓ ¹FÚc—Ô

¥≤�u ô ðF¦d̂Á ÐQ–¹U‰ «�¦]dÓÈ�U �UÊÓ �ÓcÚ—Ë—«Î 
173

 ŽKOt «�F¦ÚOÓdÔ

µ≤�u �r ðÔG³=dÚ ÐU�MÓbÓÈ �w ËłNt�U ôÕÓ �j^ ŽKOt ËłtÏ √žÚ³ÓdÔ

∂≤Ë�ÓuÓ «½ÒtÔ ô�Óv —�UÐÓpÓ √ÐOCUÎ 
174

�dÚ�UÎ �ÓJb]—ÓÁÔ «�F−UÃÔ «_�ÚbÓ—Ô

∑≤Ë�IbÚ ŽÓb�ÚMUÁÔ �MÔ³ÚXÓ ½OUÐWÎŽe] «�GMw^ ÐNU Ë√ŁÚdÓÈ «*ÔFÚ�dÔ

∏≤≈ÊÚ �UÊ �s ½NdÌ �JÓHp̂Ó �Ô−ÒWÏ√Ë �UÊ �sÚ �DÓdÌ �uÓÐÚKÔpÓ √žeÓ—Ô

π≤ý²ÒUÊÓ ÐOMJÔLU √ÐÓ×ÚdÏ Ë«ŠbÏ�ÓOÓbÌ √½U�KÔNU «�Jd1WÔ √ÐÚ×ÔdÔ

∞≥�w �q= Ë�XÌ �OÚiÔ łÔuœ„Ó ŠU{dÏ�OMU Ë½UzKÔtÔ  ¹GOVÔ  Ë¹×CdÔ

±≥ËŽKv «(IOIW ô «*Ó−U“ �S½ÒtÔ�s ½FLW 
175

 «�Kt «�²w ô ðÔJÚHÓdÔ

≤≥��dÔ «)KOZ Ž³U—…Ï 
176

 Žs �MÒWÌ√{×v ÐNU ��dÔ «�³d¹ÒW ¹Ô−Ú³ÓdÔ

≥≥�²LÓq] �uÝLÓt ËŽÔLÚd«Î šU�b«Î9Cw �OU�Ot Ë√½XÓ �ÔFÓL]dÔ

169 Ms. Rabat: ð
Ô

d«»
Ó

 ŽU�OW
Ó

 «�c
^

—«

170 Ms. Rabat: Ë«*U¡
Ô

171 Ms. Rabat: �
Ó

×UÐf
Ï

172 Ms. Rabat: «'Óu«½


`

173 Ms. Rabat: �eË—«Î

174 Ms. Rabat: �U�OU
Î

175 Ms. Rabat: √½
Ú

F
Ô

r

176 Ms. Rabat: �Ó�
Ó

d
Ó

 «)KOZ
Ô

 ŽLU—
Ó

ÁÔ
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14 Until You alighted in a riwâq, an archway (according to ms. D; in “a tomb’’ according
to ms. R) with high ceilings, compared to which the tops of both pyramids fell short.

15 I compared them  (the ceilings) and the water, which flowed under them, to an eternal
garden under whose protection the Kawthar starts to flow.

16 And if I summarise the words when I compare it, then it is as though the surrounding
heavenly sphere is being portrayed.

17 Oh Lord of the Believers: the maÌâbis were full of honour being stamped and dated
in Your name.  [maÌâbis according to ms. Rabat, plural of muÌbas and of maÌbºs:
mortmain, i. e., the waqf “properties’’ for example war horses; according to ms. D, the
mawâsim: “festive parades’’ were full of honour ...]

18 Just as the time is divided, the gatherings which were not interrupted were divided up,
both earlier and later.

19 The most distinguished of the feasts is the Day of the Khalîj, because this is, amongst
them, a radiant and revealing day.

20 A day over which You threw the mantle of a nightly sea, within the darkness of which
the meteors of the spears shone.

21 A day, as though the army was a secret under its dust, hidden within its smothering clouds.
22 To You came the Nile, which through fearfulness is shy, now and then it puts one

foot forward, only to draw it back again.
23 The Nile came to You with its excuses, full of sorrow for its earlier sins, and one like

You forgives!
24 If it (the Nile) had not stumbled over the edges of the world, then no dust would have

been scattered over it.
25 If You had not scattered (tughabbir) dew / good deeds in its face like sand, then a

greyish colour would never have appeared on it.
26 If it had met Your stirrup with a pure bright colour, then Your very troubled cloud of

dust (from the war) would have troubled it.
27 We had missed it, but You came in its place, with replacements: the rich became

considerable, and the needy became rich.
28 If it is made from a river, then Your hand is a cruel sea. If it is made from rain, then

Your downpours are more abundant.
29 What a difference there is between you two! Is one river the same as a hand, of which

the noble fingers alone are more rivers?
30 At every moment there is an abundance of your goodness present amongst us, but its

(the Nile’s) gift is sometimes absent and then once again present.’’
31 Thus in reality, not metaphorically, because he is a part of a benefaction from Allâh

for which everyone must be grateful.
32 The “Breaking of the Khalîj’’ must be considered as a benefaction, through which the

breach in humankind can be healed. [Or on the basis of ms. Rabat: the Khalîj broke
its headdress: –a benefaction, through which the breach in humankind can be healed.]

33 Thus long enjoy its (the Khalîj–) feast and an eternal life, during which the nights
will pass by whilst You become old.
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¥≥ËðÓNsÒ √¹ÒUÂÓ «�JHOq ËœË�WÎŽeÒ  ÐNU 
177

 �Nu «�NMU¡Ô «_�³dÔ

µ≥¼UœÍ «�bŽU… �HOqÔ œË�²p «�²wðÓNÚbÍ ≈–« {q] «��LOlÔ «*Ô³ÚBdÔ

∂≥≈Ê �MXÓ �w Ëłt «)ö�W �ÔIÚKÓWÎ�U�BÒU�`Ô  «�NUœÍ ŽKONU ¹−×ÔdÔ 
178

∑≥√Ë �MXÓ �w ŠÓdÓÂ «ù�U�W �³ÚKÓWÎ�NÚu «�AFU—Ô _¼KNU Ë«*AÚFÓdÔ

∏≥√Ë �MXÓ �ûÝöÂ ýLfÓ ¼b«¹WÌ�DözlÏ �MNU «�B³UÕÔ «*�ÚHdÔ

π≥�KpÏ ≈–« ŽÔbÒ «*Ku„Ô  Ë�CKÔNUÐb√ «�K�UÊÔ Ðt 
179

 ËŁMÒv «)MÚBdÔ

∞¥ýOÓrÏ ¹dË‚Ô «_–ÚÊÓ �MNU �Ó�ÚLÓlÏËŽÔKvÎ ¹dË‚Ô «�FOÚsÓ �MNU �MEdÔ

±¥√ŠOU 0Ô×ÚOw «�b¹s ÝOdðÓtÔ «�²w¹ÔDÚuÈ ÐNU ½ÓAÚdÔ «�¦MU¡ Ë¹ÔMAdÔ 
180

≤¥–šÚdÔ «_zLÒW �s šözn ¼UýrÌ 
181

ËËÝOKWÏ �NÔrÚ ðÔBUÊÔ ËðÔcÚšdÔ

≥¥«�MU�dÔ «;Ow «�cÍ ÐGMUzt√{Ú×XÚ ŽEOLWÔ �q= šDÚVÌ ðÓBÚGdÔ

¥¥ýdÔ�XÚ ÐMu —Ô“Ò¹pÓ Š²Òv √½ÒNrÚœËÊÓ «�³d¹ÒW �KJu«�V �ÓFÚAÓdÔ

µ¥Ëðu«{ÓFÔu« Ë«�b¼dÔ ¹FÚKr Ë«�FÔKÓv√ÊÒ «�e�UÊ ÐNrÚ ¹²OtÔ Ë¹HÚ�ÓdÔ

∂¥«�AUzbËÊÓ ŽÔKvÎ �³U �s œË½NU��ÚdÓÈ Ë�B]d Žs ½b«¼U �ÓOBÓdÔ 
182

∑¥�ÓKÚOÓ�ÚKÓLu« �KFU{b ÐÚs �×LbÌŽCÔbÏ ¹c‰Ò Ðt «�FbË^ Ë¹ÔIÚNÓdÔ 
183

177 Ms. Rabat: Ðt

178 Ms. Rabat: �
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182 Ms. Rabat: Ë�
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183 In ms. Rabat, the last line of poem to rhyme aktharu  reads
differently:
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34 And be happy with the “Days of the Regent (al-kafîl)’’ and a Dawla which through
them has become distinguished, because that is the greatest happiness.

35 The Leader of the Propagandists is the one responsible for Your Dawla, one who leads
justly when those of sharp hearing and clear sight stray.

36 If You (Oh al-¢Â∂id) are an “eye’’ in the face of the phenomenon “Caliphate’’ then
the Vizier al-∑âliÌ is the “eye socket’’ (which protects the eye).

37 If You are a qibla, the direction of the ritual prayer, within the holy area of the
“Imamate’’, then the Vizier is the enthusiastic pilgrims’ prayer of “Labbay-ka”, which
men in that area can hear being called out.

38 Or if You are a Sun and Just Leader for Islam, then ™alâ’i¢ is its shining morning.
39 A king, when kings and its excellency are enumerated, then the tongue begins with

him and later the little finger does the same again:
40 Character traits which are suitable for the ear to hear, and Sublimity a suitable spectacle

for the eye.
41 Through the Reviver of Life he had his Sîra revived, through which the diffusion of

praise was both folded up and opened.
42 The Treasure Trove of the Imâm s of the caliphs of Hâshim, and a continuous bond

for them who were protected and preserved:
43 Al-NâÒir the Reviver, through whose effective qualities the enormity of every disaster

is made small.
44 The Banº Ruzzîk were honourable until they, risen above humankind, became a

multitude of Stars.
45 They were humble and the Dahr and Sublimity are fully aware that the Time was

haughty and proud of them,
46 They who built a Sublimity under which Kisrâ pined away and for which QayÒar was

too small.
47 Let them be free of shortcomings for al-¢Â∂id ibn MuÌammad, a Buttress through which

the enemy is humbled and overpowered! [On the basis of ms. Rabat: ‘‘Thereupon they
gave al-¢Â∂id ibn MuÌammad a Buttress through which the enemy is humbled and
overpowered.’’]
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APPENDIX F

(funeral elegy dedicated to Wafâ, grandmother of the Imâm al-¢Â∂id)
Poem to rhyme bi-dimâ’ihâ, see ¢Umâra’s Elegies and the Lamp of Loyalty, footnote 42.

¢Umâra’s commemorative elegy dedicated to al-¢Â∂id’s grandmother, written one year after
the event of her death [she was probably one of Imâm al-Fâ’iz’s aunts], to rhyme bi-
dimâ’ihâ, see Nukat-Diwan, p. 155-157 (verses 1, 6-8, 28-40), and ms. D folio 1 verso – 2
verso,184 and ms. Rabat p. 34-36:

Ë�U‰ ®√¹CU© ¹dŁw łbÒ… «�FU{b �w ðÓLUÂ ÝÓMÓ²NU

±�u �UÊ ¹MHl √Ê &uœ 0UzNUŽOÚsÏ �Ó−UœÓ Ú √ŽÚOÔsÏ Ðb�UzNU

≤ô�sÒ šÓDÚVÓ «*ÓuÚ  √�Ú³Ó̀Ó ŽKÒWÎ�ÓBÔdÓ Ú šÔDÓv «ü�U‰ œËÊ ýHUzNU

≥ðdłu ��U*WÓ «�e�UÊ Ë�r ¹e‰Ú�ÓbÓ—Ô «�KOU�w �ÔuÓ�ÒFÎU ÐBHUzNU

¥�ÓeÓłÓXÚ �MU �QÚ”Ó «(OU… ÐGÓbÚ—¼UËðFKÒIXÚ ¬�U�ÔMU ÐuÓ�UzNU

µ�¦ÚqÓ «_�UŽw ÝÔLN̂U Ë–ÔƒÓ«�ÔNUô ¹Ó�Ú²Ó³5Ô œË«ƒÔ¼U �s œÓ«zNU

∂√ÓËÓ�U ðdÈ «�b½OU «Ý²ÓLd] šö�ÔNU�w ŽÓNÚb¼U ŠÓ²Òv ŽKv šÔKÓHUzNU

∑ÞÓdÓ�ÓXÚ łÓMU»Ó «�FU{b Ðs �×LÒbÌÐHÓMU¡ �ÓsÚ ¹ÔdÚłÓv «�GMÓv ÐHÓMUzNU

∏�ÔRÓ¹]bÏ ðKIv «�MÓu«¹VÓ ½ÓHÚ�ÔtÔ�w �qÒ ½Uz³WÌ Ð×Ô�Ús Že«zNU 
185

πËÓ—ÀÓ «�MÓ³w^ ÝÓd¹dÓ…Ó �U �w «�uÓ—ÓÈ�uôÁÔ �ÓsÚ ¹ÔMÚ‡³‡¾Ú‡pÓ Žs √½Ú³UzNU

∞±�S–« «*ÔNÓM=TÔ Ë«*ÔFeÍ √ŠÚ�ÓMÓU�OJr �Ib ¼Ôb¹ÓU ÐMÔu— {OUzNU

±±Ë�Ib ¹Fe^ ŽÓKÓw] –�dÔ �IOb…ÌŽÓu]{Ú²ÔNU Žs �bŠNU ÐdŁUzNU

≤±�r √—ÚŁNU ÐU�AFÚd ≈ôÒ ÐFb�U√{Ú×Óv ��UÊÔ «�bÓ¼Úd �s ýÔFd«zNU

≥±žÓbÓ—Ó Ú Ðt «_¹ÒUÂÔ Ë¼ÚwÓ ŽÓ³ObÔ¼UË�c« «�KOU�w ËÓ¼ÚwÓ ÐÓFÚiÔ ≈�UzNU

¥±¹U œ¼dÔ �U �p �rÚ ðÓLs] ÐFÓ²ÚINU√ÓËÓ�rÚ ðJÔsÚ ¹U œ¼dÔ �s ŽÔ²IUzNU

µ±�KÚ²MÚb�Ós] ≈–« «�Ú²IdÓ Ú Ë�rÚ ðÓ−bÚ�w «�d√Í �ÓsÚ ¹ÔGMw �HÓCÚq žÓMUzNU

∂±√�ö ŠÓHEÚXÓ �NU √łÓq] �COKWÌ√ÊÒ «ù�UÂÓ ¹ÔFb^ �s √ÐÚMUzNU

∑±�U {Ód] �ÓsÚ ŽÔIbÓ «�Ku«¡Ô ÐQÓ�Úd¼U√Ê ô ðIÔuœÓ «'OgÓ ðÓ×ÚXÓ �u«zNU

184 In ms. D, lines 3-10 and 22-29 of poem to rhyme dimâ’ihâ
are almost unreadable due to stains on the pages of the
manuscript.

185 In ms. Rabat the second halfverse reads differently:
�w �qÒ ½U“�W

Ì
  Ð×

Ô
�
Ú

s Že«zNU
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APPENDIX F

Text and Translation of poem bi-dimâ’ihâ, a funeral elegy dedicated to al-¢Â∂id’s
grandmother, who was known by the name Wafâ,

On the first anniversary of the death of al-¢Â∂id’s grandmother, he said the following
words to mourn the loss of her:

1 If it were useful for an eye to give its water, then many eyes would already have
given their blood.

2 But the disaster of death has become a sickness (¢illa), one for which the steps of
hope are too short, hence there is no cure.

3 You hoped to be able to make peace with Time. However, the murkiness of the nights
has been smitten by the purity of the nights.

4 For us, they (the nights) have mixed the cup of life with the treachery of life, and our
hope goes hand in hand with its (life’s) fidelity (bi-wafâ’ihâ).

5 Their poison and their Fast Death are just like vipers, and their remedies cannot be
distinguished from their sicknesses.

6 Do you not see how the differences of opinion of the World continue for all time, in
its own time even with regard to the Caliphs?

7 It knocked on the door of His excellency al-¢Â∂id, Mohammed’s offspring, with  Ruin
(fanâ’) for her, in whose forecourt [bi- fanâ’ihâ] people’s hopes for wealth  were placed.

8 He is a person who has been granted authority, one whose soul met disasters, every
disaster, with precious comfort.

9 The Prophet inherited the Mystery from amongst the people. Had he never been, who
would have been able to pass on its secrets?

10 Thus when the one who is congratulating and the one who is comforting both do
something good in Your eyes, then they are both justly guided by its radiance (scil.,
that of the Mystery).

11 It is difficult for me to remember a lamented one, for whom I have replaced a eulogy
of her by mourning for her.

12 I did not mourn her in poetry until the tongue of the Dahr had become one of her poets.
13 The days have betrayed her, although they were her male slaves. So did the nights,

despite being her female slaves.
14 Oh Dahr! What is wrong with you, why did you not benevolently grant her freedom?

Were you not, Oh Dahr, one of her freed slaves?
15 You will certainly feel remorse when she has disappeared as you will be unable to

encounter anyone who, regarding an opinion, provides as much as the wealth of her
excellency ever provided.

16 Have you not retained the greatest benefaction from her, namely that the Imâm is
considered to be one of her sons?

17 For one on whose orders the flag is tied up, there is no damage if she herself does
not lead the army under her flag.
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∏±≈Ê �r ðÔFÓb] �sÓ «�dłU‰ �S½ÒNr¼ÓeÒË« �ÓMÓU «�d«¹U  ŽsÚ ¬—«zNU

π±�U�u« �ÓCÓXÚ ÝMWÏ Ë�ONU ÝÓKÚu…ÏðMNv ¼ÔLuÂÓ «�MHf Žs ÐÔdÓŠUzNU

∞≤�QłÓ³Ú²Ôr ≈ÊÒ «��ÔKÔu] ¹FÔu�ÔtÔ�U �w —�U» «�MU” �s ½ÓFÚLUzNU

±≤�U ¼cÁ 2]sÚ ≈–« ÐÓFÔbÓ «*ÓbÓÈ½Ô�OÓXÚ �FU½w «�HÓCÚq �sÚ √ÝÚLUzNU

≤≤Ë�ÓHÓv ÐNU ÞÔu‰Ó «�e�UÊ �ÔcÓ�Òd«Î�U ŽMÚbÓ¼U �s �ÓCÚKNU ËÓŠ³UzNU

≥≤ËÓ�ÔdËŸÔ œÓËÚŠÓ²NU «�²w √ÐÚIÓXÚ �NU½Ôu—ÓÍÚ ÝÓMU ≈ŠÚ�U½NU ËÝÓMUzNU

¥≤�w �qÒ ŽÔCÚuÌ ŠÓeÒ…Ï �HIOb…Ì√{Ú×Óv ÐMuÔ„Ó «�eÔ¼ÚdÔ �s √ŽÚCUzNU

µ≤ýÓLÚfÏ ÐMu„ «�GÔd^ ÐÔu—„Ó �ONrÔ¹U ÐÓbÚ—Ó¼U «�NUœÍ $uÂÔ ÝLUzNU

∂≤√�ÒU ≈–« �UÊ «(LUÂÔ �d¹CWÏô ÐÔb] ŠÓ²ÚLUÎ �s Ëłu» �CUzNU

∑≤�ÓKÚOÓNÚMNU √ÊÒ «*MOÒW ≈½ÒLU½e�XÚ ÐNU �w ŽeÒ¼U ËŽözNU

∏≤�r ðÓMÚ²ÓIqÚ Š²v —√ Ú �w ½ÓHÚ�NU�U √�]KÓXÚ �sÚ ÝÔR�NU Ë—łUzNU

π≤Ë≈–« «�KOU�w √�Ú²ÓFÓ²ÚpÓ ÐAUË—Ì�UžÚCÔiÚ łÔHu½ÓpÓ Žs �³O` łHUzNU

∞≥�U�w šö�²pÓ «�²w ½ÔBd Ú Ðt�w �qÒ �ÔFÚ²Ód„ ŽKv √ŽÚb«zNU

±≥ÐU�JU�q «�Ú²Ó�ÓdÓ Ú ŽKv √�Ód«zNUËÐAUËÓ—Ì ðU¼XÚ ŽKv Ë“—«zNU

≤≥ÝÓOÚHU ≈�U�²pÓ «�²w �U ≈ÊÚ ÝÓDÓXÚ≈ôÒ Ë�UÊÓ «�MBÚdÔ �s �d½UzNU

≥≥�U {O]IÓXÚ ŽÓDÓsÓ «*ÔKu„ �ÔKLÒW≈ôÒ Ë—Óœ]« {OIÓNU ÐdÓšUzNU 
186

¥≥Ë√þÔsÒ √¹ÒU�UÎ ÝÓLÓ×ÚsÓ ÐAUËÓ—Ìô ðÓIÚb— «�b½OU ŽKv ½ÔEÓd«zNU

µ≥√½U �s Žb«œ «_žÚMOU¡ ÐHÓCÚKNUË≈�v œÓË«Â ŽÔ‡öÁ 
187

 �s �ÔId«zNU

186 Ms. Rabat: �
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18 Even though she was not counted amongst the men, there were still those who
brandished the flags on their lances on the authority of her insight.

19 They said: ‘‘A year has passed by, and therein is comfort which stills the cares of the
soul, so that it no longer has a fever.’’

20 Then you answered: ‘‘Obscurity is kept away by the fact that her benevolence weighs
on our shoulders.

21 This lady is not one of those who, when the interval of time is far advanced, are such
that the importance of excellency is forgotten in connection with her name.’’

22 It may be sufficient for her that in the course of time there is a recorder who records
how much we benefit from her favours and gifts.

23 The branches of the DawÌa Palm allowed two lights to remain for her: thunder and
lightning from her generosity and her high rank.

24 In every part of the body there is violent grief for her who is so sadly missed.  Your
shining sons, however, have become a part of her limbs.

25 She was a Sun!  But Your dazzling sons ‘Blessed may they be’ are the stars of the
heaven, oh thou, who art heaven’s Justly Guiding Full moon!

26 When Death is a compulsory action (which it is one’s duty to suffer), it can never be avoided,
27 – Then it may please her that the fate of death only descended upon her in the moment

of glory and Sublimity.
28 No sooner did she change places, than she saw in her soul that for which she had

hoped and asked, that which she had desired:

[In the next passage, the poet applying the figure of style iltifât, speaks directly to the
Imâm al-¢Â∂id with congratulatory formulas.  He describes both the Vizier Shâwar ibn
Mujîr (who succeeded after Ruzzîk ibn ™alâ’i¢) and his eldest son the amîr Abº Shujâ¢
al-Kâmil ibn Shâwar, — both the father and the son died later on, in 564 H.] 188

29 When the nights allow You to enjoy Shâwar, then close Your eyes to the ugliness of
their bleak aversion.

30 It is sufficient for Your Caliphate that it is supported by him in every battle against
her enemies.

31 Through al-Kâmil, the Caliphate was proud of her Amîr s and, through Shâwar, it felt
conceited about her Viziers.

32 They are two swords from Your Imamate, which had no power apart from the fact
that Victory was one of her steadfast friends.

33 Scarcely was the fatherland of the kings troubled by disaster before they both restored
her distress to relaxation.

34 I think that (the sort of) Days which gave Shâwar permission to be unique, have made
it impossible for the World to replicate such days.

35 I belong to the number who have become rich through their excellency, and I am one
of those who feel the need for the continuation of Your sublimity.

188 Al-Maqrîzî, Itti¢âÂ al-Ìunafâ’ III, 256.
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36 Before my action, he (Shâwar) was praised by  the edges of his sword. My praise has
become part of their  beautiful eulogy.

37 His vain qualities were illuminated by my opinion. The madîÌ intended for him
journeyed from the lights of these qualities.

38 You have made the face of the Dahr beautiful for me, after it had been, in my eyes, a
misshapen face.

39 When Charity becomes continuous, then it becomes a creed (¢aqîda). The Days will
never dissolve the contract of their loyalty (walâ’i-hâ).

40 The Days of Your excellence allow no wish of mine to survive, unless it is the request
of Allah that they be allowed to continue for an extremely long time.

∂≥�ÓbÓŠÓ²ÚtÔ �s �Ó³ÚKw �ÓCU—»Ô ÝOHt�ÓGÓbÓÈ ŁMUzw �s łLOq ŁMUzNU

∑≥ËÝd Ú �JU—�ÔtÔ ðÔCw¡Ô Ð�UÞdÍ��ÓdÓÈ «*b¹`Ô ≈�Ot �s √{Úu«zNU

∏≥ŠÓ�ÒMÚXÓ ËłÚtÓ «�bÓ¼Úd ŽMbÍ ÐÓFÚb�U�b �UÊ �w ŽOÚMÓw] ËÓłÚNUÎ ýUzNUÓ

π≥≈–« ðÓu«�Óv «'uœÔ �U—Ó ŽIOb…Îô ðÓ×ÚKÔqÔ «_¹UÂÔ ŽÓIÚbÓ ËÓôzNU

∞¥�r ðÔ³Úo �w √¹ÒUÂÔ �ÓCÚKpÓ ŠUłWÎ≈ôÒ ÝR«‰Ó «�Kt ÞÔu‰Ó ÐÓIUzNU
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